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Abstract
This dissertation develops a grammar of phonetic implementation of phonologically sig-
niﬁcant F0 (pitch) events, which is applicable across languages. Through production stud-
ies of various languages, we show that phonetic universals exist which govern phonetic
realization of the phonological representations of tones. In the previous literature, there
have been two conﬂicting views concerning tonal timing: tones are aligned with respect
to segments (the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis) or tones occur at a ﬁxed interval from
other tones (the Constant Duration Hypothesis). In this dissertation, the two hypotheses
are tested in languages with various tonal phonologies: Seoul Korean (phrasal boundary
tone), Tokyo Japanese (lexical pitch accent), Mandarin (lexical tone), and English (intona-
tional pitch accent). In all languages, both tendencies to maintain segmental alignment and
a target duration for pitch rises are simultaneously observed. We thus adopt a weighted-
constraint model (Flemming, 2001) where segmental alignment and target duration are
interpreted as weighted constraints. In this model, timing of tones is determined to min-
imize the summed cost of violation of these conﬂicting constraints. Mixed-effects models
were ﬁtted to the data to obtain the actual weights in each language. Relative weights of
the constraints reﬂect cross-linguistic differences in the alignment of tones. The relative
weights of constraints in the phonetic realization grammar are not random but systematic,
reﬂecting the phonological nature of tones in each language.
The experimental studies in this dissertation show that tonal alignment patterns de-
pend on phonological status and context of tones. Lexically-contrastive tones (Japanese ac-
cented words, Mandarin lexical tone) or prominence-lending tones (English pitch accents)
are more strictly aligned with respect to their anchoring points than phrasal boundary tones
(Seoul Korean, Japanese unaccented words), if other conditions are equal. Tones show
different alignment patterns depending on phonological context: tones are more strictly
aligned in word-ﬁnal context than in word-medial context in Japanese accented words,
and in lexical-tone context than in neutral-tone context in Mandarin. In addition, lan-
guages show different phonetic realization patterns depending on whether contour tones
are contrastive in the language (Mandarin and English) or not (Korean and Japanese).
These results point to the fact that details of phonetic realization of tones are determined
by language-speciﬁc phonetic realization grammar, rather than by default universal rules.
Thesis Supervisor: Edward Flemming
Title: Associate Professor of Linguistics
Thesis Supervisor: Michael Kenstowicz
Title: Professor of Linguistics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation aims to develop a grammar of phonetic implementation of phonologically
signiﬁcant F0 (pitch) events, which is applicable across languages. Through production
studies of various languages, we show that phonetic universals exist which govern pho-
netic realization of phonological representations of tones. Cross-linguistic similarities are
explained by a set of constraints that are common across languages, so tendencies to satisfy
these constraints are observable in all languages. At the same time, we demonstrate that
the extent to which these tendencies are manifested differs from language to language. This
means that not all the constraints are of the same importance in different languages. Cross-
linguistic differences are explicable by assigning different weights to constraints where the
weights reﬂect relative importance of the constraints. We show that the relative weights of
constraints in the phonetic realization grammar are not random but systematic, reﬂecting
the phonological nature of tones in each language.
More speciﬁcally, the main theme of this dissertation is the timing of pitch targets (L,
H) in a segmental string. The research question is how the timing of tones is determined:
whether the tones occur with respect to segments, or at a ﬁxed interval from the other tones.
The ﬁrst approach is known as the "Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (SAH)" (Ladd et al.,
1999). According to this hypothesis, pitch movements are analyzed into L and H level
targets and these level targets are aligned ("anchored") with respect to certain segmental
landmarks ("anchors"). The timing of the tones follows the timing of their respective seg-
mental anchors, so the L and H tones comprising a rising movement are independent of
each other. It has been claimed that the segmental alignment of a tone remains stable re-
gardless of changes in speech rate, syllable structure, or prosodic context (Prieto et al., 1995;
Arvaniti et al., 1998; Xu, 1998; Ladd et al., 1999; Igarashi, 2004; Dilley et al., 2005; Ishihara,
2006). This dissertation argues against the basic assumption (the independence of pitch
level targets) and the claim (the stability of tonal alignment) of the SAH. That is, we will
show that the L and H tones comprising a rising F0 movement are not independent of each
other and that the segmental alignment is systematically and gradually affected by speech
rate. The second approach to tonal timing is that tones may be timed with respect to each
other, regardless of the segments. For example, in the English L*+H- bitonal pitch accent,
the H- occurs a ﬁxed time interval after L*, regardless of the segmental/syllable character-
istics of the materials following the accented syllable (Pierrehumbert, 1980: 80).
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We probe these two different approaches in this dissertation. We show that both fac-
tors (segmental anchoring and ﬁxed rise duration) simultaneously affect tonal timing in
languages we examined. Furthermore, we ask whether the timing of the tones differs de-
pending on the phonological status (lexical or boundary) and context by examining lan-
guages that have varying phonological statuses of tones. From the experimental studies
of these languages, we will show that detailed phonetic realization patterns of tonal tim-
ing differ depending on phonological status and context of the tones. In this chapter, we
review the segmental anchoring approach and the ﬁxed interval approach in more detail,
show the conﬂicting predictions of these approaches, and outline the hypotheses that will
be tested throughout the dissertation.
1.1 The models of F0 movements
This section reviews two conﬂicting hypotheses concerning F0 movements: the Segmental
Anchoring Hypothesis and the Constant Duration Hypothesis. The difference lies what
is stable in the realization of F0 movements: segmental alignment of the tones or ﬁxed
duration of a pitch movement, in other words, whether tones are timed to occur at speciﬁc
segmental positions or to occur at a ﬁxed interval from other tones.
1.1.1 The Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis
According to Bruce (1977), F0 contours are most appropriately analyzed as a sequence of
local minima and maxima: "reaching a certain pitch level at a particular point in time is the
important thing, not the movement (rise or fall) itself" (Bruce, 1977: 132). That is, phono-
logically signiﬁcant F0 events such as F0 minima and F0 maxima are aligned with regard to
segmental landmarks such as the beginning and the end of the accented vowel. This view
is held by the segmental alignment literature originating from Arvaniti et al. (1998). Strong
effect of the segmental alignment of the tones was ﬁrst found in Greek by Arvaniti et al.
(1998). They showed that the H peaks of the prenuclear rising pitch accent in Greek were al-
ways found right after the onset of the post-accentual vowel. Despite the varying duration
of the accented syllables (e.g. long: [pa"Remvasi], ["vjenume] versus short: [lik"lemona]), L
troughs were consistently aligned at the onset of the accented syllable and H peaks were
consistently aligned on average 17ms after the onset of the ﬁrst postaccentual vowel. This
means that the L and H tones are aligned with respect to segmental landmarks, indepen-
dently of each other.
The "Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (SAH)" (Ladd et al., 1999) states that the begin-
ning and end of pitch rises and falls are aligned to segmental landmarks. Ladd et al. (1999)
examined the stability of the alignment of F0 minima and maxima in Standard Southern
British English by manipulating speech rate: fast, normal, and slow. A prediction of strict
segmental anchoring is that the duration of the rise will decrease as speech rate increases
and thus the anchors of the L and H tones get closer to each other (for illustration, see Fig-
ure 1-1a). So, the duration of a rise is expected to change depending on speech rate, while
segmental alignment remains relatively stable.
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As predicted by the SAH, Ladd et al. (1999) found that the duration of the rising move-
ment decreased as speech rate increased. In addition, they tested the effects of speech rate
on the difference between the timing of F0 extrema and several segmental landmarks. The
distance between L (F0 minimum) and the beginning of the onset consonant of stressed
syllables was not signiﬁcantly affected by speech rate, which means that L is anchored
with respect to the onset of the stressed syllable. For the alignment of H, several anchoring
positions were tested: alignment of H relative to C1 (offset of vowel of stressed syllable),
alignment of H relative to V1 (onset of unstressed vowel), and alignment of H as a pro-
portion of the interval from C1 to V1 (H-C1/V1-C1). Among these tested points, the pro-
portional point in the stressed syllable was least affected by speech rate. The proportion
was speaker-dependent, ranging from 0.42 to 1.84 in normal speech. The effect of speech
rate on the proportion was not signiﬁcant for four out of six speakers, which means that
the alignment of the tone with respect to the proportional point was stable regardless of
speech rate for those speakers. Based on these results, Ladd et al. (1999) proposes the Seg-
mental Anchoring Hypothesis stating that the beginning and the end of a pitch movement
are stably aligned ("anchored") with respect to segmental landmarks ("anchors").
The SAH has received extensive support in the literature from a variety of languages:
Mandarin Chinese (Xu, 1998), British English (Ladd et al., 1999), Russian (Igarashi, 2004),
Northern and Southern German (Atterer and Ladd, 2004), English (Dilley et al., 2005), and
Tokyo Japanese (Ishihara, 2006). These studies show that the alignment is not affected by
changes in speech rate or syllable structure; instead, shape properties such as the duration
of a rise change signiﬁcantly. In Mandarin, the Rising tone maintains consistent alignment
to the associated syllables (Xu, 1998). For example, the F0 peak of the Rising tone always
occurs near the offset of the syllable that carries the tone, and the onset of the F0 rise always
occurs near the center of the syllable, regardless of syllable structure (whether the syllable
has a coda or not) or speech rate. Ishihara (2006) varied syllable structure and speech rate
to examine stability of tonal alignment of pitch accents of initial-accented words in Tokyo
Japanese. The structure of the initial accented syllables was varied (open or closed, long
or short vowel). F0 peaks were consistently aligned with regard to the end of the ﬁrst
mora or the beginning of the second mora. Russian also supports the SAH. Igarashi (2004)
showed that the duration of the F0 rise in Russian prenuclear rising pitch accents decreased
as speech rate increased. The alignment of L and H was stable regardless of speech rate:
that is, the interval between L and the onset of the accented syllable was not signiﬁcantly
affected by speech rate (fast, normal, slow), and the difference between H and the onset of
the vowel in the post-accentual syllable was not signiﬁcantly affected by speech rate.
A crucial claim of the SAH is that the pitch level targets are independent of each other.
The SAH states that L and H tones are aligned to their respective anchors, that is, the timing
of a tone follows the timing of its anchor. This implies that L and H tones comprising a
rising or falling pitch movement are timed independently.
1.1.2 The Constant Duration Hypothesis
The intonation researchers at the Institute for Perception Research in Netherlands ('IPO' or
'The Dutch School of intonation, 1965-1995) held the view that global F0 curves are com-
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binations of line segments, rather than pitch level targets ('t Hart and Cohen, 1973; 't Hart
and Collier, 1975; 't Hart et al., 1990). They argued that "there are no pitch 'levels'", and "the
speaker intends to produce audibly gradual pitch-transitions." ('t Hart et al., 1990: 75).
In the IPO model, properties of F0 movement shape, such as slope, duration, and mag-
nitude, are considered as primary descriptive units. If the properties of F0 shapes are the
primary units, the shape properties are not supposed to vary considerably due to factors
such as speech rate or segmental structure. Such approaches are known as the "constant
slope" and "constant duration" hypotheses (Ladd et al., 1999). In this dissertation, we refer
to this kind of approach as the "Constant Shape Hypothesis (CSH)''. In particular, the hy-
pothesis that the duration of a rise is constant will be referred to as the "Constant Duration
Hypothesis (CDH)". The Constant Duration Hypothesis states that a rise has a ﬁxed dura-
tion. The CDH is at odds with the SAH, because the SAH predicts that the rise duration
will change depending on speech rate, whereas the CDH predicts that the duration of a rise
will be relatively stable.
In the IPO model, pitch movements are speciﬁed for their duration. 't Hart et al. (1990:
73) decomposed pitch movements into several features: direction (rise, fall), timing with
regard to syllable boundaries (early, late, and very late), rate of change (fast, slow), and size
(full, half). Five types of rises are represented with numbers (1,2,3,4,5), falls are represented
with letters (A,B,C,D,E). Each rise and fall is speciﬁed for timing, rate of change, and size.
The categories are not impressionistic labels, but have a precise phonetic content, which is
derived from the stylization of real utterances. For example, a 'fast, early, full rise' (Type 1
Rise) has a rate of 50 ST/s and a duration of 120 ms (corresponding to a rise of 6 semitones),
and its peak is timed 50ms after the onset of the vocalic nucleus of the syllable. A 'half rise'
(Type 5 Rise) has a duration of 60ms (a rise of 3 semitones).
Empirical evidence for a relatively constant rise duration has been found in Northern
Finnish (Suomi, 2009). In Northern Finnish, segmental duration is adjusted to accommo-
date a constant rise duration. The duration of the accentual F0 movement is stable, but
the duration of associated morae varies. The loci of the tones are postulated in the ﬁrst
and second mora of the word, and the duration between the loci remains constant across
different word structure.
The stability of F0 features other than rise duration, such as slope of pitch movements,
has been found in a number of languages. Thorsen (1984) reported that in Danish, the F0
contour is invariant and segments and syllables are superimposed on the F0 contour; as
a results, short vowels have a falling tune and long vowels have a falling-rising tune. In
Dutch, the slope of the fall remained relatively stable for a given speaker under variation in
speech rate (Caspers and van Heuven, 1993: 169). In French, speakers reduced pitch levels
when speaking fast, which means that slope of pitch rises was relatively stable (Fougeron
and Jun, 1998). A similar pitch reduction pattern was observed in Russian (Igarashi, 2004).
In Mandarin (Xu, 1998), not only both the onset and F0 peak of the rising tone are strictly
aligned, but also the slope of the rise does not vary systematically with either syllable struc-
ture or speaking rate.
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1.1.3 Conﬂicting predictions
The Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis and the Constant Duration Hypothesis are conﬂict-
ing. If tonal targets are anchored to segments, the duration of pitch rise has to vary depend-
ing on changes in segmental duration due to changes in speech rate or inherent segment
duration, e.g. the faster the rate, the shorter the rise duration. This means that constant
duration cannot be maintained. On the other hand, if the duration of pitch rise remains
stable, segmental anchoring cannot be maintained when the duration between the anchors
changes due to syllable structure or speech rate.
Under the SAH, the tones are considered to be independent of each other. The shape
properties such as slope and duration are derivable from interpolation between these tar-
gets. The duration of a pitch rise is determined by the distance between the anchoring
points of the tones. In addition, in the SAH literature, it is also argued that the magnitude
of a rise is relatively stable across speech rates (Ladd et al., 1999), or at least, the dura-
tion does not affect the magnitude of the rise (Ladd, 2004). If the magnitude of the rise
is constant, the slope of the rise gets steeper at faster speech rates. Thus, the following is
predicted: (i) the duration of the rise decreases as speech rate gets faster and the anchors
get closer to each other, and (ii) the slope of the rise increases at fast speech rates, as illus-
trated in Figure 1-1a. These predictions are observed in prenuclear rising pitch accents in
Standard British English (Ladd et al., 1999).
(a) The Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis
(b) The Constant Shape Hypothesis
Figure 1-1: Conﬂicting predictions on tonal timing: (a) Prediction of the Segmental An-
choring Hypothesis, (b) Prediction of the Constant Shape Hypothesis
On the other hand, if the shape of the pitch rise remains stable, it is predicted that the
peak of the rise will be found later than the anchoring point when speaking fast. This is
illustrated in Figure 1-1b. The rise peak will be found later than the anchor in fast speech
(Figure 1-1b(a)), at the anchor in normal speech (Figure 1-1b(b)), and before the anchor in
slow speech (Figure 1-1b(c)). It may not seem plausible that the shape of the pitch move-
ment remains completely unchanged, but we may expect to observe some tendency similar
to this. In fact, this kind of effect is observed in Spanish (Prieto and Torreira, 2007). Prieto
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and Torreira (2007) found that the timing of the prenuclear peaks in Spanish varies depend-
ing on speech rate and segmental structure (whether the syllable is open or closed). The
prenuclear peaks occurred later than a segmental landmark (the end of accented vowel, the
end of accented syllable) when speech rate is fast or when the syllable is open. However,
they did not interpret such results as an effect of a target duration. They attributed such
variations to differences in the coordination of the articulatory gestures at the beginning
and the end of a syllable (Prieto and Torreira, 2007: 493 ff.). That is, the coordination be-
tween tonal gestures and supraglottal gestures is less tight later in the syllable than at the
beginning of the syllable. So, the H is less strictly aligned than the L. In our experiments,
we found that in many languages, the alignment of L also varies systematically, in fact,
varies more than H does, so the gestural account will not be sufﬁcient, if not inadequate.
Studies have found that the duration of a rise changes depending on experimental ma-
nipulations of speech rate (Ladd et al., 1999). The change of duration depending on speech
rate was considered as evidence for segmental anchoring, and at the same time, as evidence
against constant duration (Ladd et al., 1999; Igarashi, 2004; Dilley et al., 2005). Dilley et al.
(2005) tested two competing hypotheses (the SAH and what they called constant interval hy-
pothesis). They manipulated the timing of L in English L+H* pitch accents as in e.g. Norma
Nelson ("early boundary") and Norman Elson ("late boundary"). Prior to this study, Ladd
and Schepman (2003) has shown that in these phrases, the F0 valley occurred earlier when
the boundary was earlier, and later when the boundary was later. Using the same speech
materials, Dilley et al. (2005) tested the hypothesis that if L+H* has a constant duration, the
timing of H* will be affected by the manipulation of L; on the other hand, if the two targets
in L+H* are segmentally anchored, timing of H* will not be affected by the manipulation
of the timing of L. If the SAH is correct, the time interval between L and H* will be longer
if L occurs earlier. They found that the duration from L to H* is signiﬁcantly greater when
L is early than when it is late. So they concluded that their results support the SAH; and
the constant interval hypothesis cannot be supported.
It has been assumed that either the CDH or the SAH is universally correct because
they make conﬂicting predictions, but it is plausible that both factors may simultaneously
affect the timing of tones. This dissertation provides evidence showing that both factors
are present in a language. The reason why the Constant Shape/Duration Hypothesis has
not been paid much attention to may be because in many languages, such as English and
Dutch, segmental anchoring effects were substantially large so that even if there had been a
tendency to the constant duration, it might not have been readily observable. That is, both
factors are present, but because of the magnitude of segmental anchoring effects, it is easy
to overlook CDH effects.
1.2 Hypotheses in this dissertation
Segmental alignment has been considered stable in a range of languages: Greek (Arvan-
iti et al., 1998), English (Ladd et al., 1999; Dilley et al., 2005), Dutch (Ladd et al., 2000),
Northern and Southern German (Atterer and Ladd, 2004), Mandarin (Xu, 1998), Japanese
(Ishihara, 2006), Russian (Igarashi, 2004). We were able to ﬁnd only a little evidence for
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constant duration: Spanish (Prieto and Torreira, 2007: based on our interpretation, not
the authors') and Finnish (Suomi, 2009). However, the tones in the segmental anchoring
languages are lexically contrastive (Japanese, Mandarin) or associated with prominent syl-
lables (English, Greek). A strong tendency for segmental alignment might have been due
to the phonological status of tones in these languages.
Thus, it may be possible to observe effects of constant duration if we examine tones that
are not contrastive or prominence-lending. The Seoul dialect of Korean is a good language
to test the conﬂicting hypotheses, because it does not have lexical tone or stress, and only
phrasal tones exist. Alignment is thus expected to be less strict, so it is easier to observe the
effects of constant duration, if they exist. For this reason, in Chapter 2, the timing of four
tones in the LHLH intonational pattern in Seoul Korean is examined. In the experimental
results, the timing of the phrase-initial L and H tones shows tendencies to segmental an-
choring as well as constant duration. In addition, the timing and scaling of the tones are
thoroughly analyzed. In the phrase-initial L and H, the effects of segmental anchoring are
observed. The effects of a target duration are also observable, as expected for a phrasal
tone with less strong segmental anchoring. That is, the H peaks are found later than the
anchoring point in fast speech, as predicted in Figure 1-1b. In addition, we found that the L
trough tends to occur earlier than their anchors. This means that the rise starts earlier and
terminates later than the expected locations when less time is available to execute the rise
due to a fast speech rate. These results are interpreted as the effects of a target duration.
This means that the timing of L and H tones is determined by segmental anchoring as
well as target duration, and so we propose a model with alignment and duration con-
straints. That is, both L and H tones are aligned to their respective anchors: Align(L)
and Align(H). At the same time, the Duration constraint requires the duration between
L and H to be constant. These are formalized as the interaction of weighted constraints
for scalar representations (Flemming, 2001). The actual timing is determined as the val-
ues that minimize the cost of violation of these constraints. The model is developed in
Chapter 3. Because this model consists of the alignment and duration constraints, it is re-
ferred to as the Alignment-Duration (AD) model. What differentiates this model from the
Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis is that in the AD model, the L and H tones comprising a
rising movement are considered to be dependent on each other. We compare the AD model
with a model with independently-aligned tones (the Independent-Alignment (IA) model).
It turns out that the AD model is signiﬁcantly better than the IA model in predicting the
timing of L and H tones in Seoul Korean. This means that the tones comprising a rising
movement are not independent of each other.
In Chapter 4, the proposed model is applied to languages with varying phonological
status of tones: Japanese (lexical pitch accent), Mandarin (lexical tone), and English (intona-
tional pitch accent). These languages are chosen because the tones in these languages have
phonological status different from Seoul Korean and from one another. Two hypotheses
are tested: ﬁrst, that both the alignment and duration constraints exist across languages;
second, that the tonal alignment patterns vary depending on phonological status and con-
text of tones, and the cross-linguistic differences are reﬂected in the relative weights of the
constraints. More speciﬁcally, we test the hypothesis that lexically speciﬁed tones are more
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strictly aligned than phrasal tones. It is also expected that the alignment pattern will vary
depending on phonological context: the word-medial or word-ﬁnal context of the Japanese
accentual peak, and the lexical tone or neutral tone context of the Mandarin Rising tone.
It is predicted that in Japanese, word-ﬁnal pitch peaks will be more strictly aligned due to
the upcoming word boundary, and that in Mandarin, the tone alignment will be less strict
in the toneless (neutral tone) context.
1.3 The weighted-constraint model of phonetic implementation
The literature on segmental anchoring versus constant shape has assumed that one is uni-
versally correct, but given mixed evidence from many languages, this is untenable. Welby
and Lvenbruck (2005: 2371-2371) found that none of their results overwhelmingly sup-
port either hypothesis. There was a considerable variation in the alignment pattern of L2
(the second L) in the French LHLH accentual phrase; so segmental anchoring was not sup-
ported. Yet they did not ﬁnd support for the constant shape hypothesis either; the rise
duration was not constant. We also observed variations in the alignment of rise peaks in
Seoul Korean, but we propose that the variations are systematic, and in fact the variations
are the combined effects of both segmental anchoring and constant duration. With appro-
priate methods, the effects of both factors can be modeled in a quantitatively precise way.
We propose a constraint-based approach using weighted constraints for phonetic imple-
mentation (Flemming, 2001). Given the observed variations in tonal alignment and rise
duration, we interpret segmental anchoring and constant duration as violable constraints,
rather than as inviolable principles. The premise of our constraint-based approach is that
differences in phonetic realization patterns in languages are differences in the phonetic im-
plementation grammar in which segmental anchoring and constant duration are violable
constraints. The weights of the constraints reﬂect the relative importance of the targets.
We found that both alignment and shape targets exist in the languages we examined,
but the constraint weights differ depending on the nature of the tones. For example, the ef-
fects of both segmental anchoring and constant duration are observed in the phrase-initial
tones in Seoul Korean and the Rising tone in Mandarin, but the effect of segmental anchor-
ing is much stronger in Mandarin than in Seoul Korean. These results suggests that pho-
netic universals exist which govern phonetic realization of tones, but the degree to which
the constraints are realized are language-speciﬁc, so the language-speciﬁc phonetic details
cannot be provided by universal rules by default. The weighted-constraint model provides
a framework for the language-speciﬁc phonetic implementation of tones using constraints
common across languages, with differences reﬂected in the constraint weights.
In brief, the organization of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, the timing
and scaling of each part of the LHLH intonational pattern of Seoul Korean are thoroughly
examined. Based on the results of Seoul Korean, in Chapter 3, the Alignment-Duration
model is developed. In Chapter 4, the proposed model is applied to other languages with
varying phonological status and context of tones: Japanese, Chinese, and English. Chapter
5 is the conclusion.
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Chapter 2
The Seoul Korean Accentual Phrase
2.1 The Seoul dialect of Korean
In Chapter 1, we have discussed conﬂicting evidence that supports either the Segmental
Anchoring Hypothesis (British English (Ladd et al., 1999), Southern and Northern German
(Atterer and Ladd, 2004), Tokyo Japanese (Ishihara, 2006), and Mandarin (Xu, 1998)) or
the Constant Duration Hypothesis (Northern Finnish (Suomi, 2009)). We suggested that
strong segmental anchoring found in these languages may be due to the fact that the tones
in these languages are lexically contrastive or prominence-lending. Thus, even if there had
been any tendency to a constant duration, the effects might have been obscured. On the
grounds that the rise duration changed depending on speech rate or segmental structure,
the CDH has been rejected (Arvaniti et al., 1998; Ladd et al., 1999; Dilley et al., 2005). How-
ever, the previous results might just mean that the effects of segmental anchoring are easier
to observe than the effects of constant duration. If we examine tones that are not lexically
contrastive or prominence-lending, it may be easier to observe the effects of constant du-
ration, because segmental anchoring of such tones is expected to be less strong.
For this reason, we examine the tones in the Seoul dialect of Korean in this chapter.
Alignment is expected to be less strict in Seoul Korean than in other languages, because
Seoul Korean does not have lexically speciﬁed tones, pitch accents or stress; it has only
phrasal level tones, which are, crucially, not associated with prominence within the phrase.
Previous studies have shown that the phrase-initial rise peak in Seoul Korean can be vari-
ably timed, with the second syllable or with the third syllable in the phrase when the phrase
is more than four syllables long (Jun, 1996; Lee and Kim, 1997), which supports variability
in segmental alignment of the peak. In other languages, different locations of peaks can
change the meaning of words e.g. pitch accent languages such as Japanese, or different
locations of stress will make English words ungrammatical or unintelligible. On the other
hand, the locations of H peaks are not contrastive in Korean words and phrases. Therefore,
we conjecture that alignment is less important in Seoul Korean than in other languages
and thus there will be more room for temporal variation. If alignment is less strict, it may
be easier to observe the effects of shape constraints that might have been obscured by the
strong effects of alignment in other languages.
According to K-ToBI (Korean Tones and Break Indices, Jun (2000)), the intonational
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Figure 2-1: Intonational structure of Seoul Korean (Jun, 2000)
le mo na nun
L1 H1 L2 H2
Time (s)
0 0.7982
150
200
250
300
Figure 2-2: Example of the Seoul Korean LHLH Accentual Phrase
units of Seoul Korean are IP (Intonational Phrase) and AP (Accentual Phrase). An AP is
a prosodic level smaller than an IP and larger than a phonological word, as illustrated in
Figure 2-1. An AP longer than three syllables is marked by a rise at the beginning and an-
other rise at the end, and tones in the syllables in between are underspeciﬁed, so it has the
[TH..LH] tonal pattern (T=H if the AP initial segment is aspirated or tense, T=L otherwise).
Thus, an AP with four syllables has the LHLH tonal pattern if the AP-initial segment is lax
or sonorant. An AP is marked by a boundary tone at the beginning and the end of the AP
(in the ﬁgure, they are associated with the AP node). The AP-ﬁnal tone can also be an IP
boundary tone if there is only one AP in the IP (associated with the IP node).
Figure 2-2 shows an example of a four-syllable AP, lemonanun
1
[lemona-n1n], consisting
of a three-syllable content word [lemona] ‘Lemona (a name of a product)’ followed by a one-
syllable topic marker [n1n]. In this thesis, the four tones in a 4-syllable Accentual Phrase
are referred to as L1, H1, L2, and H2. Following (Jun, 2000), each tone is considered to be
phonologically associated with each of the four successive syllables.
In this chapter, the timing and scaling of each tone in the four-syllable AP are exam-
ined. For each tone, we test the conﬂicting hypotheses: segmental anchoring and constant
duration. As expected, we observe tendencies to constant duration as well as segmental
anchoring. Furthermore, which F0 features (alignment, duration, scaling) are more impor-
tant is different in each tone. For example, for the initial H peak, there was more variability
1
Transcription following the Yale Korean romanization (Martin, 1992)
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of alignment than pitch level; for the second L, it was the scaling that changes more than the
alignment. This chapter presents the experimental results of how the LHLH intonational
pattern is phonetically realized depending speech rate, which reﬂects effects of segmental
anchoring and constraint shape/duration.
2.2 Experiment
2.2.1 Hypotheses
The primary purpose of examining tones in Seoul Korean is to observe the effects of con-
stant duration more easily, if they are present. Throughout this chapter, the two conﬂicting
hypotheses, the SAH and the CDH, are tested with respect to each tone of the Seoul Korean
AP. In this section, we review the predictions of these two hypotheses with the timing of
the initial H peak (H1) in the Seoul Korean AP.
According to the SAH, it is expected that H peaks will be found aligned with regard to a
speciﬁc segmental anchor point regardless of speech rate. Figure 2-3 illustrates what would
be expected under the SAH for the timing of the ﬁrst H peak in Korean 4-syllable APs at
fast (a), normal (b), and slow (c) speech rates. In the ﬁgure, the labels ‘S1’, ‘S2’, ‘S3’, and
‘S4’ indicate each syllable. ‘H’ indicates the timing of the H peak. ‘AH ’ indicates the timing
of the anchor point for H. The second syllable in a four-syllable AP has been described as
the canonical location for the initial H (Jun, 1996: 40). In the ﬁgure, we suppose that the
anchor of the ﬁrst H peak is located somewhere in the second syllable and H occurs right
at the anchor in normal speech. According to the SAH, H alignment is stable and this is not
affected by speech rate. Thus, ‘H’ always equals ‘A’ (H=A) for all speech rates. It follows
that duration of the rise (the duration from L to H) will increase as speaking rate decreases.
If Seoul Korean follows the SAH, it should show a linear relation between H andAH , with a
slope of 1 in a linear regression model. In addition, in the SAH literature, it is assumed that
the magnitude of the rise is not affected by changes in rise duration, so it is hypothesized
to be constant (Ladd et al., 1999; Ladd, 2004). As a result, the slope of a rise increases as
speech rate increases, as can be seen in Figure 2-3.
On the other hand, the predictions made by the CDH are at odds with those made by the
SAH. Figure 2-4 illustrates the predictions of the CDH. Under this hypothesis, the duration,
slope and F0 level of the rise remain the same at various speech rates, while the alignment
between the H peak and its associated syllable (S2) is not necessarily maintained. While the
shape of the rise remains invariant, syllable duration changes when speech rate changes.
Thus the peak will be found in different positions relative to the presumed anchor. The
alignment will be achieved only under a normal speech rate. The H peak will appear after
the anchor at a fast rate, as shown in Figure 2-4a (H>A). The H peak falls at the anchor at
a normal rate (Figure 2-4b, H=A). The H peak will appear before the anchor at a slow rate
(Figure 2-4c, H<A). It might seem unlikely that pitch movements could remain completely
invariant under changes in speech rate that affect the duration of segments, but even a
tendency to maintain a shape target would result in systematic deviation from the anchor
as a function of speech rate. We expect a tendency that relative to the anchor, H occurs
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Figure 2-3: Predictions of the SAH
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Figure 2-4: Predictions of the CSH
earlier the slower the speech rate, and later the faster the speech rate. If such a pattern is
found in Seoul Korean, that will support the CDH.
Thus, by manipulating the duration of segments, we can test which hypothesis is correct
in predicting tonal timing of Seoul Korean. The duration of segments can be manipulated
by varying speech rate or inherent segment duration. In our experiment, inherent segment
duration will be balanced out in our speech materials, and speech rate will be manipulated.
Furthermore, the timing and scaling of each tone will be examined aiming at a complete
description of the interaction of the timing and scaling of tones in the Accentual Phrase.
2.2.2 Experimental methods
The speech materials consisted of 4-syllable AP's, embedded in carrier phrases. An AP con-
sisted of a three-syllable content word followed by a particle. There were 36 target phrases.
The content words were collected so that height of vowels and different manner of articula-
tion of consonants (obstruent or sonorant) were roughly balanced in all syllable positions.
The inherent vowel duration is affected by vowel height, that is, high vowels tend to be
shorter than low vowels. In order to control the segment duration, in each syllable posi-
tion in the target words, the number of different height of vowels (high, mid, low) was
balanced. There were two particles that followed the content words: [n1n] (a topic marker
'as for'; 31 phrases) and [man] ('only', 5 phrases). The particle [man] was used when the
last syllable of the preceding word ended with a coda, because in that context [n1n] can-
not surface, because its allomorph [1n] surfaces instead, and the coda of the last syllable
is re-syllabiﬁed as the onset of the topic marker. On the other hand, [man] can attach to
closed syllables, so the coda of the third syllable stays as the coda. To have both closed
and open third syllables, we used [man] in ﬁve target phrases. There were 25 ﬁllers with
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different lengths (3, 5, or 6 syllables in a phrase) to break up the monotony. The order of
the sentences was randomized and adjusted so that no more than two 4-syllable AP's came
in succession.
The subjects were ten native Seoul Korean speakers, ﬁve females (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5)
and ﬁve males (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5). Eight of them were college or graduate students in
their 20's and 30's. One male (B1) and one female (A3) were in their 40's. Speech materials
were presented on a sheet of paper in Korean, and the speakers were ﬁrst asked to read
the sentences twice naturally without any instructions on speech rate in order to elicit a
natural normal speech rate. After that, they were asked to read the same sentences at a fast
speech rate twice, and then at a slow speech rate twice. However, there were large speaker
variations in eliciting slow speech utterances. Some slow speech rates are closer to normal
speech, but some speakers spoke very slowly, so they may not necessarily sound natural.
Recording took place in a sound-attenuated recording booth in the phonetics lab in the
MIT Linguistics department. Speakers wore a head-mounted microphone (Shure SM10A),
which was connected to a USBPre sound input device for digitization. The digitized speech
signals were directly recorded using Amadeus II (version 3.8.4, by HairerSoft) installed on
an iMac, at a sampling rate of 44.100k Hz with 16 bits per sample.
2.2.3 Measurement: locating F0 events
L and H are the representations of level tones widely used in autosegmental and intona-
tional phonology. However, very often, accurately locating L and H tones in the actual
speech signal is not clear-cut. A ﬁrst approximation of L and H tones is to take the local
F0 minimum (L) or F0 maximum (H). The local minima and maxima have been commonly
used as the locations of L and H tones for rising pitch movement in many studies, e.g.
Greek (Arvaniti et al., 1998), English (Ladd et al., 1999), Dutch (Ladd et al., 2000), Japanese
(Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988; Ishihara, 2006).
Although in many languages the F0 minima and maxima were reliably used as the
indicator to the L and H tones, studies have found that locating the L tone with an F0
minimum is not appropriate in some languages. In particular, when there is a long plateau
before a rising movement, the F0 minimum is often far from the actual rise, so the minimum
measured on a plateau does not seem to be a reliable location of the L tone comprising the
rising movement. For example, in the Mandarin Rising tone, the portion between an F0
minimum and a fastest acceleration point is often just ﬂat (Xu, 1998). Moreover, this portion
varies considerably in length and slope, from a complete plateau to a shallow rise. Thus,
instead of taking the F0 minimum as the L tone of the Rising tone, Xu used the maximum
acceleration point (the maximum of the second derivative of the F0 curves) as the location
of the L tone.
For this reason, F0 maxima and F0 minima alone are not sufﬁcient to accurately describe
the shape of pitch rises or falls across languages, especially when the shape of rises can
be decomposed into several parts. It has been recognized that a rising pitch movement
consists of three components: acceleration, fast glide, and deceleration, rather than a steady
linear increase from the F0 minimum to the F0 maximum (Sundberg, 1979; Xu and Sun,
2001). In this dissertation, we identify ﬁve pitch events as illustrated in Figure 2-5. The ﬁve
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Figure 2-5: Schematic illustration of a sigmoid rise and its measurement points
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Figure 2-6: Schematic illustrations of shape of rises: (a) dome (b) sigmoid (c) straight line
(d) scoop (adapted from Barnes et al. (2010))
pitch events are (a) F0 minimum, (b) lower elbow, (c) maximum velocity, (d) upper elbow,
and (e) F0 maximum. The maximum acceleration point (the lower elbow (b)) corresponds
to what is referred to as an "elbow" in previous studies (Beckman and Welby, 2006; Welby
and Lvenbruck, 2006; Barnes et al., 2008). In this dissertation, the elbows indicate the
points where pitch contours are inﬂected, so we will locate two elbows (lower and upper)
in a sigmoid rise, instead of one. The elbows will also be referred to as "inﬂection points"
in this dissertation. For a sigmoid rise, there is a fast rise between the lower and the upper
elbows, so the maximum velocity point is found between the elbows. Most of the pitch
change is executed between the two elbows in a sigmoid shape.
Besides sigmoid, there are more than one possible trajectory from a minimum to a max-
imum. Barnes et al. (2010) describe three different shapes of rises: domed, linear, and
scooped rises. Adding a sigmoid shape to these, the possible trajectories from L and H are
dome, sigmoid, straight line, and scoop, as shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-7 schematically illustrates the rising contours of a dome and a scoop shape
with the ﬁve F0 events labeled. In the scooped rise, the fast rise occurs later in the contour,
so the two elbows precede the maximum velocity point. In the domed rise, the fast rise
occurs early in the contour, so the maximum velocity point precedes the two elbows.
Locating inﬂection points is indispensable for a complete description of rise shapes
across languages, e.g. in Mandarin, omitting the information about the fastest acceleration
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Figure 2-7: (a) Scooped rise, (b) Domed rise
points will result in an incomplete description of the rise shape. We sought a measurement
technique that is applicable across languages, because we aimed at a cross-linguistically
applicable analysis in this dissertation. In addition, we did not know in advance which are
the better indicators of L and H tones, elbows or F0 extrema, in a given language. Thus, we
aimed at locating all ﬁve points in pitch rises for every language, so we sought a technique
that locates elbow points in any given F0 rise.
Thus, in our analysis, we located the ﬁve points for each rising movement: F0 min-
imum, lower elbow, maximum velocity point, upper elbow, F0 maximum. F0 extrema
were located manually. Elbows and maximum velocity points were located using auto-
matic methods that will be described shortly. After these points were identiﬁed and labeled
in all speakers and languages, pitch and time values of each point were collected using a
Praat script (modiﬁed from Lennes 2003). The collected data were rearranged using Python
scripts and fed into R for statistical analyses and modeling.
F0 maxima and minima
F0 maxima and F0 minima were identiﬁed manually using Praat. A region where it seems
an extremum occurred was manually selected, and the precise location of the extremum
was found by a Praat command.
Inﬂection points
A number of automatic elbow-ﬁnding algorithms have been suggested because of the in-
ability of humans to locate pitch elbows with accuracy and consistency (Giudice et al. 2007;
Welby and Lvenbruck, 2005: 21; Xu, 1998: 196-197). Xu (1998) used the maximum acceler-
ation point (the maximum of the second derivative of the F0 curves) to locate the inﬂection
point. Li (2003: 45) found that the beginning of the rise obtained in this way is impressionis-
tically too late in many cases in various dialects of Chinese (Mandarin, Zhenhai, Shanghai,
etc). Li thus took the mid point between the F0 minima and the moment of greatest ac-
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Figure 2-8: The problem of two-piece linear regression: (a) Correct, (b) Including the upper
shallower region: the lower elbow is located too early.
celeration as the L tone. del Giudice et al. (2007) compared several methods with human
intuition (six human labelers), and found that the least-squares ﬁtting algorithm (Beckman
and Welby, 2006) is the closest to human intuition.
The least-squares ﬁtting algorithm searches for the best ﬁtting lines that minimize the
summed squares of the distance between the lines and the data points. This is essentially
the same procedure as a usual linear regression, except that the elbow-ﬁnding algorithm in
Beckman and Welby (2006) is a break-point regression, i.e. two lines are searched instead of
one line. The intersection point of the two linear regression lines is the elbow. Figure 2-8a
shows a schematic illustration of the two-piece break-point regression, with the analysis
window from the F0 minimum to the upper elbow.
However, a problem with this algorithm is that the resulting location of the elbow is
easily affected by the selection of the analysis window. The algorithm by Beckman and
Welby (2006) was designed to locate the elbow point that corresponds to what we call the
lower elbow, by ﬁtting only two regression lines. To ﬁnd a lower elbow, a window of anal-
ysis has to be selected ﬁrst. A window can be selected from an F0 minimum to somewhere
midway through a rise or up to the point just before the upper elbow, so that the shape
of the contour in the window is appropriate to be ﬁtted with two lines. An example is
shown in Figure 2-8a. In this example, the window is selected from the F0 minimum to the
point that we deﬁned as the upper elbow. However, if the analysis window includes any
shallow or plateau part in the upper region, as in Figure 2-8b, two lines are not enough,
because the location of the (lower) elbow is affected by the plateau area near the F0 peak.
As a result, the algorithm ﬁnds a point somewhere earlier than where it seems the correct
elbow should be.
The two-piece linear regression is very sensitive to where one selects by eye as an anal-
ysis window, so it may not be very reliable. To locate a lower elbow precisely and consis-
tently, knowing the precise location of the upper elbows is necessary; but without knowing
the precise location of the lower elbow, the upper elbow cannot be located, for the same
reason. Either way, the two-piece regression is subject to inconsistency and imprecision for
a complete description of a rising movement.
Thus, we propose a three-piece linear regression, instead of two-piece. Figure 2-9 shows
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Figure 2-9: (a) Sigmoid, (b) Scoop, (c) Dome: Fitting three types of F0 rising contours with
three-piece linear regression lines.
the schematic illustration of the proposed method, which is an extension from the original
algorithm by Beckman and Welby (2006). For each shape of rise, the analysis window is the
portion from the F0 minimum to the maximum. The algorithm ﬁnds the three regression
lines that best ﬁt the given F0 data points. The intersection point of the ﬁrst and second
lines is the lower elbow; the intersection point of the second and third lines is the upper
elbow.
There are several advantages of using this three-piece linear regression. The analysis
window does not have to be manually selected, so we can consistently use the portion from
the F0 minimum to the maximum as the ﬁtting window. Thus, the result is less affected
by subjective human decisions. Secondly, the three-piece regression locates the lower and
upper elbows at the same time.
Furthermore, using the slopes of the three regression lines, we can deﬁne and automat-
ically classify shapes of rises, quantitatively rather than impressionistically. As can be seen
in Figure 2-9a, for a sigmoid rise, the second line is the fastest and the ﬁrst and third lines
are shallower than the second line. For a scoop rise in Figure 2-9b, the third line is the
fastest, and the slopes increase towards the F0 maximum. For a dome rise in Figure 2-9c,
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Figure 2-10: Examples of locating inﬂection points by three-piece linear regression. The
circled points are raw F0 data. (a) Sigmoid (Korean speaker A1), (b) dome (Korean speaker
A3), (c) scoop (Chinese speaker C2), (d) other (Korean speaker A2)
the ﬁrst line is the fastest, and the slopes decrease towards the F0 maximum. These rela-
tions are summarized in (1), where 'slope1' is the slope of the ﬁrst regression lines ('Line1'),
'slope2' is the slope of the second regression line ('Line2'), and 'slope3' is the slope of the
third regression line ('Line3').
(1) a. Sigmoid: slope1, slope3 < slope2
b. Scoop: slope1< slope2 < slope3
c. Dome: slope1 > slope2 > slope3
d. Linear: slope1 = slope2 = slope3
Another possibility is that the ﬁrst and third slopes are steeper than the second slope, but
in most cases, such patterns reﬂect a dip due to local segmental perturbation, so they are
classiﬁed as 'other'. Figure 2-10 shows actual examples of the three-piece regression for each
shape. In each panel, the beginning and end of the F0 curves correspond to the absolute F0
minima and maxima. The F0 curves are divided into three parts by three linear regression
lines that best ﬁt the F0 data points. The solid vertical line is the location of the ﬁrst elbow;
the dashed vertical line is the location of the second elbow. In practice, linear shape is
impossible because that means three lines have exactly the same slope. Thus, we will have
only three kinds of shape (dome, sigmoid, scoop), and 'other' which does not belong to any
of these categories.
Velocity maxima
In addition to the inﬂection points between F0 minima and maxima, the locations and val-
ues of the velocity maxima are obtained. To locate the maximum velocity point, we ﬁt the
F0 contours with cubic smoothing splines (Penalized Smoothing Splines; Ripley (2009)). A
spline is a function deﬁned piecewise by polynomials. That is, the raw F0 data is ﬁtted
with the smoothing function with a piecewise polynomial of degree three. The velocity
maximum can be found by taking the ﬁrst derivatives of the smoothed curves from spline
smoothing. Preliminary examinations of our data revealed that smoothing splines are bet-
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Figure 2-11: Examples of locating maximum velocity points using spline smoothing. The
tokens are the same as those in Figure 2-10. The circles are raw F0 points. The curves in solid
lines over the raw points are the ﬁtted splines. The dashed curves are the ﬁrst derivatives
of the ﬁtted splines. The solid vertical lines are the locations of velocity maxima (=the
maximum of the function in the dashed line).
ter than a global polynomial (cubic) ﬁtting, because splines are piecewise. A cubic function
can globally ﬁt F0 contours that are close to a sigmoid shape. However, if the shape is dif-
ferent from a normal sigmoid, then global ﬁtting with a cubic function would be poor. For
example, for scoop or dome shapes (Figure 2-7a, 2-7b), global ﬁtting results in a quadratic
function, rather than cubic, because scoop or dome shapes are closer to a quadratic func-
tion than a cubic function. If the smoothed curve is a quadratic function, its derivative is a
straight line, so the derivative maximum is not available. On the other hand, spline ﬁtting
is versatile, because it ﬁts the curve piecewise instead of globally ﬁtting the F0 curve in the
selected window. The velocity maximum is located by ﬁnding the location of the maximum
of the derivative of the spline smoothing function. The maximum velocity points obtained
by this procedure were examined by the author, and most of them seemed to correspond
to the author's judgments.
One problem of splines ﬁtting is that it may ﬁnd velocity maxima at local blips caused
by segmental perturbation. This source of errors can be minimized by appropriately ad-
justing parameter values, although it cannot be totally avoided. The following parameter
settings seemed most appropriate for our data when using the "smooth.Pspline" function
in the pspline package (Ripley, 2009)): method=1 (the method for controlling the amount
of smoothing: 1 uses the value supplied for 'spar'), spar=0.00001 (the coefﬁcient of the in-
tegrated squared derivative of order 'norder'), norder=2 (the order of spline=cubic). The
actual examples of ﬁnding maximum velocity locations by splines are presented in Fig-
ure 2-11, which show that splines locate the maximum velocity point regardless of shape.
Segment boundaries
Segment boundaries were all manually labeled in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2009), us-
ing the labels as shown in Figure 2-12. Time and F0 values at each segmental boundary
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were collected using a Praat script (modiﬁed from Lennes (2003)).
c1 v1 n1 c2 v2 n2 c3 v3 n3 c4 v4 f4n4
o2 o3 o4o1 f4
rm1 rm2 rm3 rm4
vm1 vm2 vm3 vm4
s1 s2 s3 s4
Figure 2-12: Segment labels: Each label indicates the beginning of segments. The numbers
indicate the syllable (s1: the ﬁrst syllable). 'c' is an onset consonant', 'v' is a vowel, 'n'
indicates a coda, 'o' indicates the onset of a syllable, 'rm' is the middle of a rime, 'vm' is
the middle of a vowel. For example, c1: the beginning of the onset consonant in the ﬁrst
syllable, v1: the beginning of the vowel in the ﬁrst syllable, n1: the beginning of the coda
in the ﬁrst syllable. 'o1' the beginning of the ﬁrst syllable, 'vm1' the middle of the ﬁrst
vowel, 'rm1' the middle of the ﬁrst rime. 'f4' is the end (ﬁnal) of the fourth syllable. 'o', 'f',
'rm', and 'vm' points were not directly labeled, but computed from the segmental boundary
information.
Summary of measurements
In summary, ﬁve F0 events were located with automatic or manual methods: F0 minima,
F0 maxima, lower and upper elbows, maximum velocity points. F0 minima and maxima
were located manually. Lower and upper elbows were located by ﬁtting three-piece linear
regression. Maximum velocity points were located by using the derivative of ﬁtted smooth-
ing splines functions. These procedures were conducted for all speakers and languages
studied in this dissertation. The example of the ﬁnal outcomes are shown in Figure 2-13.
The upper tier is the segmental tier, and the lower tier is the tonal tier. For all the labeled
points, the timing and F0 values were collected using Praat scripts adapted from Lennes
(2003). In the Korean analysis in this chapter, F0 minima and F0 maxima were taken as L
and H tones.
2.2.4 Statistical method: linear mixed-effects models
A mixed-effects model is a model with both ﬁxed effects and random effects. Fixed effects
are parameters that are associated with an entire population, and random effects are asso-
ciated with individual experimental units drawn at random from a population (Pinheiro
and Bates, 2000; Baayen, 2008; Baayen et al., 2008). For example, if according to a hypoth-
esized model, the timing of H peak is predicted by the timing of the end of the vowel, the
dependent variable is the timing of H peak, and the predictor variable (the timing of the
end of the vowel) is the ﬁxed effect. However, depending on speakers, the H peak may
occur earlier than the end of the vowel, or later than the vowel. A mixed-effects model
ﬁnds the grand mean, allowing for by-speaker adjustments. That is, the timing of the H
peak is predicted by the ﬁxed effect (the timing of the end of the vowel) and random effects
of speaker; to estimate speaker-speciﬁc adjustments to the grand mean, a speaker-speciﬁc
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Figure 2-13: Measurement examples for each shape: (a) sigmoid (b) dome (c) scoop (d)
other. These are the same tokens as those used in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. The segments
are labeled in the upper tier: 'c1' the beginning of the ﬁrst consonant, 'v1' the beginning
of the ﬁrst vowel, 'n1' the beginning of the coda in the ﬁrst syllable, 'c2' the beginning
of the second consonant, 'v2' the beginning of the second vowel. In the lower tier: 'L'
F0 minimum, 'H' F0 maximum, 'e1' the lower elbow, 'e2' the upper elbow, 'm' maximum
velocity point.
intercept ("by-speaker random intercept") can be added to the grand mean. In addition,
the timing of the end of the vowel may be signiﬁcantly different across speakers. In that
case, speaker-speciﬁc adjustment of the timing of the end of the vowel ("by-speaker ran-
dom slopes for the timing of the vowel") can be added to the coefﬁcient for the timing of the
end of the vowel to ﬁnd the predicted value of the H peak timing for a particular speaker.
By likelihood ratio tests, we can test whether adding a parameter to a model signiﬁ-
cantly contributes to the goodness of ﬁt, if the compared models are nested. For example,
to test whether adding by-speaker random slopes for the timing of the vowel can be jus-
tiﬁed, the model with and without the parameter can be tested by a likelihood ratio test
(Baayen et al., 2008: 395). The likelihood ratio test statistic is 2log(Lg/Ls), where the likeli-
hood of the more general model (with the additional parameter) is Lg, the likelihood of the
more speciﬁc model (without the parameter) isLs. The likelihood ratio test statistic follows
a chi-squared distribution with (g   s) degrees of freedom, where g is the number of the
parameters in the more general model, and s is the number of the parameters in the more
speciﬁc model. The probability (p) of obtaining the chi-squared statistic value shows the
probability that the null hypothesis that the more speciﬁc model (without the parameter)
is sufﬁcient is true. If the p value is high (> 0:05), it means that adding the factor (for our
example, by-speaker random slopes for the end of the vowel) is not justiﬁed, and the model
without the parameter is a better model.
When comparing models, maximum likelihood estimation (ML) is used for model ﬁt-
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ting. ML aims to ﬁnd the parameter values that make the model's predicted values most
similar to the observed values. Once the best-ﬁtting model is determined by likelihood ratio
tests, the coefﬁcient values of the model are re-estimated using restricted maximum like-
lihood estimation (REML), which is more precise for mixed-effects models (Baayen et al.,
2008: 394). In this dissertation, ML is used for model comparison and REML is used for
coefﬁcient estimation.
If the compared models are not nested, the deviance values of the two models can
be used as the measure of goodness of ﬁt. The deviance of a model is essentially a log-
likelihood ratio test (LRT) between the model of interest and a 'saturated' model with a
parameter for every observation so that the data are ﬁt exactly. In this sense, deviance is
similar to residual variance, the lower the deviance the better the model, if the compared
models have the same number of parameters. For example, we compare deviance values
when we test which segmental landmark is the best predictor of the H peak. We can com-
pare whether the timing of H peak is better predicted by the timing of the end of the vowel
or the middle of the rime. If the model predicting the timing of H peak by the timing of the
middle of the rime has the lower deviance than the model with the end of the vowel, we
consider the middle of the rime as the better anchoring point for H.
Mixed-effects models are appropriate when pooling across speakers, because it allows
by-speaker adjustments to the grand mean and by-speaker adjustments to the coefﬁcients
of each ﬁxed-effect. In a linear multiple regression which is not a mixed-effects model,
speakers and other factors are treated as the same, i.e. as ﬁxed effects. For our exam-
ple, both the timing of the end of the vowel and each speaker's mean would be treated
equally as predictor variables, without distinguishing the parameters that apply to the en-
tire population and individual speakers randomly drawn from the population. Thus, we
use mixed-effects models in most cases in this dissertation.
2.3 Overall Shape
In this section, we describe the overall shape of the Seoul Korean LHLH Accentual Phrase.
Figure 2-14 is a schematic illustration of the LHLH intonation pattern realized on a four-
syllable Accentual Phrase. We refer to the F0 turning points as L1, H1, L2, and H2. Follow-
ing the previous literature (Jun, 2000; Lee and Kim, 1997), it is supposed that the tones are
associated with each syllable (s1, s2, s3, s4). We also refer to the F0 movements between
these points as 'Rise1' (from L1 to H1), 'Fall' (from H1 to L2), and 'Rise2' (from L2 to H2). In
a normal speech rate, Rise1 spans s1 and s2, Fall spans s2 and s3, and Rise2 spans s3 and s4.
We calculate 'local speech rate' for each movement based on the syllables they span. That
is, for Rise1, the local speech rate is the inverse of the duration of the ﬁrst two syllables:
1/(s1 + s2). For Fall, it is 1/(s2 + s3), and for Rise2, 1/(s3 + s4).
In this dissertation, the fast, normal, slow speech conditions will be referred to as the
'categorical speech rate', as opposed to 'local speech rate' (the inverse of the syllable dura-
tion).
In Figure 2-15, we illustrate some typical examples of the same AP produced at fast,
normal, and slow speech rates by speaker A1. In normal speech (b), the LHLH tune is
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Figure 2-14: Schematic illustration of the Seoul Korean 4-syllable LHLH Accentual Phrase
produced with four syllables (malummonun [mar1mmon1n] "A lozenge is" (lozenge+topic
marker)). In fast speech (a), only one rise is produced. When the segmental duration of AP
is extremely short at the fast rate, the tones in the LHLH tunes are not fully realized, and
only one rise is produced over the four syllables. On the other hand, in slow speech (c),
there is a plateau throughout the ﬁrst syllable, and the actual rise starts from the end of the
ﬁrst syllable.
Figure 2-16 illustrates the averaged pitch contours by speech rate for each speaker. We
can see that in most speakers (A1, A2, A4, A5, B2, B4, B5), the shape of the ﬁrst rise and
fall in normal speech roughly corresponds to the shape of the only rise and fall in the fast
speech. In the fast speech condition, not all four tones are fully realized; instead there
is only one rise and fall. In some speakers, this rise and fall in fast speech has a smooth
sigmoid shape which is fairly similar to the one in normal speech (speakers A1, A4, B5).
Speaker B2 also has one rise in fast speech, but it is very different from the normal speech
rise: it is a sharp rise and fall, and the pitch range is much higher. In other speakers, there
is a plateau between the ﬁrst inﬂection point to the start of the fall (A2, A5, B2). No speaker
fully produced the two rises in the fast speech. H2 is particularly high in normal speech of
speakers A4 and B4; they also often put a short pause after the high H2, in which case the
AP can be considered as an IP (Jun, 1996, 2000).
Compression and truncation
The question arises as to how we view the tunes with only one rise in fast speech. We sug-
gest that some of them are due compression of four tones, and others are due to truncation
of one of the two rises. When there is tonal or temporal pressure, intonation tunes undergo
compression or truncation (Ladd, 2008: 182-184). In English, the tonal sequence L*+H L H%
(rise-fall-rise tune) can be spread over a long phrase, or the whole contour can be realized
with a monosyllabic word (e.g. "Sue?"), which involves compression. On the other hand,
Hungarian has a restriction that only two tones can occur in one syllable. Thus, when
L* H L% is realized on one syllable, L% is not realized, so it becomes L* H. This is trunca-
tion of tones. (Ladd, 2008: 182-183) suggests that the difference between compression and
truncation is that compression involves adjustment of phonetic values of existing tones,
e.g. undershoot of L between H peaks is a common process (e.g. Mexican Spanish (Prieto,
1998), English (Pierrehumbert, 1980), Japanese (Kubozono, 1991, 1993)), whereas truncation
involves a change from one type of intonational pattern to another tone sequence which
can be more easily realized (Catalan (Prieto, 2005)).
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Figure 2-15: Examples  of  Korean  AP malummonun[mar1mmon1n]  "A lozenge  is"
(lozenge+topic marker) produced at different speech rates by the same speaker (A1). (a)
Fast rate, (b) Normal rate, (c) Slow rate. 'f4' is the end of the fourth syllable (the end of the
AP). The time and F0 scales are the same across all.
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Figure 2-16: Averaged contours of the Korean LHLH intonation by speaker and by speech
rate (Solid: normal, dashed: fast, dot-dashed: slow). The vertical lines are the location of
the middle of the second syllable.
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Figure 2-17: Types of phonetic realization of the LHLH AP: (a) Full scaling (Speaker A1,
normal rate), (b) Undershot of L2 (Speaker A3, normal rate), (c) Compression (Speaker A1,
fast rate), (d) Truncation (Speaker A1, fast rate). The label 'f4' is the end of the AP.
We suggest that the rise with a plateau shape in fast speech in Seoul Korean is due
to compression, and the sharp rise in the same condition reﬂects truncation of one of the
two rises. Plateau shapes are observed in some speakers' fast speech (e.g. A2, A5, B2). A
possible interpretation of these plateaus is that the L2 between H1 and H2 is not realized
(extreme undershoot) because of time pressure, and the F0 inﬂection point just before the
fall may be the reﬂex of H2. This can be further supported by the fact that in some speakers,
a similar plateau-like shape is observed even in normal speech (e.g. A3, B2), which suggests
that realization of L2 is not strictly required in general, so L2 can be undershot even when
there is no time pressure. Thus, it is most likely to be skipped under time pressure. On the
other hand, a sharp rise in fast speech (A1, A4, B2, B5) indicates truncation of one of the
rises. That is, the underlying LHLH tune is changed to LH when there is time pressure,
so in the surface contour, there is no trace of the second LH. This can be supported by the
existence of utterances that have a smooth rise without a plateau in fast speech (A1, A4, B2,
B5). In particular, in speaker B2, it is hard to justify the claim that the speaker still plans to
produce four tones when speaking fast.
Figure 2-17 shows the varying realization of the LHLH Accentual Phrase: (a) Full scal-
ing, (b) undershot, (c) plateau, and (d) truncation. In many of the slow and normal speech
rate utterances, full scaling patterns (a) are commonly observed. Undershot patterns (b)
are more likely to be found in normal speech than slow speech. There are also speaker
variations in undershooting behaviors. Some speakers are more monotonous than others,
so more likely to undershoot L2. For example, in the previous Figure 2-16, the averaged
contours of normal speech of speakers A3 and B2 have higher L2 than speakers A1 and
A2's normal speech realizations. However, within the same speaker, the observation that
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Table 2.1: Classiﬁcation of shapes of Rise1 in Seoul Korean by speech rate
sigmoid dome scoop other N/A
All 1304 (61%) 272 (12%) 154 (7%) 343 (15%) 80 (4%)
Fast 471 (66%) 127 (18%) 19 (3%) 80 (11%) 18 (3%)
Normal 504 (70%) 72 (10%) 57 (8%) 62 (9%) 25 (3%)
Slow 329 (46%) 73 (10%) 78 (11%) 201(28%) 37(5%)
L2 is undershot when speech rate is fast still holds, e.g. for speaker A3, L2 is fully realized
in slow speech while it is considerably undershot in normal speech.
When speech gets faster, the realization of L2 can apparently be skipped, producing
a plateau-like shape between H1 and H2, as shown in Figure 2-17(c). This pattern is of-
ten found in categorical fast speech and sometimes in normal speech. Furthermore, at ex-
tremely fast rates, the whole Accentual Phrase can be realized with just one rise, as shown
in (d). In such cases, it no longer seems reasonable to say that underlyingly there are two
rises. We suggest that at this stage the LHLH intonational pattern is truncated into one LH.
In sum, the changes from full scaling to truncation largely depend on speech rate.
In Section 2.5.2, we will show that phonetic pressure (i.e. the absolute time available
for the fall from H1 to L2) has a gradual effect on L undershoot. This suggests that when
time pressure is below a certain threshold, the tones are compressed, but above a certain
threshold, the tune itself is changed to a different tune (i.e. LHLH becomes LH).
Shape depending on speech rate
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, we have classiﬁed the shapes of pitch rises into sigmoid,
dome, and scoop based on the slopes of three regression lines ﬁtted to the rising F0 move-
ment, according to the criteria shown in (1). Table 2.1 shows the result of shape classiﬁcation
of the initial rise (Rise1) in Seoul Korean by speech rate. The 'other' category is the shape
that does not belong to any of the shape categories (that is, the ﬁrst and third regression
lines are steeper than the second regression line). The N/A's are the data where F0 values
cannot be measured due to perturbations, and were not included in later analyses. The
majority of rises have a sigmoid shape, 70% of the rises in normal speech were sigmoid.
Domes are found more in fast speech than in normal or slow speech. Considering that
domes start with a fast rise, this may mean that when there is time pressure due to fast
speech rate, a rise may start relatively earlier than when there is less time pressure. On the
other hand, scoops are found mostly in slow speech, so it may mean that when there is less
time pressure, the fast portion of rise starts later.
The 'other' category accounts for a high proportion in slow speech, this may reﬂect
difﬁculties in measurement in some of the overly slow speech in Seoul Korean. Often, the
rising movement in slow speech was elicited with plateaus in the ﬁrst and second syllables,
which makes measurement of F0 minima and maxima unreliable. The proportion of the
'other' category becomes much lower in other languages in Chapter 4, when we elicited
slow speech closer to normal speech (more natural and less slow).
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2.4 Rise1
From this section to Section 2.6, the experimental results of the timing and scaling of each
part (Rise1, Fall, and Rise2) of the Korean LHLH Accentual Phrase are presented. The two
hypotheses are tested for each tone (L1, H1, L2, H2), which was described in Section 2.2.1.
That is, the effects of segmental anchoring and constant duration are examined for each
tone. We will see that the timing of the tones showed tendencies that support both the
SAH and the CSH.
2.4.1 Alignment of L1 and H1
Segmental anchoring
According to the SAH, it is expected that H1 and its anchor AH1 will have a high positive
correlation. To estimate the best anchoring point, we tested several possible segmental
landmarks in and near the second syllable, listed in (2), and illustrated in Figure 2-18.
(2) Various segmental landmarks to test for the best anchoring point for H1
a. ‘c2’ the beginning of the consonant in the second syllable
b. ‘v2’ the beginning of the vowel in the second syllable
c. ‘vm2’ the middle of the vowel in the second syllable
d. ‘rm2’ the middle of the rime in the second syllable
e. ‘c3’ the beginning of the consonant in the third syllable
f. ‘v3’ the beginning of the consonant in the third syllable
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 n1 c2 v2 n2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 v3 n3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 v4 f4n4
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 f4
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s1 s2 s3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Figure 2-18: The circled positions were the candidate anchoring points for H1.
As a ﬁrst approximation, a linear regression model was ﬁtted to the data with the tim-
ing of H1 as a dependent variable, timing of a candidate segmental landmark, speaker,
and their interaction as predictor variables. The highest R2 was found with the segmental
landmark 'rm2', the middle of the rime in the second syllable (R2=0.846). In Figure 2-19b,
the timing of H1 is plotted against timing of 'rm2', pooling across all Korean speakers. The
solid line is ﬁtting H1 against the anchor (R2=0.77) (The difference in the R2 value is be-
cause the ﬁtted line in the ﬁgure ignores the speaker variable). The dashed line is the y = x
line. A positive correlation is expected given the SAH, so we can say that there is a tendency
to segmental anchoring.
However, mixed-effects models are more appropriate when pooling data across speak-
ers, for the reasons mentioned in Section 2.2.4. Thus, we tested the segmental landmarks
again using mixed-effects models in order to examine whether 'rm2' is still the best anchor-
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Figure 2-19: (a) L1 against AL1, (b) H1 against AH1, the dashed line is y = x
Table 2.2: Mixed model comparisons for the model predicting H1 from AH1. The LRT is
with the immediately preceding model.
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H1 none speaker none
(b) H1 rm2 speaker none 2(3) = 3663:4; p < 0:001
(c) H1 rm2 speaker rm2 2(3) = 355:05; p < 0:001
ing point when speakers are treated as random effects. Several mixed-effects models are
tested to ﬁnd the best model speciﬁcation, i.e. whether a certain ﬁxed or random effect is
necessary or not. The three models that were compared were shown in Table 2.2. In model
(a), the dependent variable is the timing of H1, and there were by-speaker random inter-
cepts and no random slopes for 'rm2'. In model (b), the timing of 'rm2' is added to model
(a) as a ﬁxed effect. In model (c), the timing of H1 was the dependent variable, the timing
of the anchor ('rm2') was the ﬁxed effect, and there were by-speaker random intercepts and
by-speaker random slopes for 'rm2'.
According to the likelihood ratio tests, model (c) was signiﬁcantly better than model (b)
(without by-speaker random slopes for the anchor) [2(2)=355.05, p<0.001], and model (a)
(by-speaker random intercepts only and no ﬁxed effects) [2(3)=3663.4, p<0.001]. The result
that the models with a ﬁxed effect of 'rm2' were signiﬁcantly better than the model without
the ﬁxed effect of the anchor means that the effect of a segmental landmark is signiﬁcant
in predicting the timing of H1, so this is a tendency to segmental anchoring. Mixed-effects
models were ﬁtted to test other segmental landmarks, and it turned out that 'rm2' remains
as the best, yielding the lowest deviance (23283). The coefﬁcient (=the slope of the linear
regression) for the anchor 'rm2' was 0.772.
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Although there was a tendency to segmental anchoring, if peak timing is determined
by the SAH only, the regression line in Figure 2-19b should be almost parallel to the y = x
line, and the slope of 'rm2' in model (c) must be close to 1. A linear regression shows that
the slope is signiﬁcantly different from 1 [Slope=0.75, t(2080) = 28; p < 0:001, the slope
compared with 1]. However, statistical signiﬁcance tests on the regression lines in this
kind of plots are not very informative, because the data are pooled across speakers in the
plot, so it is not reﬂecting random effects of speakers, and furthermore, not meaningful for
the model we develop in Chapter 3. These plots are to give us the idea of a broad pattern
of the data.
Instead of the slope of 1 which is expected according to the SAH, the plot shows a
pattern that when the anchor occurs earlier, the peak occurs later than the anchor; when
the anchor is later, the peak is earlier than the anchor. This can be seen in the plot. In the ﬁrst
condition, the solid line is above the dashed line in the lower left region of the plot while in
the second condition the solid line is below the dashed line in the upper right region of the
plot. This suggests that there should be another factor in addition to segmental anchoring
that systematically affects the timing of the F0 peaks.
The same analysis was carried out for L and AL. We tested several possible alignment
points ('v1','vm1','rm1','o2','c2','v2') by mixed-effects modeling. For each landmark, mixed-
effects models were ﬁtted with timing of L1 as the dependent variable, timing of a segmen-
tal landmark as a ﬁxed effect, with by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for the timing
of the anchor. The model with the lowest deviance was found with ‘rm1’, the middle of the
rime in the ﬁrst syllable (21928). In Figure 2-19a, timing of L1 is plotted against timing of
this best anchoring point 'rm1', pooling across all Korean speakers. The solid line is ﬁtting
L1 against the anchor and the dashed line is the y = x line. The slope is close to 1 (al-
most parallel to y = x), which suggests a tendency to segmental anchoring, stronger than
in the case of H1. We trimmed down the model to test the signiﬁcance of the parameters.
Removal of by-speaker random slopes for anchor was signiﬁcant [2(2)=591.78, p<0.001],
and removal of by-speaker random slopes for anchor and the ﬁxed effect of anchor was also
signiﬁcant [2(3)=2312.8, p<0.001]. Thus, the best-ﬁtting model for the L1 is the model with
the ﬁxed effect of anchor, by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for
anchor.
The anchor estimates in this section are the best anchors by the criteria of the SAH. More
precise estimation of the anchor location will be carried out based on the model proposed in
Chapter 3. For now, the current estimation methods will be used in the following sections.
Evidence for target duration
We further examined the locations of L1 and H1 relative to their anchors. We found that
there is a systematic variation in the timing of L1 and H1, relative to the segmental anchor
depending on speech rate. Figure 2-20 illustrates the results. In the plot, the x-axis is 'nor-
malized deviation', and the y-axis is local speech rate. H1 deviation means the difference
between the anchor and the H1 peak (H1 AH1). This is normalized by local speech rate,
i.e. normalized deviation = (H1 AH1)/(s1+s2), where (s1+s2) is the duration of the ﬁrst
two syllables; its inverse is the measure of local speech rate. The shorter the duration of the
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Figure 2-20: (a): L1 deviation from AL1, (b): H1 deviation from AH1, the dashed line is the
position of the anchor
ﬁrst two syllables, the greater the local speech rate. In the ﬁgure, the normalized deviation
of L1 and H1 is plotted against local speech rate (1/s1+s2). The dashed line is the position
of the anchor. We used the best anchor estimate from the previous section (‘rm2’ for H1,
‘rm1’ for L1).
In Figure 2-20b, we can see that H1 peaks occur later relative to the anchor at a faster
speech rate and earlier at a slower speech rate. (Note that the predictor variable (local
speech rate) and the dependent variable (normalized deviation) are switched in the plot,
in order to better visualize relative deviations from the anchor). This is a tendency reﬂect-
ing the prediction of the CSH. As for L, we observe that the direction of the CSH effect is
reversed, as shown in Figure 2-20a. That is, L occurs earlier as speech rate gets faster and
later as rate gets slower.
Combining the results of Figure 2-20a and 2-20b, when speaking faster, L tends to occur
earlier, and H tends to occur later relative to their respective anchors. That is, the rise
starts earlier and terminates later than the anchor to accommodate the target duration when
speaking fast. We interpret this result to mean that there is a preferred duration for a rise,
or target duration. The relation between a target duration and relative locations of tones
is illustrated in Figure 2-21. Suppose that in normal speech, the L and H occur at their
respective anchors and the duration from L to H is the target duration. As speaking rate
increases, the duration of segments decreases and the anchors get closer to each other, and
thus the time available to produce a rise is reduced. If the duration of the rise remains
constant across speech rates, in fast speech the L occurs earlier than AL, and later than AL
in slow speech. For H, H occurs afterAH in fast speech, and earlier thanAH in slow speech.
These are the kind of results that we found in the deviations of L1 and H1 in Seoul Korean.
Under the segmental anchoring hypothesis, it is assumed that tonal targets are indepen-
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Figure 2-22: (H   L) against (AH   AL). The solid line is the regression line, the dashed
line is the y = x line.
dent of each other. It has been argued that L and H tones are independently aligned with
regard to the anchoring points, thus the duration between L and H is entirely determined
by the duration between the anchors (Arvaniti et al., 1998). However, the deviation pat-
terns of L1 and H1 shown above leads us to believe that L1 and H1 are related to each other,
while also aligned with regard to segments. If the timing of tones are predicted straightfor-
wardly from their anchoring points only, the duration of the rise (H   L) and the distance
between the anchors (AH   AL) must have a linear relation with a slope of 1. However,
this is not what is observed. In Figure 2-22, (H  L) is plotted against (AH  AL). The plot
shows that (H  L) and (AH  AL) has a positive correlation, but (H  L) does not change
as much as (AH   AL) changes. This means that there is a tendency to maintain a target
duration, as well as segmental anchoring. The model predicting tonal timing thus requires
two factors: segmental alignment and target duration. This kind of a model is formalized
in Chapter 3.
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2.4.2 Scaling
Speech rate effects
In the previous literature, two patterns have been predicted regarding the scaling of a pitch
rise: the rise magnitude is relatively consistent, and slope gets shorter as speaking gets
faster; or the slope is constant, and the magnitude of the rise gets smaller as speaking gets
faster. In Korean, the rise magnitude increases as speaking gets faster, which is not pre-
dicted by any of these models. The rise magnitude is relatively stable only within the same
speech condition (fast, normal, slow).
The SAH literature has claimed that the duration of a rise is derivable from the location
of the segmental anchors. In Greek, there was no correlation between the pitch difference
between L and H and the interval between L and H (Arvaniti et al., 1998: 17). Pitch scal-
ing was not affected by duration. The authors interpreted this result as counter-evidence
to a constant shape, because if the slope had been constant, there should have been a sys-
tematic relation between magnitude of rises and segmental duration, e.g. magnitude of
rises decreases as segmental duration increases. In English, the magnitude of rises was not
systematically affected by speech rate in most speakers (Ladd et al., 1999): four out of six
speakers maintained the magnitude of rises almost constant across speech rates. Based on
these ﬁndings, Ladd (2004) claimed that the slope of a rise is not constant, but both slope
and duration are almost entirely determined by segmental anchoring of tones. That is,
slope gets steeper and duration gets shorter as speaking gets faster. On the other hand,
in other languages, the size of a pitch rise is reduced in fast speech. In Russian, segmental
anchoring is maintained, two out of seven speakers had a smaller excursion size at fast rate
(Igarashi, 2004). There was a signiﬁcant negative correlation between excursion size and
rise duration (i.e. as speech rate increases, excursion size decreases). French showed the
same trend (Fougeron and Jun, 1998). Speakers reduced magnitude of rises in fast speech.
Seoul Korean shows two patterns that have not been observed in the studies mentioned
above. First, overall pitch range increases in faster speech condition ('raising') in the ter-
minology of Ladd (2008: 198). This is shown in Figure 2-23a. The pitch range is higher in
fast speech than in normal or slow speech. Second, the magnitude of the rise increases in
faster speech ('widening') (Ladd, 2008: 198). This is shown in Figure 2-23b: the magnitude
of rises is wider in fast speech than in normal speech. Ladd (2008) discusses the relation
between the two dimensions of pitch scaling: pitch level (the absolute pitch height) and
pitch span (the difference between F0 minima and maxima). The relation between pitch
level and span is not straightforward. Pitch raising often accompanies widening of pitch
span, but the two dimensions are not necessarily dependent, i.e. one may speak in a narrow
pitch span in a high pitch range, or in a wide pitch span in a low pitch range. Yet, they are
at least partially dependent because they tend to co-vary, i.e. there is a tendency that pitch
raising increases pitch span (Ladd, 2008: 197-8). In Seoul Korean, pitch levels of both L and
H tones tend to increase in the fast speech condition. We suspect that when speaking fast,
speech becomes more effortful, which stiffens, rather than relaxes, speech organs including
vocal folds. Stiff vocal folds facilitates producing higher pitch ('t Hart et al., 1990).
Figure 2-24 shows L and H levels against local speech rate. Since female and male
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Figure 2-23: (a) L1 and H1 levels for fast, normal, and slow speech. Dark bars are L1. Light
bars are H1. (b) Magnitude of Rise1 (H1-L1) for each speech rate category. The error bars
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Figure 2-24: L1 and H1 levels for all speech conditions (fast, normal, slow): (a) Females,
(b)Males. The solid line is ﬁtting L1 levels, the dashed line is ﬁtting H1 levels.
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Figure 2-25: L1 and H1 levels for normal speech only: (a) Females, (b)Males. The solid line
is ﬁtting L1 levels, the dashed line is ﬁtting H1 levels.
speakers have distinct pitch ranges, they are plotted separately. In both females and males,
pitch range increases as local speech rate increases. However, it seems that categorical
speech rate and local speech rate have different effects. Whereas slow speech has a smaller
magnitude of rise than the other two speech rates, within a given categorical speech rate,
excursion size tends to be constant, which means that the magnitude is independent of
local speech rate or segmental makeup. In Figure 2-25, the levels of L1 and H1 in normal
speech were plotted against local speech rate. In female speakers, both L and H levels
are slightly decreasing with increasing speech rate, but the difference between the levels
is relatively constant. In male speakers, H1 level is substantially reduced at faster rates
(shorter segment duration), apparently the familiar pitch reduction effect at fast rates that
has been found in other languages. However, this reduction effect is just due to speaker
variability. As will be shown soon, local speech rate does not signiﬁcantly affect the level of
H, if speaker variability and segmental effects are taken into account. This can be examined
by mixed-effects modeling.
Summarizing the observations, categorical speech rate has an effect on pitch range:
pitch range is higher in fast speech than slower speech. Within a given category, the magni-
tude of rises is constant, local speech rate has little effect on the magnitude of rises. By ma-
nipulating speech rate, we may have ended up manipulating other unknown factors (which
might be linguistic or non-linguistic). So, speakers change not just categorical speech rate,
but speech style is changed, e.g. speech becomes more effortful or excited in fast speech.
Nevertheless, within the same speech style, the magnitude of rise is maintained fairly con-
stant.
Mixed-effects models were ﬁtted to the data to statistically test these observations. We
tested the level of L1 and the level of H1 separately. For the level of L1, mixed models were
compared as shown in Table 2.3. According to the LRT, model (e) turns out to be the best,
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Table 2.3: Mixed models for L1 scaling. 'cat.rate': categorical speech rate (fast, normal,
slow), 'loc.rate': local speech rate (1/s1+s2). Each LRT is with the immediately preceding
model. (f) is signiﬁcantly better than (d) [2(4) = 16:73; p < 0:01]. The best one is (e).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) L1 none speaker none
(b) L1 cat.rate speaker none 2(2) = 405:08; p < 0:001
(c) L1 cat.rate speaker cat.rate 2(5) = 485:27; p < 0:001
(d) L1 cat.rate, loc.rate speaker cat.rate 2(1) = 7:30; p < 0:01
(e) L1 cat.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate 2(3) = 13:90; p < 0:01
(f) L1 cat.rate, loc.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate 2(1) = 2:83; p = 0:09
Table 2.4: Mixed models for H1 scaling. Each LRT is with the immediately preceding
model. (f) is signiﬁcantly better than (d) [2(4) = 14:06; p < 0:01]. The best one is (e).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H1 none speaker none
(b) H1 cat.rate speaker none 2(2) = 620:48; p < 0:001
(c) H1 cat.rate speaker cat.rate 2(5) = 825:09; p < 0:001
(d) H1 cat.rate, loc.rate speaker cat.rate 2(1) = 2:02; p = 0:16
(e) H1 cat.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate 2(3) = 13:27; p < 0:01
(f) H1 cat.rate, loc.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate 2(1) = 0:79; p = 0:37
where the L1 level is the dependent variable, categorical speech rate is the only ﬁxed effect,
and random effects are by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for categorical and local
speech rates. According to the best model, the difference between normal and fast speech
was signiﬁcant [Coefﬁcient=-8.16 Hz, t(2046) =  3:91; p < 0:001] 2, the difference between
slow and fast speech was signiﬁcant [Coefﬁcient=-9.06 Hz, t(2046) =  2:99; p < 0:01]. In
this kind of linear modeling in general, one of the levels in the ﬁxed effect (fast speech in
this case) becomes the base mean, and the coefﬁcients of the other levels (normal and slow
speech) are added to ﬁnd the mean of each level. Thus, the best model result means that
L1 level is lower in normal speech than in fast speech by about 8 Hz, and it is lower in slow
speech than in fast speech by about 9 Hz. Considering these coefﬁcients, the level of L1
is signiﬁcantly higher in the order of fast, normal, and slow. Assuming the L1 level is the
baseline pitch of speaker's pitch range, we can interpret this result to mean that pitch range
increases in the faster speech condition. The effect of local speech rate was insigniﬁcant,
as shown in the comparison of (f) and (e) in Table 2.3, corresponding to the observations
described above.
For the level of H1, the models shown in Table 2.4 were compared. The best model is
2
There is no agreed method of estimating degrees of freedom and p-values in mixed-effects models, because
of the complications due to random effects (Baayen et al., 2008: 396) (See also the discussion by Douglas Bates
'lmer, p-values and all that' at https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-help/2006-May/094765.html). In this disser-
tation, degrees of freedom (if they appear) were approximated with the number of observations. This is for the
rather presentational purpose, given that once the degrees of freedom are more than 30, they make practically
no differences on the p-values (Aiken and West, 1991).
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(e), where the L1 level is the dependent variable, categorical speech rate is the only ﬁxed
effect, and random effects are by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for categorical and
local speech rates. This means that H1 level is signiﬁcantly different in each speech con-
dition, but is not signiﬁcantly affected by local speech rate once in the same speech style.
According to the best model, the difference between normal and fast speech was signiﬁ-
cant [Coefﬁcient=-12.16 Hz, t(2086) =  2:96; p < 0:01], the difference between slow and
fast speech was signiﬁcant [Coefﬁcient=-17.91 Hz, t(2086) =  2:99; p < 0:001]. This means
that H1 level was higher in the order of fast, normal, slow, after taking into account varia-
tions caused by the speaker random effect.
In summary, both L1 and H1 levels were signiﬁcantly affected by categorical speech
rate, but local speech rate (or segment duration indicated by local speech rate) did not
have signiﬁcant effects on the levels of L1 and H1. Pitch levels were higher in the order of
fast, normal, and slow speech. Increasing the magnitude of the rise in faster speech is not
predicted by any of the previous models.
Segmental effects
The L1 and H1 levels are not much affected by segmental duration, but it does not mean that
the levels are constant. There are still a lot of unexplained variations in pitch levels. Further
examinations reveal that some of the variations can be factored out if segmental effects are
considered. Vowels have intrinsic pitch; if other conditions are equal, high vowels tend to
have higher pitch than mid or low vowels (Ewan, 1975; Stevens, 1998). Also, vowels tend
to have higher pitch after obstruents than after sonorants in Seoul Korean (Jun, 2000) and
Kyungsang Korean (Kenstowicz and Park, 2006).
Several mixed models were ﬁtted to the data and the likelihood ratio tests were carried
out to test the segmental effects on the magnitude of the rise (the pitch difference between
L1 and H1 levels). The segmental effects include vowel height (high, mid, low) and con-
sonant manner (obstruent, sonorant). The best model was found with the ﬁxed effects of
vowel height and consonant manner (V1Height, V2Height, C1, and C2), and by-speaker
random intercepts and slopes for V1Height, V2Height, C1, C2, and categorical speech rate.
This means that in predicting the size of pitch rise, local speech rate is not necessary, and
categorical speech rate is signiﬁcant only as by-speaker random adjustments, but not as a
ﬁxed effect.
The effects of vowel height and consonant manner were in the direction we expected.
The coefﬁcients for the ﬁxed effects were shown in Table 2.5. In linear models, the coef-
ﬁcients are added to the intercept to ﬁnd the mean of a certain condition: e.g. the rise
magnitude for a low V1 is 30 + 7:6 = 37:6. Thus, a positive coefﬁcient corresponds to an
increase in the magnitude, a negative coefﬁcient corresponds to a decrease in the magni-
tude due to a certain effect. A low or mid vowel in the ﬁrst syllable lowers L1 level because
of their low intrinsic pitch, and thus increases the rise magnitude. V1Height=Low and
V1Height=Mid had positive coefﬁcients [7.6 and 4.4]. Similarly, a low or mid vowel in the
second syllable decreases H1 level and thus reduces the rise magnitude, because of their
low intrinsic pitch. V2Height=Low and V2Height=Mid had negative coefﬁcients [-3.2 and
-2.0].
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Table 2.5: Segmental effects on the magnitude of a rise (unit: Hz)
Coefﬁcient Standard error
Intercept 30 4.0 t(2031) = 7:5; p < 0:001
V1Height Low 7.6 1.3 t(2031) = 5:8; p < 0:001
Mid 4.4 0.8 t(2031) = 5:9; p < 0:001
V2Height Low -3.2 0.5 t(2031) =  6:7; p < 0:001
Mid -2.0 0.6 t(2031) =  3:4; p < 0:001
C1 Obstruent -5.3 1.1 t(2031) =  4:9; p < 0:001
Sonorant 1.1 0.8 t(2031) = 1:3; p = 0:19
C2 Sonorant -3.2 1.1 t(2031) =  2:9; p < 0:01
The manner of the onset consonant exhibited similar effects. Vowels after obstruents
have higher pitch than those after sonorants, so obstruents in the ﬁrst syllable raise L1 level,
and sonorants in the second syllable reduce H1 the excursion size. An obstruent in the ﬁrst
syllable raises L1 level, and thus decreases the rise magnitude. The coefﬁcients were neg-
ative when C1 is obstruent [-5.3]. On the other hand, a sonorant in the ﬁrst syllable lowers
L1, and thus increases the rise magnitude; although the coefﬁcient is not signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent from zero [t(2031)=1.3, p=0.19], the conﬁdence interval is mostly above zero (-0.5 to
2.7), so there is a small tendency that we expected. A sonorant in the second syllable lowers
H1 level, and thus decreases the magnitude.
In summary, Seoul Korean showed both pitch raising and widening in fast speech,
which is not predicted by previous models of F0 movements. Within the same speech
condition, temporal duration does not directly affect the magnitude of the rise. The obser-
vation that segmental duration does not affect the rise magnitude does not mean that the
rise magnitude is constant: the rise magnitude varies due to other factors. The rise magni-
tude is signiﬁcantly affected by orthogonal factors such as speech style (fast, normal, slow
condition) and intrinsic vowel pitch.
2.5 Fall
2.5.1 Alignment of L2
The alignment of L2 is relatively stable compared to H1. We tested various segmental land-
marks ('vm2','rm2','o3','c3','v3','rm3','o4','rm4'; see 2-12 for the deﬁnitions.) to ﬁnd the one
that has the best correlation with L2. Mixed-effects models were ﬁt for each segmental point
with timing of L2 as the dependent variable, timing of the segmental point as a ﬁxed effect,
with by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for segmental position.
The point with the lowest deviance (15164) among all candidate points was 'rm3', the mid-
dle of the rime in the third syllable. In Figure 2-26a, the timing of L2 is plotted against this
anchoring point. Note that it is a similar alignment point (middle of the rime in the asso-
ciated syllable) that emerges as best ﬁt for L1, H1, and L2. However, this estimate is based
on the model predicting tonal timing with its anchor only; the precise anchor estimates are
different in the model proposed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2-26: (a): L2 against AL2 (rm3), the dashed line is y = x, (b): Deviation of L2 from
AL2
The best ﬁtting model predicting L2 by its anchor was the model with the anchor as a
ﬁxed effect and by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for the an-
chor. The coefﬁcient of the anchor in the best-ﬁtting model was 1.01, which was not signif-
icantly different from 1 [t(1399) = 0:02; p = 0:98]. This means that segmental anchoring is
very strict in L2.
We also examined the deviation of L2 from its anchor. The normalized deviation plot is
shown in Figure 2-26b. In the case of L1, there was a negative trend; L1 was anticipated in
fast speech and delayed in slow speech. On the other hand, L2 is slightly delayed at faster
speech rates. Mixed-effects modeling shows that the effect of local speech rate on the L2
deviation was signiﬁcant [2(3) = 83:94; p < 0:001]. The coefﬁcient of the speech rate was
0.02, thus, the deviation of L2 in the positive direction was small but signiﬁcant.
The two outliers in Figure 2-26a turned out to be due to different phrasing in slow
speech. One of the two outliers is shown in Figure 2-27. The initial rise is realized on the
ﬁrst syllable. There are two possible interpretations of this F0 contour: it may be a LHLH
pattern, stretched between two rises, with the shape of the initial rise maintained. Or, it
may be different phrasing: [LHLH] becomes [LH][LLH] due to slow rate. The second anal-
ysis is justiﬁable because the morphemic structure of the content word [nonara] is no+nara
('No+Country'), so it is easy to separate into two phrases.
From the result of L2 deviation, we can hypothesize that the delay of L2 at faster rates
is due to the delay of the preceding tone, H1. We tested whether the timing of H1 affects
the timing of L2. Mixed-effects modeling showed that H1 was signiﬁcant in predicting L2
[2(4) = 608:21; p < 0:001]. This means that L2 is signiﬁcantly affected by the timing of
H1. The later the H1, the later the L2. However, the effect of H1 is very small: L2 is not
delayed as much as H1. L2 shows a very strict segmental alignment compared to H1.
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Figure 2-27: nonalanun [nonaran1n] 'The No Dynasty-TOP' read with a rise on the ﬁrst syl-
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Figure 2-28: L2 level against duration of s2+s3 (Speaker A5)
2.5.2 Scaling of L2
L2 Level
In Section 2.3, we showed that L2 can be variably realized from full scaling to undershoot
to truncation, arguing that truncation is the ﬁnal state of extreme compression, or accu-
mulation of gradual phonetic changes. We will now reafﬁrm this claim in a quantitative
way by presenting the analyses of the level of L2, magnitude of the Fall, and the relation
between the level of L2 and the level of H1.
The level of L2 tends to increase as speech rate increases, which means that L2 is 'un-
dershot' in faster speech rates. Figure 2-28 shows L2 level plotted against local speech rate
(1/(s2+s3)). The result of only one speaker (A5) is presented. The regression line ﬁts the L2
level against local speech rate. A similar positive correlation between L2 level and speech
rate is observed in all speakers.
To examine the effect of local speech rate on the level of L2 across speakers, several
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Table 2.6: L2 scaling and speech rate. The best model is (e). Each LRT from (b) to (e) is with
the immediately preceding model. The LRT in (f) and (g) are compared with (e).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) L2 none speaker none
(b) L2 loc.rate speaker none 2(3) = 1517:8; p < 0:001
(c) L2 loc.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 613:2; p < 0:001
(d) L2 loc.rate, cat.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 111:52; p < 0:001
(e) L2 loc.rate, cat.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(7) = 165:15; p < 0:001
(f) L2 cat.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(1) = 8:81; p < 0:01
(g) L2 loc.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(2) = 12:95; p < 0:01
mixed-effects models were compared. The results are shown in Table 2.6. The best model
was (e), where both local and categorical speech rates were ﬁxed effects. Removal of any
of the ﬁxed effects was signiﬁcant ((e) vs. (f),(g)). In the best model, the coefﬁcient of local
speech rate was 8.3, implying a positive correlation between local speech rate and L2 level,
that is, the faster the rate, the higher L2. The difference between slow and fast speech was
signiﬁcant [Coefﬁcient=-22 Hz], which means that L2 level is lower in slow speech than
in fast speech rate. The difference between normal and fast speech was not signiﬁcant
[Coefﬁcient=-11, t(1398)=-1.6, p=0.12].
The magnitude of the Fall
The magnitude of the Fall (the difference between H1 and L2 levels) is gradually reduced
as speech rate gets faster. This trend is shown in Figure 2-29a. Falls are less likely to be
fully realized under time pressure. Whereas the magnitude of the Rise1 was relatively
stable within the same speech rate category, the magnitude of the Fall varies systematically
depending on time pressure even within the same speech rate category.
Mixed models were compared to examine the effects of speech rate on the magnitude of
the Fall, the results are shown in Table 2.7. The best-ﬁtting model is (f), with the magnitude
of the Fall as the dependent variable, local speech rate as a ﬁxed effect, with by-speaker
random intercepts and slopes for both local and categorical speech rate. The coefﬁcient
for local speech rate in the best-ﬁtting model was -6.3 Hz, which means that there was a
signiﬁcant negative correlation between local speech rate and magnitude of Fall. I.e. the
faster the rate, the shallower the Fall.
Also notice that categorical speech rate is not signiﬁcant once local speech rate is a ﬁxed
effect: the addition of local speech rate is not signiﬁcant ((e) vs. (f)). This is an interesting
difference from the magnitude of Rise1. We have shown in Section 2.4.2 that in predict-
ing the size of Rise1, local speech rate is not a signiﬁcant ﬁxed effect. The magnitude of
Rise1 was affected by categorical speech rate only. On the other hand, the magnitude of
the Fall is signiﬁcantly affected by local speech rate, but categorical speech rate was not
signiﬁcant (signiﬁcant only as a by-speaker random effect). This suggests that changes in
the magnitude of the Fall are gradual, rather than categorical, phenomena.
In Figure 2-29b, H1 levels and L2 levels are plotted together against local speech rate.
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Figure 2-29: (a):Magnitude of Fall (H1-L2) against local speech rate (1/(s2+s3)), (b): Con-
vergence of H1 and L2 levels. Both plots are from one speaker (A5).
Table 2.7: Magnitude of the Fall and speech rate. The best model is (f). Each LRT from (b)
to (e) is with the immediately preceding model. The LRT in (f) and (g) are compared with
(e).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H1-L2 none speaker none
(b) H1-L2 loc.rate speaker none 2(1) = 488; p < 0:001
(c) H1-L2 loc.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 375:41; p < 0:001
(d) H1-L2 loc.rate, cat.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 54:22; p < 0:001
(e) H1-L2 loc.rate, cat.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(7) = 108:74; p < 0:001
(f) H1-L2 loc.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(2) = 3:24; p = 0:20
(g) H1-L2 cat.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(1) = 9:64; p < 0:01
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Figure 2-30: The intersection point of H1 and L2 levels: the LHLH sequence is compressed
before the intersection point and truncated to LH after the intersection point.
Table 2.8: H1 level with local speech rate as the ﬁxed effect. The best model is (c). Each
LRT is with the immediately preceding model.
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H1 loc.rate speaker none
(b) H1 loc.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 453:54; p < 0:001
(c) H1 loc.rate speaker cat.rate 2(3) = 363:61; p < 0:001
(d) H1 loc.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(4) = 6:92; p = 0:14
The solid line ﬁts L2 levels, the dashed line ﬁts H1 levels. The dashed line shows that H1
level slightly increases at faster speech rate. As we have already said, this increase of H1
is categorical shift, rather than gradual local changes. At the same time, L1 level increases,
but unlike the case of H1, this is a gradual change as a function of local speech rate. The
slope of the regression line is steeper for L2 level than for H1 level. Because of this, the
regression lines for H1 and L2 intersect with each other at some point (in the plot, at about
4.6 local speech rate), as illustrated in Figure 2-30.
As shown in Figure 2-30, we argue that the LHLH tone sequence is compressed by
undershooting the L2 before the intersection point, and after the intersection point, the
LHLH pattern is truncated to the LH pattern. That is, in connection with the phonetic
realization types of the LHLH AP discussed in Section 2.3, we may interpret these results
as the following. When there is enough time (slow rates), the Fall is fully realized (Figure 2-
17(a)). The level of L2 gradually rises as speech gets faster (the undershoot effect shown
in Figure 2-17(b)). At the intersection point of the two ﬁtting lines, the level of L2 reaches
to the same level as H1, resulting in a plateau shape (Figure 2-17(c)). After this point, the
LHLH pattern is truncated into a LH pattern (Figure 2-17(d)).
To precisely estimate the intersection point across speakers, linear mixed-models were
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Table 2.9: L2 level with local speech rate as the ﬁxed effect. The best model is (d). Each LRT
is with the immediately preceding model.
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H1 loc.rate speaker none
(b) H1 loc.rate speaker loc.rate 2(2) = 613:2; p < 0:001
(c) H1 loc.rate speaker cat.rate 2(3) = 186:97; p < 0:001
(d) H1 loc.rate speaker loc.rate, cat.rate 2(4) = 76:76; p < 0:001
ﬁtted to the data for H1 level and L2 level respectively, with local speech rate as the ﬁxed
effect. Only the random effects were compared, as shown in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. In both
H1 and L2, local rate is the inverse of the second and third syllable duration (1/(s2 + s3))
where the Fall spans. The best model for H1 level is (c) and the best model for L2 level is (d).
According to the best models, the level of H1 and L2 are expressed as in (3), where P (H1)
is the pitch level of H1, P (L2) is the pitch level of L2, r is local speech rate (= 1/(s2 + s3)).
(3) a. P (H1) = 1:48  r + 173
b. P (L2) = 9:05  r + 131
The intersection point of the two straight lines in (3) can be found by setting the left terms
equal: P (H1) = P (L2). By solving this equation, the local speech rate (r) of the intersect
point is 5.5. This means that after taking speaker variability into account, there is a point
where the pitch level of L2 and the pitch level of H1 equalize. The difference between the
two levels is a function of local speech rate, and when local speech rate reaches at about
5.5 (that is, when the duration of the ﬁrst and second syllable reaches at 180 ms (1/5:5),
the level of H1 and L2 equalizes, yielding a plateau shape. At this stage, L2 realization is
skipped.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, L2 undershoot is a very common compression strategy
found in many languages. Languages also show changes in tonal sequence, e.g. the trun-
cation of the ﬁnal L in monosyllables Hungarian. Ladd (2008: 182) suggests that com-
pression versus truncation strategies are a matter of cross-linguistic preferences, that is,
some languages prefer compression (English (Grabe et al., 2000) and Greek (Arvaniti et al.,
2006)) whereas other languages prefer truncation: Hungarian (G

osy and Terken, 1994) and
Palermo Italian (Grice, 995a).
In Seoul Korean, in fast speech, we found both compression (L2 undershoot) and trun-
cation (one sharp rise in fast speech). The LHLH pattern is realized with a plateau or as
a sharp rise and fall in fast speech. The plateau pattern results from extreme undershoot
of L2, thus we argue that in that case, underlyingly L2 is present. We suggest that com-
pression and truncation are not separate strategies; truncation (LH) is the next stage after
extreme undershoot (a plateau pattern). We showed that speech rate has a gradual effect
on L2 level. After speech rate exceeds the point where L2 level and H1 level are the same,
L2 is truncated. In this sense, the accumulated effects of compression of LHLH tones lead
to truncation. This shows a close connection between phonetics and phonology: an accu-
mulation of gradual phonetic changes may result in a phonological categorical change. The
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Figure 2-31: (a) H2 against AH2 (rm4), the dashed line is y = x, (b) Deviation of L2 from
AH2, the dashed line is the time of the anchor
'truncation languages' (Hungarian and Palermo Italian) may exhibit gradual compression
effects if appropriately examined. This is a task for future research.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that rises ﬁt in the same pattern shown in Section 2.4.1,
regardless of whether they are from a full or a truncated pattern. This may support our
claim that LHLH and LH patterns are quantitatively closely related to each other.
2.6 Rise2
2.6.1 Alignment of H2
As with other tones, we tested several segmental points as possible anchoring points. The
segmental points were 'o3' (the onset of the third syllable), 'rm3' (the middle of the third
rime), 'o4' (the onset of the fourth syllable), 'rm4', (the middle of the fourth rime), 'f4' (the
end of the fourth syllable). To take speakers' random effects into account, mixed-effects
models were ﬁtted for each segmental point with timing of H2 as a dependent variable,
timing of a segmental point as a ﬁxed effect, by-speaker random intercepts, and by-speaker
random slopes for timing of the segmental landmark. The point with the lowest deviance
was 'rm4' (G2 = 15161). The coefﬁcient of the anchor in the best-ﬁtting model was 0.959,
reﬂecting strict segmental anchoring. In Figure 2-31a, timing of H2 is plotted against this
anchoring point.
The deviation of H2 shows the opposite trend from the deviation of H1: it is negatively
correlated with speaking rate (Figure 2-31b). That is, the faster the rate, the earlier the H2
peak. Mixed-modeling was carried out to take the random effects of speaker into account,
as shown in Table 2.10. The coefﬁcient of local speech rate in the best ﬁtting model was
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Table 2.10: Mixed model comparisons for the model predicting H2 from AH2. The LRT is
with the immediately preceding model. The best model is (c).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H2 none speaker none
(b) H2 rm4 speaker none 2(1) = 233:14; p < 0:001
(c) H2 rm4 speaker rm4 2(2) = 381:76; p < 0:001
-0.07, suggesting a signiﬁcant negative correlation between local speech rate and deviation
of H2 from the anchor.
This result is in a sense unexpected, because from the deviation pattern of H1, one might
also expect a similar direction of H2 deviation, given that the alignment of L2 was also
highly stable. We hypothesize a possible explanation: H2 is retracted in order to be at
a ﬁxed distance from the following F0 minimum. Accentual Phrases are always imme-
diately followed by a local F0 minimum, regardless of speech rate. This can be seen in
examples such as Figure 2-17. We cannot determine whether the F0 minimum after the AP
is a boundary L% tone of the preceding AP, or the initial L tone in the carrier phrase, but a
most likely interpretation is that the F0 minimum is the boundary L% and the initial L in the
next phrase on the top of each other because there is only one F0 minimum following the
H2. Regardless of this point, target APs are followed by F0 minima. We tentatively refer to
this tone as a L% boundary tone. We may hypothesize that the retraction of H2 is because
there is a duration target of fall from H2 to this L%. As in the case of Rise1, if there is a
target duration of this fall, we might expect that L% should deviate from its anchor in the
opposite direction of H2. That is, as H2 is retracted at a faster rate, L% is delayed at a faster
rate. This is just the mirror image of Rise1. So, we preliminarily tested this hypothesis: L%
will be delayed with regard to an anchor in the faster rate.
Since most of AP's were produced as IP's in slow speech, we measured fast and normal
speech only in order to avoid complications arising from different phrasing. We measured
the F0 minima that followed H2, for speaker A1 only. We compared timing of L% with
timing of the end of the phrase ('f4'). Figure 2-32 shows the deviation pattern of L%. The
direction of L% deviation is the opposite of H2 deviation. L% occurs later than the phrase
offset when speech rate is faster, and occurs earlier than the phrase offset when speech rate
is slower. Because we measured only one speaker, instead of a mixed-effects model, we ﬁt
a linear regression model with normalized deviation as a dependent variable, local speech
rate as a predictor. The effect of local speech rate on the deviation of L% was signiﬁcant
[F (1; 139) = 93:65; p < 0:001]
The relation between H2 and L% is the mirror image of the one between L1 and H1.
At the beginning of the AP, as speech rate increases, L1 is retracted and H1 is delayed with
regard to the anchors. At the end of the AP, as speech rate increases, H2 is retracted and L%
is delayed with regard to the anchors. We interpreted the result of Rise1 as the presence of
a target for rise duration. Likewise, we can also interpret the result in this section to mean
that there is a target duration for a fall from H2 to L%. This way, the systematic deviation
of H2 can be seamlessly explained.
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Table 2.11: Mixed model comparisons for H2 level. The best model is (a). The LRT's are all
with (a).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H2 none speaker cat.rate, loc.rate
(b) H2 cat.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate [2(2) = 2:14; p = 0:34]
(c) H2 loc.rate speaker cat.rate, loc.rate [2(1) = 0:08; p = 0:78]
(d) H2 none speaker cat.rate [2(4) = 23:43; p < 0:001]
(e) H2 none speaker loc.rate [2(7) = 198:87; p < 0:001]
2.6.2 Scaling of H2
Neither categorical speech rate nor local rate signiﬁcantly affected the H2 level. In Ta-
ble 2.11, (b) shows that adding categorical rate to (a) as a ﬁxed effect does not signiﬁcantly
improve the ﬁt, and (c) shows that adding local speech to (a) as a ﬁxed effect does not sig-
niﬁcantly improve the ﬁt. By-speaker random slopes for both local and categorical rates
were signiﬁcant [(a) vs. (d) and (e)]. This means that there was no common pattern of H2
level across speakers.
On the other hand, the magnitude of the Rise2 (H2 level - L2 level) was signiﬁcantly
affected by categorical speech rate and rise duration (the time from L2 to H2), but not by
local speech rate. The best-ﬁtting model is model (d), the one with ﬁxed effects of cate-
gorical speech rate and rise duration, by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for local
speech rate, categorical speech rate, and rise duration. According to the coefﬁcients in the
best model, the magnitude of the Rise2 is signiﬁcantly different between fast speech and
normal speech by about 17 Hz, also between fast speech and slow speech by 33 Hz. The
effect of the rise duration on the magnitude of the rise was small (0.07 Hz) but signiﬁcant
[t(1386) = 2:604; p < 0:01]. The results mean that magnitude of the Rise2 increases when
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Table 2.12: Mixed model comparisons for Rise2 scaling. The best model is (d). 'cat' means
categorical speech rate, 'loc' is local speech rate, and 'r.dur' is rise duration.
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) H2-L2 cat speaker cat, loc
(b) H2-L2 cat, loc speaker cat, loc [2(1) = 0; p = 1] (with (a))
(c) H2-L2 cat, r.dur speaker cat, loc [2(1) = 112:26; p < 0:001] (with (a))
(d) H2-L2 cat, r.dur speaker cat, loc, r.dur [2(1) = 238:55; p < 0:001]
(e) H2-L2 cat, r.dur speaker cat, r.dur [2(5) = 45:18; p < 0:001] (with (d))
(f) H2-L2 cat, r.dur speaker loc, r.dur [2(9) = 297:88; p < 0:001] (with (d))
speech gets slower, and rise duration has a tiny effect of increasing the magnitude when
speaking slowly. The increase of magnitude in slow speech is categorical, rather than grad-
ual, as local speech rate has no effect.
Comparison of H1 and H2 levels
According to Jun (1996), H1 is in general lower than H2. Lee and Kim (1997) reports that H1
was higher than H2 in about 30% of two speakers' utterances. Figure 2-33 shows our result
regarding the difference between H1 and H2. The y-axis shows the difference between H2
and H1. The difference between H2 and H1 in each token was normalized by the pitch
range (F0 maximum - F0 minimum) in each token, i.e. (H2   H1)/(F0max   F0min).
The negative values mean that H1 was higher than H2. The positive values mean that H1
was lower than H2. Thus, H2 is generally lower than H1 in fast speech, higher than H1 in
normal and slow speech. Thus, in normal and slow speech, the relation between H1 and
H2 corresponds to what the previous studies reported. Also, H2 is higher in slow speech
than in normal speech, so the difference between H1 and H2 increase when there is more
time available for Rise2.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have carefully examined in considerable detail phonetic realization of
the LHLH Accentual Phrase contour in Seoul Korean. We have demonstrated how the
shape and alignment of each component of the intonational pattern are affected by var-
ious factors, such as categorical speech rate, local speech rate, and intrinsic properties of
segments. In Rise1, we found partial evidence for both segmental anchoring and target du-
ration. L1 and H1 have a high positive correlation with a segmental anchor. At the same
time, there was a systematic deviation of the tone from its anchor. L tends to occur earlier
than the anchor in faster speech, and H tends to occur later than the anchor in faster speech.
This means that a rise starts earlier and terminates later when speaking fast. Furthermore,
the duration from L to H changes less than the duration between the anchors. These re-
sults point to the existence of a rise duration target. As for scaling, there was a tendency of
pitch range raising and pitch span widening in faster speech. Within the same speech rate
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category, the magnitude of Rise1 was not signiﬁcantly affected by local speech rate, but it
was affected by segmental makeup such as intrinsic vowel duration.
As for the Fall, the level of L2 was signiﬁcantly undershot at faster rates. This effect was
gradual, rather than categorical, linearly correlated with local speech rate. When speech
rate is fast enough, L2 level becomes the same as H1 level, resulting in a plateau shape be-
tween H1 and H2. When speech rate gets faster, the plateau part disappears, resulting in
only one rise. This apparent categorical shift from compression to truncation involves grad-
ual phonetic changes (i.e. undershoot). Unlike H1 level, L2 level was vulnerable to local
time pressure; in fact, undershoot of L between H peaks is a common strategy of compres-
sion of tones in many other languages (English, Greek, Japanese). On the other hand, while
H1 alignment varied signiﬁcantly, L2 alignment was relatively stable. This may mean that
for Rise1, maintaining a certain rise shape is important, and for that purpose, the segmen-
tal alignment of H1 is violated more. H1 misalignment would be more tolerable than L2,
because L2 is too close to the phrase boundary, so there is not enough time left to delay L2.
Instead, L2 is adjusted by undershoot of the pitch level, which is a well-motivated, cross-
linguistically common strategy. In summary, pitch level is more important in H1 than in
L2; alignment is more important in L2 than H1. This kind of asymmetry can be modeled
in a quantitatively precise terms, which will be shown in Chapter 3.
As for Rise2, H2 alignment was fairly stable, but it also shows a systematic deviation
depending on local speech rate. The direction of deviation was different from that of H1.
Whereas H1 deviation was positively correlated with speech rate, H2 was negatively corre-
lated. That is, H2 occurs earlier with regard to the anchor as speech gets faster. A plausible
explanation for this is the existence of a target duration for the fall to the next F0 minimum
(L%). A preliminary examination of F0 minima indicates that the L% shows the opposite
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Figure 2-34: (a) Full scaling, (b) Undershot of L2, (c) Plateau, (d) Truncation
direction of deviation of H2. L% occurs later with regard to the end of AP as speech gets
faster. However, if the observed F0 minimum is not a boundary tone, but a phrase-initial
tone of the next AP, the F0 minimum must be aligned in the ﬁrst syllable of the next AP.
Depending on the different location of the reference point, the F0 minimum may show a
different pattern. A further examination of this F0 minimum with regard to segments in
next AP is necessary for a more accurate analysis.
In sum, we may conclude that Rise1 and the fall after H2 have a tendency to maintain a
durational target. Figure 2-34 illustrates a possible interpretation of these results. That is,
we may hypothesize a model of an Accentual Phrase, where there is a tendency to main-
tain Rise1 and boundary fall duration. This means that when there is time pressure, the
whole LHLH phrase is pushed inward from both sides. As a result, the four tones undergo
undershoot (2-34b) and compression (2-34c), and ﬁnally truncation (2-34d).
A remaining question is why it is the shape of the initial rise and the ﬁnal fall that are
preserved under time pressure, rather than the Fall from H1 to L2 or the Rise2 from L2
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to H2. Cross-linguistic evidence points to a strong tendency that the L between H peaks
is undershot. It has been suggested that peaks are perceptually more signiﬁcant than F0
minima, so H peaks tend to be more consistently realized than the L between H peaks
(Caspers, 1994; Prieto, 2005). Skipping L2 is less perceptually costly, so it may be the optimal
solution for the production of tones under time pressure. The Korean LHLH AP ﬁts in this
cross-linguistic pattern.
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Chapter 3
The Weighted-Constraint Model
3.1 The framework
In this chapter, we propose a model that explains phonetic realization patterns of the Ac-
centual Phrase in Seoul Korean, presented in Chapter 2. In particular, the modeling will
be focused on the timing of L1 and H1 in Rise1. In Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2, we have
shown that tendencies to both segmental anchoring and target duration are observed in
the realization of L1 and H1. The initial H peak was aligned with regard to a segmental
landmark (the middle of the second rime) as predicted by the Segmental Anchoring Hy-
pothesis. At the same time, H1 peaks systematically deviated from the anchor depending
on speech rate. H1 occurred later relative to the anchor at faster rates, and earlier at slower
rates. L1 was more stably aligned than H1, but it also showed systematic deviations from
its anchor. The L1 deviations were in the opposite direction from the H1 deviations. That
is, L1 occurred earlier relative to the anchor at faster rates, later at slower rates. Based on
these ﬁndings, we have proposed that there is a target duration between L1 and H1. Thus,
the precise timing of tones is determined by segmental alignment as well as a duration tar-
get. Neither alignment nor duration is invariant, but they are only targets that are realized
to different degrees, depending on how important a target is in a given language.
A property is considered important if it remains relatively stable under changes in
speech conditions, even at the cost of other features. For H1, pitch level was relatively
stable while segmental alignment changed at fast speech rates. This means that for H1,
pitch level is more important than segmental alignment. Our analysis of Seoul Korean
has also revealed that different parts in the tune have different importance in their realiza-
tion. E.g. alignment of L1 was more stable than alignment of H1. It would have been also
equally possible to vary L1 alignment more while keeping H1 alignment stable, or alterna-
tively, to maintain both L1 and H1 alignment while reducing the magnitude of the initial
rise (Rise1) if under time pressure. Then why do speakers delay H1 while maintaining the
magnitude of the rise and the alignment of L1, rather than the other way around? We can
conjecture that different parts of the tune have different importance; and some properties
of a certain tone are more important to realize than other properties of the tone. That is, for
the initial rise in Seoul Korean, maintaining a certain duration and magnitude of rise is of
more importance to some degree than precisely hitting the H1 alignment target. A similar
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example is found with L2. The level of L2 varied gradually as a function of local speech
rate, while showing relatively stable alignment. This means that for L2, unlike H1, scaling
is less important than alignment, so when there is time pressure scaling is affected more
than alignment.
Considering these ﬁndings, we need a modeling framework that allows both shape and
alignment targets to interact each other, while allowing some properties to be more resistant
to changes in speech conditions such as speech rate than other properties. Moreover, for the
model of L1 and H1 timing, we need a framework that expresses the relative importance
of alignment and target duration. This is to model the experimental observations that H1
deviates to a greater degree than L1 while attempting to maintain a certain duration target.
The constraint-based approach in Flemming (2001) is most appropriate for modeling these
ﬁndings.
In Flemming (2001), a model with weighted constraints has been developed in order to
model interactions of the constraints for scalar phonetic representations, such as F2 values
of vowels (the acoustic correlate of vowel backness). Back vowels are fronted (phoneti-
cally) in the context of coronal consonants in many languages, e.g. English (as in the word
'taught' [t
hOt]). According to Flemming, the partial assimilation between adjacent conso-
nants and vowels can be viewed as a compromise between two constraints: achieving the
F2 targets of the consonant and vowel and minimizing the movement between the two tar-
gets. As a result, F2 of a back vowel deviates from its target closer to F2 of the preceding
consonant, and vice versa. Vowel F2 increases in the context of a coronal, and at the same
time, F2 of the coronal consonant decreases in the direction of vowel F2. The resulting F2
values for the consonant and vowel are determined by the compromise among the con-
straints that require the target F2 values for the consonant and the vowel be realized and
the constraint that requires that F2 values of adjacent vowels and consonants be the same.
In other words, the actual F2 values are the results of a compromise among three factors:
target F2 value for vowel (F2(V)), target F2 value for consonant (F2(C)), and minimizing
effort. These constraints are illustrated in (1).
(1)
Constraint Cost of violation
Ident(C) F2(C) = L wc(F2(C)  L)2
Ident(V) F2(V ) = T wv(F2(V )  T )2
MinimizeEffort F2(C) = F2(V ) we(F2(C)  F2(V ))2
Ident(C) requires that the F2 value of the consonant (F2(C)) be the target F2 value for the
consonant (L). Ident(V) requires that the F2 value of the vowel (F2(V)) be the target F2 value
for the vowel (T). MinimizeEffort requires that the actual F2 values of the consonant and
the vowel must be the same. These constraints are conﬂicting: MinimizeEffort penalizes
any changes in F2 values in adjacent segments, whereas fully satisfying Ident constraints
results in maximum violation of MinimizeEffort.
The conﬂict is resolved by ﬁnding the set of values that minimizes the violations of
each constraint. The weights of the constraints determine the relative importance of the
constraints. Violations of constraints with a lower weight incur less cost of violations, thus
are more easily tolerated, and vice versa. The summed cost of violation of these constraints is
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shown in (2). The actual F2 values of the consonant and the vowel are selected to minimize
this cost function.
(2) Cost = wc(F2(C)  L)2 + wv(F2(V )  T )2 + we(F2(C)  F2(V ))2
This framework has been adopted in modeling the timing of H1 in the Seoul Korean
Accentual Phrase in Cho (2007). Cho (2007) is the initial work that found the systematic
deviation of H1 depending on speech rate. The experimental methods were similar to those
in Chapter 2. Six native Seoul Korean speakers read ﬁfteen four-syllable Accentual Phrases
at fast, normal, and slow speech rates. Only the timing of H1 was analyzed, and it was
assumed that the L was aligned at the beginning of the Accentual Phrase. The timing of H1
and its anchor (the middle of the second rime) had a linear relation. At the same time, H1
was delayed with regard to the anchor at fast speech rate, and anticipated in slow speech.
In the linear regression model predicting H1 as a function of the anchor, the intercept was
not zero, which means that timing of H1 is determined by the timing of the anchor plus
some constant value. The constant is interpreted as the term including the 'rise time' target
(the target duration of a rise) . Thus, the proposed model suggests that timing of H1 is
determined by alignment and rise time target. The constraints are shown in (3).
(3)
Constraint Cost of violation
Alignment H = A wA(H  A)2
Rise time H = R wR(H  R)2
The alignment constraintH = A requires that the H peak occur at the anchor. The violation
of this constraint is calculated based on the differences between the timing of H1 and the
anchor. That is, the cost of violation is the squared deviation from the anchor (H–A)2,
multiplied by the weight wA. On the other hand, the rise time constraint H = R requires
that the peak occur at the end of the ﬁxed rise time. Deviation from the target rise time is
(H–R)2. The cost of violation of this constraint is the squared deviation multiplied by the
weight wR, as also shown in (3). Given this, the cost of violations of a particular H timing
is the summed cost of violations of each constraint given that timing, shown in (4).
(4) Cost = wA(H–A)2 + wR(H–R)2
The minimum of the cost function is found where its derivative is zero. By differenti-
ating (4) with regard to H and setting the derivative as zero, (5) is obtained. This means
that the timing of H is the weighted average of its anchor (AH ) and the target duration D.
Because it was assumed that the rise starts from the phrase onset, the Rise time means the
ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset to the H.
(5) T (H) = wA AH + wR R
This model is a special case of the model that will be proposed in the next Section. The
present model in (3) has no constraint regarding timing of L, because it was assumed that
timing of L was ﬁxed at the phrase onset. That means, if there was a constraint for the
alignment of L (i.e. a constraint requiring L to be at its anchor), that constraint was as-
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sumed to be always satisﬁed. This assumption was approximately correct, given that the
alignment of L1 was relatively stable, as shown in Chapter 2, but not precise. In Chapter
2, it has been shown that L1 was not strictly anchored, but systematically deviated from
the anchor. That is, L1 occurred relatively earlier than the anchor when speaking fast, and
later when speaking slower. In addition, the actual location of the anchor of L1 was not the
phrase onset, but the middle of the rime in the ﬁrst syllable. The model above needs to be
elaborated further to accommodate the deviation pattern of L1 as well, which is the aim of
the following Section.
3.2 Timing of L1 and H1
Using the weighted constraint model introduced in the previous section, a model of the
timing of L1 and H1 in the Seoul Korean Accentual Phrase is developed in this section.
The proposed model assumes that all the constraints that concern phonetic realization of
F0 movements should be present in a language, and the phonetic realization pattern is
explained by the weights of the constraints and targets. We propose the three constraints:
alignment of H to AH , alignment of L to AL, and a target duration. Each of these factors is
translated into a target in the model, where constraints require that these targets be realized.
In this section, 'L' and 'H' indicates L1 and H1 for simplicity.
The proposed constraints and the cost of violation of each constraint are shown in (6).
T (L) is the timing of L, T (H) is the timing of H. The Alignment constraint T (L) = AL re-
quires that the L tone occur at the anchor. The cost of violating this constraint is the squared
deviation of L timing from the anchor AL, multiplied by its weight wL. The same applies
to T (H) and AH . At the same time, the Duration constraint requires that the duration of a
rise corresponds to a target duration. Because the model consists of Alignment and Duration
constraints, it will be referred to as the Alignment-Duration model (or the AD model).
(6) The Alignment-Duration model
Constraint Cost of violation
Align(L) T (L) = AL wL(T (L) AL)2
Align(H) T (H) = AH wH(T (H) AH)2
Duration T (H)  T (L) = D wD(T (H)  T (L) D)2
where,
AL: anchor for L1
AH : anchor for H1
D: target duration, a positive constant
wL, wH , wD: positive weights
The relative importance of these constraints is reﬂected in the weights of the constraints
(wL, wH , wD). Constraints with higher weights incur a greater cost of violation, and thus it
is more crucial to satisfy them. For example, L was more strictly aligned than H in Korean,
so it is expected that Align(L) will have a higher weight than Align(H) (wL > wH ), i.e.
alignment of L is more important than alignment of H. The actual timing of L and H is
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determined as the values of T (L) and T (H) that minimize the summed cost of violations
of these constraints, which is shown in (7).
(7) cost = wL(T (L) AL)2 + wH(T (H) AH)2 + wD(T (H)  T (L) D)2
For illustration, assume that AL = 84ms (from the mean of the timing of 'rm1' (C1 to rm1)
for speaker A1), AH = 263ms (from the mean of the timing of 'rm2' (C1 to rm2) for speaker
A1), and target duration D = 210ms. In this example, the distance between AL and AH
is smaller (263   84 = 199ms) than the rise duration target (210ms). Thus, assuming the
weights are all equal, it is expected that the actual timing of L1 and H1 will deviate slightly
from the Alignment targets, i.e. L should be a bit earlier than AL, H should be a bit later
than AH . The evaluation of sample values is shown in (8). In (a), Align constraints are fully
satisﬁed, incurring zero cost for Align(L) and Align(H). However, this incurs a high cost
for Duration. In (c), on the other hand, the Duration constraint is fully satisﬁed (278:5  
68:5 = 210ms), which results in high cost for Align(L) and Align(H). The optimal values
for the timing of L1 and H1 are thus determined where the violation of each constraint is
least overall so that the total cost is minimized, which is the case in (b).
(8)
T (L) T (H) Align(L) Align(H) Duration total cost
(a) 84 263 0 0 961 961
(b) 74 273 100 100 121 321
(c) 68.5 278.5 240.25 240.25 0 480.5
The minimum of the cost function (7) is found where its derivative is zero. By differenti-
ating the cost function with regard to T (L) and T (H) respectively, we obtain the partial
derivative functions for each. The equations in (9) are the expressions for T (L) and T (H)
where the relevant partial derivatives are zero.
(9) a. T (L) =
wL
wL + wD
AL +
wD
wL + wD
(T (H) D)
b. T (H) =
wH
wH + wD
AH +
wD
wH + wD
(T (L) +D)
The expressions in (9) correspond to the experimental results presented in Chapter 2,
reﬂecting the effects of segmental anchoring and target duration. The two terms in each
equation represent the effects of segmental anchoring and target duration respectively. This
means that timing of a tone is determined by the weighted average of the anchor and the
position that would yield rise duration of D. The terms with AL and AH reﬂect the effects
of segmental anchoring. It was shown that tones have a linear relation with their anchoring
points, and the equations in (9) imply linear relationships between T (L) and AL, and T (H)
and AH respectively. The terms with D reﬂect the effects of target duration. According to
the experimental results, tones deviate depending on speech rate. For example, H peaks
occur relatively later than the anchor when speech rate is fast, and earlier when speech rate
is slow. (9-b) means that the timing of H is determined by the anchor (AH ) and the ﬁxed
duration from the timing of L (= T (L) + D), with different relative importance. When
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speech rate is fast, the absolute duration between T (L) and AH decreases. If the duration
between T (L) and AH is shorter than (T (L) +D), the timing of H will more likely exceed
the timing of AH in order to satisfy a target duration D. Similarly, if speech rate is slow,
the absolute duration between T (L) and AH becomes longer, and if the duration between
T (L) andAH is longer than (T (L)+D), H will more likely occur earlier than AH in order to
satisfy a target duration D. Whether the actual timing (T (L), T (H)) is closer to the anchor
or to the point which satisﬁes D depends on the constraint weights, i.e. whether alignment
is important or duration is important.
Furthermore, using the proposed model, it is possible to predict the L and H timing
directly from the timing of AL and AH only, without having to know the timing of one of
the tones. The direct solutions of optimization for T (L) and T (H) are obtained as in (10),
by substituting (9-a) into (9-b) and vice versa.
(10) a. T (L) = uL(AH  AL  D) +AL where uL = wDwH
wHwL + wHwD + wDwL
b. T (H) =  uH(AH  AL  D) +AH where uH = wDwL
wHwL + wHwD + wDwL
The expressions in (10) mean that T (L) and T (H) deviate from their respective anchors
(AL; AH ) by a proportion (uL; uH ) of the difference between the inter-anchor distance and
the target duration D. The proportion (uL; uH ) depends on the relative weights of the con-
straints, as (10) shows. Thus, for L, the more heavily weighted the Duration constraint
and Align(H) are, the more the L tone deviates from its anchor. For H, the more heavily
weighted the Duration constraint and Align(L) are, the more the H tone deviates from its
anchor.
3.2.1 Estimating the precise anchor
In the equations in (9), unknown parameters are the three weights (wL; wH ; wD) and D.
Mixed-effects models will be ﬁtted to the data to obtain the estimates of these parameters.
Prior to that, the anchoring points (AL; AH ) are re-estimated. In Chapter 2, the best anchor-
ing points for L1 and H1 were searched by testing several segmental points for the highest
correlation with a tone. From that procedure, the anchor for L1 was the middle of the ﬁrst
rime, and the anchor for H1 was the middle of the second rime. However, the estimation
in Chapter 2 was based on the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis, where the L and H tones
are assumed to be independently aligned. Thus, the anchor estimates may not be accurate
for the model proposed in this chapter. In this section, the precise locations of the anchors
are estimated using the proposed Alignment-Duration model in the following procedure.
The coefﬁcients in (9) sum to 1. That is, for (9-a),
(11)
wL
wL + wD
+
wD
wL + wD
=
wL + wD
wL + wD
= 1
The same holds for (9-b). Thus, the expressions in (9) can be simpliﬁed by substituting the
coefﬁcients with simple variables, as in (12).
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(12) a. T (L) = aAL + (1  a)T (H) + b
where a =
wL
wL + wD
; b =  (1  a)D
b. T (H) = cAH + (1  c)T (L) + d
where c =
wH
wH + wD
; d = (1  c)D
The expressions in (12) are further rearranged into (13), by grouping the terms with the
same coefﬁcient (a and c respectively). To estimate a precise anchor for L, it is hypothesized
that the anchor AL is somewhere in the ﬁrst rime, because in the previous estimation, the
best anchoring point was the middle of the ﬁrst rime. Then AL can be expressed as a point
at some proportion into the ﬁrst rime. AL in (13-a) is replaced with v1+p rime1, as in (14),
where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel and rime1 is the duration of the ﬁrst rime (that
is, the distance from the beginning of v1 to the end of the ﬁrst syllable). Then the anchor
can be represented as some proportion (p) into the rime.
(13) a. T (L) = a(AL   T (H)) + b+ T (H)
b. T (H) = c(AH   T (L)) + d+ T (L)
(14) T (L) = a(v1 + p  rime1  T (H)) + b+ T (H)
The value for p can be found by ﬁtting a mixed model to the data. To ﬁt an appropriate
mixed model, (14) is rearranged into (15). A mixed model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L)
as a dependent variable, (v1 T (H)) and rime1 as ﬁxed effects. The coefﬁcient of the T (H)
term is known from the model in (13-a), which is 1. For the variables whose coefﬁcient is
1, they are added as an 'offset' in a linear model. Thus the variable T (H) was added to the
mixed model as an offset. There were also by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for
(v1  T (H)) and rime1.
(15) T (L) = a(v1  T (H)) + a  p  rime1 + b+ T (H)
In the mixed model, the coefﬁcient estimate of (v1   T (H)) corresponds to a, and the co-
efﬁcient of rime1 corresponds to a  p. From a and a  p, p can be computed. In the mixed
model, a = 0:833; a  p = 0:247, thus p = 0:247/0:833 = 0:30. So, the precise anchor for L is
(16).
(16) AL = v1 + 0:30  rime1
The same procedure is applied to T (H). For T (H), AH is divided into v2+ p  rime2 where
v2 is the beginning of the second vowel and rime2 is the duration of the second rime. A
mixed model was ﬁtted to ﬁnd the coefﬁcients for (v2   T (H) and rime2, in (17), with
T (H) as a dependent variable, (v2   T (L)) and rime2 as ﬁxed effects, offset of T (L), and
by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for (v2  T (L)) and rime2.
(17) T (H) = a(v2  T (H)) + a  p  rime2 + b+ T (H)
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The coefﬁcient for (v2   T (H) was 0.748, the coefﬁcient for rime2 was 0.279, thus p =
0:279/0:748 = 0:373. Therefore, the precise anchor for H is estimated as in (18).
(18) AH = v2 + 0:37  rime2
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Figure 3-1: Alignment of L1 and H1 with precise estimates of the anchors (a) Anchor =
v1 + 0:297  rime1, (b) Anchor = v1 + 0:373  rime2. The dashed line is y = x
In Figure 3-1, the timing of L1/H1 is plotted against their respective anchors, with the
precise anchor estimates obtained in (16) and (18). The deviation plots were also redrawn
with the precise anchor estimates, shown in Figure 3-2. Compared to the previous deviation
plots with the ﬁrst approximation of the anchor (Figure 2-20 in Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2),
L1 is found closer to the anchor. That is, the regression line did not cross the approximated
location of the anchor (middle of the ﬁrst rime), but it intersects with the precise estimate
of the anchor (29.7% of the ﬁrst rime).
3.2.2 Estimating the constraint weights
Mixed effects models were used to obtain estimates of constraint weights. Constraint weights
are calculated using corresponding coefﬁcients in the mixed models ﬁtted to the data. From
(9) and (12) (repeated in (19) and (20) below), the relations in (21) hold.
(19) a. T (L) =
wL
wL + wD
AL +
wD
wL + wD
(T (H) D)
b. T (H) =
wH
wH + wD
AH +
wD
wH + wD
(T (L) +D)
(20) a. T (L) = aAL + (1  a)T (H) + b
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Figure 3-2: Deviation of L1 and H1 with precise estimates of the anchors (a) Deviation of
L1 (Anchor = v1 + 0:297  rime1), (b) Deviation of H1 (Anchor = v1 + 0:373  rime2). The
dashed line is the location of the anchor
b. T (H) = cAH + (1  c)T (L) + d
(21) a. a =
wL
wL + wD
; 1  a = wD
wL + wD
; b =  (1  a)D
b. c =
wH
wH + wD
; 1  c = wD
wH + wD
; d = (1  c)D
(20) is rearranged into (22) (same as (13)), and mixed-effects models were ﬁtted based
on this to ﬁnd a, b, c, and d.
(22) a. T (L) = a(AL   T (H)) + b+ T (H)
b. T (H) = c(AH   T (L)) + d+ T (L)
The values a and b in (22-a) are obtained by ﬁtting a mixed model with T (L) as a dependent
variable, (AL   T (H)) as a ﬁxed effect, and by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker
random slopes for (AL   T (H)), and offset T (H). The precise anchor estimate in (16) was
used for AL. Then the coefﬁcients of the mixed model correspond to the coefﬁcients in
the equation (22-a). In the mixed model, the coefﬁcient a of (AL   T (H)) was 0.825, the
intercept b was -36.97. For c and d in (22-b), a mixed model was ﬁtted with T (H) as a
dependent variable, (AH   T (L)) as a ﬁxed effect, and by-speaker random intercepts and
by-speaker random slopes for (AH T (L)), and offset T (L). The coefﬁcient for (AH T (L))
was 0.755, the intercept was 92.31. In sum, the obtained values are as in (23).
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(23) a. a =
wL
wL + wD
= 0:825; 1  a = wD
wL + wD
= 0:175; b =  (1  a) D =  36:97
b. c =
wH
wH + wD
= 0:755; 1  c = wD
wH + wD
= 0:245; d = (1  c) D = 92:31
In addition, wL + wH + wD = 1 is assumed, because we are interested in the relative ratio
of the constraint weights. With this assumption, from (23), we obtain wL = 0:54; wH =
0:35; wD = 0:11. The relative weights of the constraints reﬂect the experimental results
in Chapter 2. The weights suggest that the Align(L) constraint is more important than
Align(H). In Seoul Korean, L1 was more strictly aligned than H1. The estimates of D, du-
ration target, from (23-a) and (23-b) are not equal. From (23-a), D = 211ms; from (23-b),
D = 376ms. However, as will be shown in Section 3.2.4, the two values are not statistically
signiﬁcantly different. The constraint weight for the duration target (wD) is small (0.11),
which makes it difﬁcult to observe its effect. Thus, the D values have a wide conﬁdence in-
terval. In Section 3.2.4, we show that the conﬁdence intervals of the two D values overlap,
thus, the D values converge.
3.2.3 Model ﬁtting from the actual solution of optimization
Furthermore, using the proposed model, it is possible to predict the L and H timing directly
from the timing of AL and AH only, without having to know the timing of one of the tones.
This direct solution of optimization of the proposed model is shown in (10), repeated in
(24).
(24) a. T (L) = uL(AH  AL  D) +AL where uL = wDwH
wHwL + wHwD + wDwL
b. T (H) =  uH(AH  AL  D) +AH where uH = wDwL
wHwL + wHwD + wDwL
The coefﬁcients uL and uH can be estimated by ﬁtting mixed-effects models. For L, a mixed
model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a dependent variable, (AH AL) as a ﬁxed effect,
offset of AL, and with by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for
(AH   AL). For H, a mixed model was ﬁtted with T (H) as a dependent variable, (AH  
AL) as a ﬁxed effect, offset of AH , and with by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker
random slopes for (AH   AL). Precise anchor estimates were used for AL and AH . The
coefﬁcient of (AH  AL) from the mixed model for T (L) is uL, the coefﬁcient of (AH  AL)
from the mixed model for T (H) is uH . The D values are calculated from the intercepts
in each mixed model. We found uL = 0:148; uH =  0:225. From these, the weights are
calculated: wL = 0:53; wH = 0:35; wD = 0:12, which is close to the results obtained in
Section 3.2.2. The D value from the T(L) model was 142 ms, the D value from the T(H)
model was 394 ms.
3.2.4 Estimating the duration target D
As mentioned at the end of Section 3.2.2, the D values from the model ofT (L) and the model
of T (H) were not the same. We refer to the D value from the model of T (L) as DL, the D
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value from the model of T (H) as DH . The D values were calculated from the estimates of
the intercept and slope in each model. That is, DL = b/(a  1) and DH = c/(1  d), where
b and c are the estimates of the intercept, and a and d are the estimates of the slope in each
model. Since these values are probabilistic estimations, the D values computed from these
estimates are also probabilistic. That is, the D values also have a probabilistic distribution
depending on the variances of the slope and intercept in the model. Thus, although the
computation yielded the different DL and DH values, both D values are uncertain. If the
computed D values have a high variance, the difference between DL and DH might not be
statistically signiﬁcant. However, the variance of D cannot be directly computed from the
variances of the intercept and slope, because the calculation of DL and DH involves the
ratio of two coefﬁcient estimates of the regression model.
When the object of interest is more complicated than individual coefﬁcients, simulation
is the easiest and most reliable way to compute the uncertainty of the estimates (Gelman
and Hill, 2007). Simulation is especially valuable in such cases and it is also applicable
regardless of whether the distribution is normal or not. This applies to the D values: the
D values are computed using two regression coefﬁcients (the slope and intercept of the
regression model), the ratio of the D values is likely to have a non-normal distribution.
Simulations generate a large number of intercept and slope pairs that are drawn from the
standard error distribution of the ﬁtted model. The coefﬁcients in the simulations are cen-
tered around the original model coefﬁcients, with variation representing standard errors
and covariance of coefﬁcient estimates in the original ﬁtted model. A set of D values are
computed from these intercept-slope draws, from which the 95% conﬁdence interval of D
can be directly computed.
Prior to the simulation, the ﬁxed effect variables [(AL T (H)) in the T (L) model, (AH 
T (L)) in the T (H) model] were "centered". That is, the mean of the variable was subtracted
from the original variable so that its mean is zero. This procedure moves the intercept,
but does not affect the slope. Centering yields a proper interpretation of the data when
there is a higher-order interaction between terms, because centering reduces the correlation
between the terms (Aiken and West, 1991); in our ﬁtted models, the correlation between the
intercept and the slope was rather high [0.907 in the T (L) model, -0.664 in the T (H) model],
which suggests interactions between the intercept and the slope in the linear model. With
centered data, the correlation between the intercept and slope was reduced after centering
the variable: -0.519 in the T (L) model, 0.535 in the T (H) model.
Simulations were run to generate 1000 pairs of intercept and slope. 1000 is typically
more than enough (Gelman and Hill, 2007). D values were computed for each simulation
draw of intercept and slope. For DL, b/(a 1) values were computed, and for DH , c/(1 d)
values were computed. The 95% of the simulated samples of DL (i.e. the 95% conﬁdence
interval of DL) was between 78 and 922 ms, and DH was between 213 and 877 ms. The
overlap between DL and DH was substantial. That is, the differences between pairs of
simulated DL and DH were taken, and the 95% of the differences were between -448 and
706. The interval includes zero, which suggests that DL and DH are not signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent.
Other estimation methods that assume a normal distribution (such as Taylor's approxi-
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mation, Dieters et al. (1995)) are not appropriate because it turns out thatDL andDH values
are not normally distributed. The 1000 draws of pairs of DL and DH values have a skewed
distribution, as shown in Figure 3-3. Therefore, the variances of DL and DH cannot be cal-
culated from standard errors of the coefﬁcients. Instead, simulations give more direct and
accurate estimations of the probability distribution of D values.
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Figure 3-3: Distribution of DL and DH . Collected from 1000 draws from simulation.
From the distribution of DL and DH values, it is possible to estimate the most probable
D value. The method is to ﬁnd the peak of the combined probability distribution function
of the two distributions (Papoulis, 2002). That is, the sampled distributions of DL and DH
are ﬁrst smoothed to estimate the probability density function (PDF). The range that will
cover most of both distributions was selected. The range 0 to 1500 was selected, considering
the range of distribution in Figure 3-3. The two PDF's in this range are multiplied, and the
peak in the combined PDF corresponds to the location of the most probable D value. From
this procedure, the D value is estimated as 270 ms. D values have a very wide conﬁdence
interval, which is the source of the uncertainty. This shows a difﬁculty in estimating the
target value of a constraint which has a very low constraint weight (wD=0.11).
3.2.5 Model comparison
In this section, the proposed Alignment-Duration model is compared with the model where
the tonal timing is determined by its anchor only, not with a relation to the other tone. This
is to examine whether the proposed model does better in predicting the timing of tones than
the model where it is assumed that the L and H tones in a rising movement are independent
of each other. For example, according to the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (Ladd et al.,
1999), the beginning and end of a rising/falling pitch movement are independently aligned
with regard to speciﬁc segmental positions. Tonal timing is thus predicted by segmental
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alignment only, not by the relation with the other tone. On the other hand, according to the
proposed Alignment-Duration model, the duration between the relevant tones is regulated
by the grammar, as well as the segmental alignment of the individual tones.
According to the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis, the timing of L and H are deter-
mined by their respective anchors. That is, such a model predicts (25), where T (L) is the
timing of L, T (H) is the timing of H, andAL andAH are their respective segmental anchors.
(25) The Segmental Anchoring model ("SAH")
a. T (L) = AL
b. T (H) = AH
That is, the timing of L and H is determined strictly by the location of their anchors. How-
ever, (25) cannot hold considering the experimental results in Chapter 2. The experiments
showed that the timing of L and H has a linear relation with their anchors, but the slope of
the anchor in the regression model was not 1, and the intercept was not 0. That is, T (L) and
T (H) have the linear relation with their respective anchors as shown in (26), where a; c < 1
and b; d 6= 0.
(26) The Independent-Alignment model ("IA")
a. T (L) = a AL + b
b. T (H) = c AH + d
Strictly speaking, this model is not the model with segmental anchoring only. In particular,
the H model in (26-b) is what has been suggested for the timing of the Korean phrase-initial
peak (Cho, 2007), which was discussed in (3) in Section 3.1. To recapitulate, the H model
in (26-b) is interpreted as the H alignment model with a duration target from the phrase
onset. That is, the slope c is the weight of the alignment constraint and the intercept d is
the constant that contains the rise duration target (the duration from the phrase onset to H)
and its constraint weight. That is,
(27) T (H) = wA AH + wD D, where c = wA and d = wD D
In this model of H timing, it was assumed that the rise starts from the phrase onset: that is,
L is always strictly aligned at the phrase onset. The timing of the H tone is the timing that
minimizes the deviations from the location of the anchor as well as the point after the ﬁxed
interval from the phrase onset. Note that for L, the same interpretation can be applied.
That is, the model in (26-a) is equivalent to (28). The timing of L is the weighted average of
its anchor (AL) and a point at a ﬁxed interval (k) from the phrase onset.
(28) T (L) = wA AL + wk  k, where a = wL and b = wk  k
This means that the model in (26) is not the model of segmental alignment only. The
non-zero constant intercept represents the target duration which is the ﬁxed interval from
the phrase onset. In this sense, the model in (26) will be referred to as the Independent-
Alignment (IA) model.
We compared the IA model in (26) to the proposed AD model, in order to test the con-
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tribution of the Duration constraint. The difference between AD and IA is the presence
of the target duration which explicitly refers to the difference between (H   L). The AD
model is repeated in (29). The L part of the AD model has the H term, and the H part of
the AD model has the L term. Thus, L and H are not independent of each other.
(29) The Alignment-Duration model ("AD")
a. T (L) = aAL + (1  a)T (H) + b
b. T (H) = cAH + (1  c)T (L) + d
When ﬁtting the Alignment-Duration model in the previous section, the precise anchor
was estimated based on the model, as demonstrated in Section 3.2.1. The anchors were
estimated for the IA model. The anchor for L is supposed to be in the ﬁrst rime, and the
anchor for H is supposed to be in the second rime. So, AL is divided into v1 + p  rime1,
where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel, rime1 is the duration of the ﬁrst rime, and p is
the proportion into the ﬁrst rime. A similar approach applies to AH , which is assumed to
be in the second rime. In this way, (26) is expressed as in (30).
(30) a. T (L) = a(v1 + p  rime1) + b = a  v1 + a  p  rime1 + b
b. T (H) = c(v2 + p  rime2) + d = c  v2 + c  p  rime2 + d
To ﬁnd the p value for T (L) in (30-a), a mixed model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a
dependent variable, v1 and rime1 as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts, and by-
speaker random slopes for v1 and rime1. The random effects were tested with the same
ﬁxed effects, and this one was the best model. In this ﬁtted model, the coefﬁcient for v1
was 1.004, the coefﬁcient for rime1 was 0.447, so a = 1:004; a  p = 0:447, and from here,
p = 0:45. Thus, AL is estimated as (31-a). AH was estimated following a similar procedure.
(31) a. AL = v1 + 0:45  rime1
b. AH = v2 + 0:23  rime2
According to the coefﬁcient and intercept estimates of the ﬁtted models, T (L) and T (H)
are expressed as in (32).
(32) a. T (L) = 1:00AL   12:31
b. T (H) = 0:91AH + 86:68
To compare goodness of ﬁt of IA and AD models, deviance values are used. Both the AD
model and the IA model have the same number of parameters, so any reduction in deviance
is a signiﬁcant improvement. Table 3.1 summarizes the deviance values for each model.
The deviance values for both T (L) and T (H) were lower in the AD model than the IA
model. The differences between the deviances in the IA model and the AD model were
signiﬁcantly large. Therefore, the proposed Alignment-Duration model is better than the
IA model in the case of the Seoul Korean phrase-initial rise. This means that H and L are
not independent, and the duration constraint is making a signiﬁcant contribution.
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Table 3.1: Summary of deviance of models for Seoul Korean
T(L) T(H)
The IA model 21840 23231
The AD model 21679 22892
Difference 161 392
3.3 L2 undershoot
Another possible place where weighted constraints may apply is the relation between H1
deviation and L2 undershoot. Both H1 deviation and L2 undershoot change gradually
depending on speech rate. In Section 2.5.2 in Chapter 2, it has been suggested that such
changes reﬂect gradual compression of the tones, which eventually leads to truncation of
the later rise. As time pressure increases, H1 deviates close to L2, and at the same time
L2 level increases. The degree of undershoot is shown to be gradual as a function of local
speech rate. On the other hand, H1 level was not affected by local speech rate. Thus,
maintaining the H1 level is more important than alignment of H1. When time pressure
increases, H1 deviates from its anchor and gets closer to L2. The alignment of L2 is shown
to be relatively stable under changes in speech rate. Therefore, if the level of L2 is to be
fully realized, the slope of the Fall from H1 to L2 should get steeper. Thus, we interpret the
tendency to undershoot L2 under time pressure as a strategy to avoid a steep slope of the
Fall when H1 gets too close to L2. It may be because it is too effortful or because there is a
preferred slope.
These two possibilities suggest two different lines of analysis. It has been argued that
if an AP is longer than four syllables, the syllables between H1 and L2 are underspeciﬁed
for tones, so the transition from H1 to L2 is a linear interpolation between them (Lee and
Kim, 1997). This suggests that the Fall may not have a slope target; it is entirely determined
by the pitch and timing of H1 and L2. If there is no slope target, and the avoidance of a
steep slope is explained by an effort constraint only, a slope that exceeds a certain threshold
will be penalized, but a shallow slope will never be penalized. On the other hand, if a
slope target exists for the Fall, deviations from the slope target in either direction will be
penalized. Not just a steep slope, but also a shallow slope will be penalized. We do not
have strong evidence suggesting which is the correct analysis; it can only be empirically
determined by testing the two different models. In any case, it may be possible to model
both analyses using a slope target; the difference between an effort constraint and a slope-
target constraint is the penalized directions of violations: the effort constraint is one-way,
the slope constraint is two-way.
Thus, the ideas above can be modeled in terms of weighted constraints, as shown in (33).
Here we assume a slope target analysis rather than an effort constraint, for presentational
simplicity.
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(33)
Constraint Cost of violation
Ident(PH1) P (H1) = PH1 wH1(P (H1)  PH1)2
Ident(PL2) P (L2) = PL2 wL2(P (L2)  PL2)2
Slope S(F ) = SF wS(S(F )  SF )2
where,
PH1: target pitch for H1
PL2: target pitch for L2
SF : target slope for the Fall
S(F ) =
P (H1)  P (L2)
T (L2)  T (H1) (Slope of the Fall)
wH1, wL2, wS : positive weights
Ident(PH1) requires that the F0 level of H1 must be the target pitch for H1, and Ident(PL2)
requires that the F0 level of L2 must be the target pitch for L2. The importance of these con-
straints are reﬂected in their weights,wH1 andwL2. Considering that the level of H1 is more
stable than the level of L2 under time pressure, we expect wH1 to be higher than wL2. The
level constraints conﬂict with the Slope constraint: in order to maintain the level of H1
and L2 when H1 and L2 are close in the temporal dimension, the slope of the Fall should
increase. In order to maintain a slope of the fall when H1 and L2 are close to each other,
the level of H1 and L2 should change. The importance of satisfying the Slope constraint
can be found by the degree to which the slope is susceptible to time pressure. The slope
term also includes the timing of H1 and L2. Considering the previous result that the level
of L2 was affected by speech rate, we might expect the slope constraint to be more highly
weighted than the L2 level target. The actual levels of H1 and L2 are determined by min-
imizing the violation of these constraints. Any deviations from the required pitch value
incur violations of the constraints, and the cost of violation is the weighted sum of squared
differences, as shown in (34).
(34) Cost = wH1(P (H1)  PH1)2 + wL2(P (L2)  PL2)2 + we(S(F )  SF )2
The level of the H1 and the level of L2 are determined as the values that minimize the cost
function. In order to maintain a relatively constant slope, the ratio between T (L2) T (H1)
and P (H1)  P (L2) must be kept stable. This means that changes in T (L2)  T (H1) must
accompany changes in P (H1) P (L2). So, when T (L2) T (H1) decreases because of fast
speech rate, P (H1)   P (L2) must also decrease. This would result in undershoot of L2 at
the fast speech rates.
In Chapter 2, it has been suggested that extreme compression of the LHLH intonational
pattern leads to truncation of the later rise. We hypothesize that as time pressure increases,
the level of L2 increases so that it reaches to the level of H1. At the same time, the timing
of H1 gets closer to L2 so that it reaches to the timing of L2. The weighted- constraint
model proposed here is expected to provide a tool to quantify this hypothesis. This L2
undershoot model will not be developed further quantitatively in this dissertation, partly
because it involves a more complicated procedure, namely, differentiation of fractions and
presumably a non-linear relation. It is a subject for future research.
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The L2 undershoot model explains the phonological change of tonal sequences (LHLH
to LH) as the results of the accumulated effects of gradual phonetic change. The model aims
to provide a quantitative analysis of phonetic realization patterns of the LHLH AP from full
scaling to undershoot up to the plateau pattern, i.e the point where P (H1) = P (L2). We
suggest that at this point, compression ends and truncation starts. A plateau is produced
at this point, and tones are truncated after this point.
3.4 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter, a weighted-constraint model with alignment and duration constraints was
developed, to account for the experimental results in Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2. The begin-
ning and ending points of a rising movement were aligned relative to segmental positions,
reﬂecting the effects of segmental anchoring, but there was a systematic deviation of the
tones from the anchor. That is, a rise starts earlier and terminates later when speaking
faster. This systematic deviation pattern is analyzed as the effect of a constant duration
target. The proposed Alignment-Duration model takes the Alignment constraint (Align(L)
and Align(H)) and the Duration constraint as interacting terms. The constraint Align(L)
requires L to be aligned with regard to its anchor; the constraint Align(H) requires H to be
aligned with regard to its anchor; and the Duration constraint requires the distance between
L and H to be constant. The conﬂicts among the constraints are resolved by constraint
weighting, so highly-weighted constraints are less violated at a cost of greater violations of
lower-weighted constraints. The actual timing of L and H tones is determined to minimize
the cost of violation of these constraints. Neither segmental anchoring nor rise duration is
invariant, but tonal timing is determined to satisfy all the constraints maximally.
On the other hand, according to the previous Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis, tonal
timing is determined by segmental alignment only. The duration between L and H tones
has not been considered as a factor that also regulates timing of tones. However, our
experimental results show that the strict segmental anchoring model cannot hold. The
Alignment-Duration model is compared with a model where the tones are independently
aligned to their respective anchors ("the Independent-Alignment (IA) model"). It turned
out that the Alignment-Duration model with the target duration between L and H has a
lower deviance, so it is better than the model with independently-aligned tones. According
to the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis, it has been claimed that the tones are anchored
to segmental landmarks, independently of each other. However, the model with the con-
straint on the duration between the two tones is signiﬁcantly better than the model without
the relation between tones.
The proposed model suggests that in general, tonal timing can be modeled as a com-
promise among alignment and shape targets. The constraint-based approach assumes
that there are constraints common across languages, and cross-linguistic differences are re-
ﬂected in the relative weights of constraints. Thus, it must apply across languages, not just
Seoul Korean. We expect that the three constraints in the AD model will exist in other lan-
guages as well, and different languages will have different relative weights of constraints.
To test this hypothesis, in the next chapter, the Alignment-Duration model is applied to
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other languages, where the phonological status of tones are different from Seoul Korean.
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Chapter 4
Cross-Linguistic Applications
In this chapter, the weighted-constraint model developed in Chapter 3 is applied to other
languages with various tonal phonologies. The constraint-based approach implies that
languages have common constraints, and cross-linguistic differences are parametric vari-
ations. Thus, the approach provides a common framework across languages, which facil-
itates cross-linguistic comparison. Cross-linguistic differences can be explicable through
the relative weights of the constraints. More speciﬁcally, we test two hypotheses: that the
same constraints (alignment and duration) are applicable cross-linguistically with variation
in weights, and that cross-linguistic differences in tonal timing depend on the phonological
status of tones in the language, which is reﬂected in the relative weights of alignment and
duration constraints.
In Chapter 2, we have shown that in Seoul Korean, tendencies to both segmental align-
ment and target duration are observed in the timing of phrase-initial L and H. Both L and H
were found to be centered around a segmental position (the anchor) but there were system-
atic deviations from the anchor depending on speech rate. H peaks tended to occur after
their anchor as speech rate gets faster, and L troughs occurred earlier relative to their anchor
as speech gets faster. In Chapter 3, the Alignment-Duration model was proposed to model
these ﬁndings. The model explains the timing of initial L and H tones in the Seoul Korean
Accentual Phrase as the interaction of alignment and duration constraints. The Alignment
constraints (Align(L), Align(H)) require L and H tones to be aligned with regard to their
respective segmental anchors, and the Duration constraint requires the duration between
L and H tones to be constant. The actual timing of L and H tones is determined by the val-
ues that minimize the weighted sum of the cost of violation of these constraints. In other
words, tonal timing is a weighted average of the alignment targets and the duration target,
not just a function of the location of the segmental anchor. The constraint weights reﬂect
the characteristics of the tonal alignment pattern in Seoul Korean. That is, Align(L) was
more highly weighted than Align(H) (wL = 0:54; wH = 0:35), reﬂecting the experimental
result that alignment of L was more strict than alignment of H.
In the present chapter, we examine rising F0 movements in other languages to test
the generality of the weighted constraint model. We investigate whether the same con-
straints are applicable cross-linguistically with variation in weights. By examining con-
straint weights across languages, we test an additional hypothesis that relative weights of
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constraints reﬂect the phonological nature of the relevant tones, that is, lexically-contrastive,
prominence-lending, or phrasal boundary. We examine the tones in three languages: Tokyo
Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, and English. In Tokyo Japanese, accented words have lexically-
contrastive pitch accents, whereas unaccented words are characterized by phrase-initial
boundary tones. Mandarin has lexically contrastive tones, and English has prominence-
lending intonational pitch accents.
These languages have been chosen because the phonological status of tones in these lan-
guages is different from that of Seoul Korean as well as from one another. The tones in these
languages are lexically contrastive (Mandarin, Japanese) or marking prominent syllables
(English). Thus, the location of the tones is important, so these tones will show more strict
alignment than boundary tones in Seoul Korean. In Seoul Korean, tones are not lexically
speciﬁed but only mark the beginning and the end of a phrase. On the other hand, tones
in the other languages are lexically speciﬁed, or align with a lexically determined location
of prominence. We hypothesize that if tones are speciﬁed at the lexical level, the tone-
syllable association is expected to be stronger because the location of tones are signiﬁcant
in distinguishing meanings or marking prominence of particular syllables. In Japanese, for
example, the location of pitch accent is contrastive (e.g.

ima (HL) "now", im

a(LH) "living
room"), so the tone-mora association is expected to be strong. In Mandarin, every syllable
is speciﬁed with a lexical tone. In English, pitch accents mark the prominent syllable in
the prominent word in the intonation contour. On the other hand, Seoul Korean does not
have lexically speciﬁed tones, pitch accents, or stress. The Korean Accentual Phrase has
one rise at the beginning and the other rise at the end of the phrase, if the phrase is longer
than three syllables (Jun, 2000), and this intonational pattern is consistent regardless of the
lexical items in the phrase.
The broad hypothesis that is tested in this chapter is that tones that are lexically con-
trastive or prominence marking will show less variability in alignment of tones than bound-
ary tones as in Seoul Korean. Previous research supports this prediction: in Mandarin,
most syllables are speciﬁed with contour tones, so misalignment would result in intrusion
to the neighboring tones. Thus, tones are realized within or close to the syllables that the
tones are phonologically associated with, while the shapes of the contour tones undergo
changes through coarticulation with adjacent tones (Xu 1999). In English, lexical stress is
realized as an intonational pitch accent when the associated word is prominent. The starred
tone in a pitch accent (e.g. L+H*) is associated with the stressed syllable in the prominent
word (Pierrehumbert 1980). The alignment of the peaks is shown to be stable regardless
of speech rate (Ladd et al 1999). On the other hand, in Seoul Korean, individual words are
not speciﬁed for pitch, but pitch signals only the beginning and end of the phrase. For such
phrasal tones, the location of the H peak was relatively ﬂexible. We have shown in Chapter
2 that the peak of the initial rise systematically deviates from the syllable with which it is
phonologically associated.
This chapter presents the experimental results of three other languages with various
tonal phonologies, and cross-linguistic comparisons based on the weighted-constraint mod-
els. Experiments were carried out to examine rising F0 movements in similar conﬁgura-
tions in three languages: Tokyo Japanese (lexical pitch accent), Mandarin (lexical tone), and
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English (intonational pitch accent). The experimental methods were comparable to Seoul
Korean in Chapter 2. Speech materials were designed to contain a rising pitch movement
at the phrase- initial positions. For Japanese, word-initial LH rising pitch movements are
analyzed; for Mandarin, word-initial rising tones ("Tone 2'') are analyzed; for English, word
initial L+H* pitch accents are analyzed.
4.1 Lexical Pitch Accent: Tokyo Japanese
Japanese accented words are characterized by a pitch rise at the beginning of the word (un-
less the word is initial accented), and an accentual fall at the accented mora. Unaccented
words have a word-initial pitch rise, but no accentual falls. According to the theory of
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988), there is a L% boundary tone at the beginning of the
utterance, a H phrasal tone on the second mora, and if the word is accented, the accentual
HL on the accented mora. Pitch accents are contrastive in Japanese, e.g.

ima (HL) 'now'
vs. im

a (LH) 'living room', and

ame (HL) 'rain' vs. ame (LH) (unaccented) 'candy'. The Ac-
centual Phrase has at most one pitch accent and it is the lowest prosodic unit in Japanese
intonation (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988). The prosodic level higher than the Accen-
tual Phrase is the Intermediate Phrase, which consists of one or more Accentual Phrases.
The Intermediate Phrase is the domain of the effects of what is known as catethesis. That is,
within the Intermediate Phrase, each accentual peak is proportionally lower than the one
before (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988: 79).
In our experiment, we focus on the timing pattern of the tones in the pitch rise (LH) that
occurs at the phrase-initial position. In the speech materials, the ﬁrst mora has L and the
second mora has H, so that they are comparable to the Seoul Korean experiment. We exam-
ine second-mora accented words and unaccented words. The initial-accented words are not
the concern of this section (e.g.

ima (HL) 'now'). Thus, the ﬁrst mora has a phrasal bound-
ary tone (L%) in both the accented and unaccented words; the H peak on the second mora
is phrasal in the unaccented words, but it is accentual (HL) in the second-mora accented
words. By examining the alignment patterns of the L and H tones in these words, we will
show how the alignment pattern is different depending on the phonological status of the
tones, i.e. accentual or phrasal. We also examine the accentual peaks in different phonolog-
ical contexts (word-medial or word-ﬁnal) and show how the alignment pattern is affected
by the phonological context. The results are modeled in terms of weighted constraints, so
the differences due to phonological status or context can be compared in a quantitatively-
precise framework.
F0 movements in Japanese have been extensively studied in both quantitative and qual-
itative terms (Fujisaki, 1983; Poser, 1984; Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988; Kubozono,
1993; Ishihara, 2003). Most of the quantitative models focused on the levels and slopes of
pitch movements. On the other hand, alignment of tonal targets with regard to the associ-
ated segmental string is relatively less studied. According to Ishihara (2006), the alignment
of Japanese pitch accent is stable, conﬁrming the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis. How-
ever, we found that Japanese also shows systematic variation in the alignment of tones
depending on speech rate, as was in the case in Seoul Korean. The systematic variations
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may be explained under the proposed Alignment-Duration model, because the AD model
implies that tonal timing is determined by the interaction of both alignment and duration
targets, not by the segmental alignment only, and the variations are the consequences of
the compromise between these two factors.
4.1.1 Experiment
Hypotheses
In Japanese, we examine the two hypotheses, segmental anchoring and target duration.
In addition, it is expected that the alignment patterns of the tones will vary depending on
phonological status (accented, unaccented) and context (word-medial, word-ﬁnal). Lexi-
cally contrastive tones will show more strict alignment than tones that are not contrastive.
That is, since accentual peaks in Japanese accented words are lexical, their alignment with
regard to segments will be stricter than the alignment of the Seoul Korean initial rise peak,
which only marks phrasal boundaries. Also, within Japanese, pitch peaks in accented and
unaccented words will show different timing patterns. H peaks in accented words are con-
trastive, whereas those in unaccented words are boundary tones, so the peak alignment
will be stricter in accented words.
Speech materials
The timing of L and H tones in word-initial accentual rises (LH) is analyzed in our experi-
ment. The phrase-initial rise has been analyzed as a sequence of a boundary tone L% and
phrasal H (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988). This applies for unaccented words. For
second-mora accented words, the H peak on the second mora is viewed as a phrasal H and
an accentual HL on top of each other (Warner, 1997).
ma ri i na
L e1 e2 m H
Time (s)
0 0.4361
100
153.3
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260
0.1454 0.2907
u do n ya
L e1 m e2 H
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0 0.3929
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 (H
z)
(a) Accented
u do n ya
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0 0.387
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F0
 (H
z)
0.129 0.258
(b) unaccented
Figure 4-1: F0 movements in accented and unaccented words: (a) Accent on the second
mora, [mar

iina] 'marina', (b) unaccented, [udonya] 'noodle shop' (Speaker: J6). 'L' and 'H'
are F0 minima and maxima. 'e1' and 'e2' are the inﬂection points (lower and upper elbows).
'm' is the location of maximum velocity.
Examples from our data are shown in Figure 4-1. Figure 4-1a shows an example of a
second-mora accented word: the H tone is a lexical pitch accent, immediately followed by
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an accentual fall. Figure 4-1b shows an example of an unaccented word: the H peak is
phrasal, and there is no accentual fall following the rise peak. It has been observed that
pitch peaks in accented words are higher than pitch peaks in unaccented words (Pierre-
humbert and Beckman, 1988: 46; Kubozono, 1993: 87-90). This was observed in our data
as well. The mean of the F0 level of the H peak was 237 Hz for accented words, 224 Hz for
unaccented words, the difference was statistically signiﬁcant [t(343) = 3:4; p < 0:001]. In
addition, the mean of the magnitude of the rise (the pitch change from L to H) was 61 Hz in
accented words, 53 Hz in unaccented words, and the difference was statistically signiﬁcant
[t(392) = 4:8; p < 0:001].
Table 4.1: Japanese speech materials
Accent location Context of H Examples Tones
Medial-accented 2nd mora Word-medial [am

ado] 'rain shutter' LHL(L)
Final-accented 2nd mora Word-ﬁnal [in

u] 'dog' LH
Unaccented N/A [udonya] 'noodle shop' LHHH
Fillers 3rd syllable Word-medial [monom

orai] 'sty' LHHLL
Speech materials consisted of the four categories as shown in Table 4.1 (for the entire
list, see A.2 in Appendix). These words were followed by a nominative particle '-ga' and
a carrier phrase (e.g. [amadoga arimasu] 'There is a rain shutter.'). There were 15 words
in the medial-accented group. In the medial-accented group, ﬁrst syllables were light (one
mora). Second syllables were light (one mora) in ten words, and heavy in ﬁve words (two
morae; e.g. [yam

amba] ‘witch’). The H tone was on the second mora in the word, i.e. the
ﬁrst mora in the second syllable. Because the words in the medial-accented group were
at least 3 syllables long and the pitch accent was on the second syllable, there was always
at least one syllable between the H tone and the following particle: e.g. [yam

amba-ga].
The ﬁnal-accented group consisted of 7 bimoraic accented words, with the H tone on the
second mora. Thus, for the ﬁnal-accented group, pitch accent is immediately followed by
the particle: e.g. [in

u-ga] ‘dog-Nom’.
The unaccented group consisted of ﬁve unaccented words with three to ﬁve morae.
These were included to compare with pitch accents in accented words. The ﬁllers were
ﬁve words that had accent on the third syllable. For all groups, only sonorant sounds or
voiced consonants were used in the syllables where the rising movements occur. The order
of the words was randomized and rearranged to split more than two successive phrases
with the same length in order to prevent abnormally rhythmic speech.
Methods and speakers
The speakers were six native speakers of Tokyo Japanese: four females (J1, J2, J3, J4) and
two males (J5, J6), in their 20’s30’s. The speakers were asked to read the speech materials
with two repetitions, at normal, fast, and slow speech rates. We have learned from the ex-
periment on Seoul Korean that it is difﬁcult to elicit natural slow speech consistently in all
speakers, because slow speech can vary much more than fast speech. Thus we tried to elicit
slow speech closer to normal speech than to overly slow speech, whereas fast speech was
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elicited as fast as possible. To avoid unnaturally slow speech, speakers were instructed to
read slowly but still naturally, or “slower than the ﬁrst (normal) reading”. The recordings
were made in the sound-attenuated recording booth at the phonetics lab in the MIT Lin-
guistics Department. Other technical details were the same as the Seoul Korean experiment
in Chapter 2.
The positions of F0 minima and F0 maxima were manually labeled, and were used as
the location of the L and H tones. Between the F0 minima and F0 maxima, the inﬂection
points (i.e. the lower and upper elbows) and maximum velocity points were automatically
located using the same techniques used in the Seoul Korean experiment (Section 2.2.3 in
Chapter 2). That is, the least-squares three-piece linear regression method was used to
locate the two inﬂection points between the F0 extrema of the accentual rise. Spline ﬁtting
was used to locate the maximum velocity points. The shapes of rises were classiﬁed using
the slopes of the three ﬁtted lines.
4.1.2 Overall shape
In Chapter 2, the shape of rises was classiﬁed into sigmoid, scoop, and dome. The schematic
illustration of these shapes is shown in Figure 4-2 (repeated from Chapter 2, Figure 2-6). The
shape of a rise is determined by the slopes of the three regression lines. That is, the slope
of the ﬁrst line segment is the steepest in domed rises, the slope of the second line segment
is the steepest in sigmoid rises, and the slope of the third line segment is the steepest in
scooped rises. Linear shape cannot exist under this method, because the slopes of the three
regression lines are never exactly the same.
F0 max
F0 min
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4-2: Schematic illustrations of the shape of rises: (a) dome (b) sigmoid (c) linear (d)
scoop (adapted from Barnes et al. (2010))
The most common shape of the pitch rises in Japanese was sigmoid (85% of the data),
as shown in Table 4.2. Domed shapes are found mostly in fast speech. This is expected
because in domed shapes, the actual start of the fastest rise is at the beginning of the rising
pitch movement, so they are more likely to occur under time pressure. Scooped shapes
are mostly found in slow speech. This is also expected because in scooped shapes, the
actual start of the rise comes very late, and the beginning of the actual rise can be delayed
more easily when speaking slow. 'none' is where the three slopes of regression lines keep
increasing, which often results from segmental perturbation during the rise. 'N/A' is the
data where L and H points cannot be reliably measured due to perturbations in F0 contours.
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Table 4.2: Shape of rises in Japanese
sigmoid dome scoop none N/A
All 657 (85%) 38 (5%) 58 (8%) 9 (0%) 12 (2%)
Fast 216 (83%) 19 (7%) 15 (6%) 4 (2%) 6 (2%)
Normal 236 (91%) 7 (3%) 13 (5%) 0(0%) 3 (1%)
Slow 205 (80%) 12 (5%) 30 (12%) 5(2%) 3 (1%)
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Figure 4-3: Averaged F0 curves: Solid line: normal speech, dashed line: fast speech, dotted
line: slow speech, vertical lines: the end of the second mora where H is phonologically
associated.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the averaged F0 curves including all speakers for medial-accented,
ﬁnal-accented, and unaccented words respectively. Alignment of the peak was quite stable
across all speech rates. In the medial-accented group, the accentual peak in fast speech is
not delayed, and the peak in slow speech is not much anticipated, either. In both medial-
accented and ﬁnal-accented groups, the F0 minimum seems to be delayed in slow speech,
which may be evidence for a target duration or slope of the rise. The accentual peaks in
normal and slow speech in the ﬁnal-accented group show earlier alignment than those in
the medial-accented group. The peak in the ﬁnal-accented words is immediately adjacent
to the word boundary. Thus, we may hypothesize that the presence of the morphological
boundary pushed the timing of the accentual peak leftward in the ﬁnal-accented words.
4.1.3 Effects of segmental anchoring
This section demonstrates the effects of segmental anchoring in the medial-accented words:
the H peak on the second mora in the word-medial context. F0 minima and F0 maxima were
used as the location of L and H tones. According to the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis
(Ladd et al., 1999), the beginning (L) and the end (H) of a rising pitch movement are stably
aligned with regard to segmental landmarks ('anchors'). Thus, it is expected that there will
be a positive linear correlation between a tone and its anchor. As a ﬁrst approximation of
the anchor location, we select the segmental landmark that has the highest correlation with
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the timing of a tone, as we did in Seoul Korean in Chapter 2. Several candidate segmental
landmarks were tested. For L, the segmental positions tested were 'v1' (the beginning of the
ﬁrst vowel), 'vm1' (middle of the ﬁrst vowel), 'rm1' (middle of the ﬁrst rime), 'o2' (onset of
the second syllable),'c2' (onset of the second consonant), 'v2' (the beginning of the second
vowel),'mr2' (the end of the second mora), and 'o3' (the beginning of the third syllable).
A linear regression model was ﬁtted for each point with the timing of L as a dependent
variable, timing of a candidate anchor, speaker, and their interaction as predictor variables.
As can be seen in the model speciﬁcations, the search is based on the correlation between
the tone and a segmental landmark, without regard to the location of the other tone. The
highest correlation between L and a segmental position was found with 'v2', the beginning
of the second vowel (R2 = 0:49). The point 'v2' remained as the best in a mixed-effects
model with L as a dependent variable, timing of a candidate anchor as a ﬁxed effect, by-
speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for the timing of the candidate
anchor (G2 = 4758). Likewise, the best anchoring point for H was estimated. The highest
correlation with H was found with 'mr2', the end of the second mora (R2 = 0:89), which
remains the best with a similar mixed model (G2 = 4930).
In Figure 4-4, the L and H tones are plotted against their respective anchors, 'v2' and
'mr2', pooling across all speakers. The plots show the positive linear relations between the
L or H tone and its anchor, which is expected under segmental anchoring. However, the
slope of the regression lines was not 1: for H, slope= 0:77; t(521) = 47:84; p < 0:001, for
L, slope= 0:35; t(516) = 15:61; p < 0:001 (testing difference from 1). This means that as
the segmental anchor gets later, the tones do not get later as much as the anchor does. The
dashed line in the plots are the y = x line, i.e. the line that is expected if the tone is exactly
at the anchor. Figure 4-4b shows the relation that as the anchor gets later, H occurs earlier
than the anchor, and as anchor gets earlier, H occurs later than the anchor. In summary,
a tendency to segmental anchoring is observed in Japanese, but segmental anchoring was
not strict, so there should be other factors that explain the deviations of the tones from the
anchor.
4.1.4 Effects of target duration
Along with the effects of segmental anchoring, an effect of a target duration for the rise
was observed. Figure 4-5 shows the normalized deviation of L and H from their anchoring
points. The data points show the location of the L or H tones relative to the anchor. The
x-axis of the plot is the deviation of a tone from its anchor, normalized by local speech rate
(the inverse of the duration of the ﬁrst two syllables). The slope of the regression line was
signiﬁcantly different from zero; for H, slope= 0:049, F (1; 521) = 187:2, p < 0:001; for L,
slope= 0:028, F (1; 516) = 77:76, p < 0:001. The plots show the trend that H peaks occur
later with regard to the segmental landmark when speech rate is faster, and earlier when
speech rate is slower. L troughs show the opposite pattern: they occur earlier when speech
rate is faster, later when speech rate is slower.
The results in Figure 4-5 can be regarded as evidence for a duration target. That is,
the accentual rises start earlier and terminate later at fast speech rates. This is to maintain
a preferred duration of the rising movement under time pressure. These are the familiar
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Figure 4-4: Alignment of L and H in the medial-accented group: (a) L against AL, (b) H
against AH , the dashed line is y = x
deviation patterns which were also observed in the phrase-initial L and H tones in Seoul
Korean (Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2). In summary, in Japanese, both tendencies to segmental
anchoring and target duration are found. That is, L and H tones are aligned with regard
to a segmental landmark, but there is a systematic deviation of the tone from its anchoring
point. This means that the timing of a tone is determined by both tendencies to maintain
segmental alignment and a target duration. The similar tendencies in Seoul Korean were
modeled in the Alignment-Duration model (Section 3.2 in Chapter 3). Thus, we hypoth-
esize that the same model may be applied to Japanese, which is the subject of the next
section.
4.1.5 The medial-accented group
The previous section shows tendencies for both segmental anchoring and target duration
in Japanese pitch accent rises. Based on these ﬁndings, we apply the weighted-constraint
model with the alignment and duration constraints. The hypothesis is that both L and H
tones that comprise the accentual rise are aligned with regard to their respective anchoring
points, and that there is also a constraint that requires the duration between L and H tones
to be constant. Thus, there are three constraints: Align(L), Align(H), and Duration. The
actual timing of L and H tones is determined as the values that minimize the weighted
sum of the cost of violations of these constraints. Each constraint has to be violated to some
degree in order to minimize the sum of weighted violations. This model was introduced
in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3, referred to as the Alignment-Duration model. According to the
model, the timing of L and the timing of H can be expressed as in (1). In (1), T (L) and T (H)
are the timing of L and H tones, AL and AH are their anchors. a and c substitute relevant
weight terms, as shown in (2). In (2), wL is the weight of the constraint Align(L), wH is the
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Figure 4-5: Alignment of L and H in the medial-accented group: (a) L deviation from AL,
(b) H deviation from AH , the dashed line is the location of the anchor
weight of the constraint Align(H), and wD is the weight of the Duration constraint.
(1) a. T (L) = aAL + (1  a)(T (H) D)
b. T (H) = cAH + (1  c)(T (L) +D)
(2) a. a =
wL
wL + wD
; 1  a = wD
wL + wD
b. c =
wH
wH + wD
; 1  c = wD
wH + wD
To review, the model in (1) implies that the timing of L is determined by its anchor, AL,
and the point which is at the ﬁxed duration (D) from the timing of H. T (L) is the weighted
average of the alignment and duration targets. The timing of H is similar, i.e. T (H) is the
weighted average of the timing of AL and the point which is at the ﬁxed duration (D) from
the timing of L. For model ﬁtting, the model in (1) can be rearranged as in (3).
(3) a. T (L) = a(AL   T (H)) + b+ T (H)
where b =  (1  a)D
b. T (H) = c(AH   T (L)) + d+ T (L)
where d = (1  c)D
Before ﬁtting the Alignment-Duration model, the anchor is estimated based on the
model. To estimate the precise location of the anchor for L, we start with the assumption
that AL is within the ﬁrst mora, because L is phonologically associated with the ﬁrst mora.
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AL is expressed as a proportion into the ﬁrst mora, so it is substituted with (v1+p mora1),
where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel, mora1 is the duration of the ﬁrst mora and p
is the proportion into the ﬁrst mora. Then (3-a) is expressed as (4),
(4) T (L) = a(v1 + p mora1  T (H)) + b+ T (H)
To ﬁnd the coefﬁcients a and b from mixed modeling, (4) is rearranged as (5).
(5) T (L) = a(v1  T (H)) + a  p mora1 + b+ T (H)
Then, the proportion p can be calculated from the coefﬁcient estimate of mora1 from the
ﬁtted mixed model. A mixed-effects model of the form shown in (5) was ﬁtted to the data
with T (L) as a dependent variable, (v1   T (H)) and mora1 as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker
random intercepts, and by-speaker random slopes for mora1. The by-speaker random
slope for mora1 was signiﬁcant in the model [2(2) = 45:5; p < 0:001]. Adding by-
speaker random slopes for (v1   T (H)) did not result in signiﬁcant improvement in ﬁt
[2(3) = 3:31; p = 0:34]. The coefﬁcient for (v1 T (H)) was 0.835, the coefﬁcient for mora1
was 0.158. The coefﬁcient for mora1 was not signiﬁcantly different from zero [t(518)=1.22,
p=0.224]. If we take this best estimate of the coefﬁcient, a = 0:835; a  p = 0:158, and
p = 0:158/0:835 = 0:189. Thus, AL is expressed as (6-a).
(6) a. AL = v1 + 0:189 mora1
b. AL = v1
However, because the coefﬁcient of mora1 is not signiﬁcantly different from zero, (6-a)
is not signiﬁcantly better than AL = v1, (6-b). It turned out that in unaccented words,
the coefﬁcient of mora1 was not signiﬁcantly different from zero, either. Because we are
working on the theory that the L tone is the same boundary L% tone in both accented and
unaccented words, we also assume that AL is the same in both cases. Thus, the anchor
estimate of (6-b) will be used as the best estimate of AL for both accented and unaccented
words.
The precise value of AH was estimated following a similar procedure. Assuming that
AH is within the second mora, AH in (1-b) is substituted with (v2+ p mora2), where v2 is
the beginning of the second vowel, mora2 is the duration of the second mora, and p is the
proportion into the second mora. From this, (7) holds.
(7) T (H) = c(v2  T (L)) + c  p mora2 + d+ T (L)
A mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (H) as a dependent variable, (v2 T (L))
and mora2 as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes
formora2. Adding by-speaker random slopes for (v2 T (L)) did not signiﬁcantly improve
the model [2(3) = 1:02; p = 0:79]. The coefﬁcient for (v2 T (L)) was 0.946, the coefﬁcient
for mora2 was 0.486, thus c = 0:946; c  p = 0:486, so p = 0:486/0:946 = 0:513. Therefore,
the precise estimate for AH is as in (8).
(8) AH = v2 + 0:513 mora2
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The anchors in (6-b) and (8) are estimated using the Alignment-Duration model. Using
these estimates, L and H were plotted against these anchor estimates, shown in Figure 4-6.
Compared to Figure 4-4, the precise anchors are closer to L and H tones than the previous
estimates of the anchor locations. The previous estimates of the anchor were based on a
model where tonal timing is determined by the segmental anchor only, without the rise
duration target. The segmental position that has the highest correlation with a tone was
considered as the anchoring position. On the other hand, the anchors estimated here are
based on a model that predicts timing of a tone as a function of segmental anchor as well
as the timing of the other tone in the rising movement.
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Figure 4-6: Alignment of L and H in the medial-accented group: (a) L against AL, (b) H
against AH , the dashed line is y = x. The anchor was the precise estimate of the anchor
based on the AD model.
With the precise anchor estimates based on the AD model, mixed-models were ﬁtted to
the data to ﬁnd the constraint weights, following the same procedure as in Seoul Korean
described in Section 3.2.2 in Chapter 3. The computed constraint weights for Japanese are
shown in (9). The relative weights suggest that alignment of both L and H tones are im-
portant, but H is more strictly aligned than L, and the Duration constraint is less important
than the alignment constraints.
(9) The constraint weights for Japanese medial-accented words (tentative):
wL = 0:19; wH = 0:76; wD = 0:06
The D values from the L model and the H model were different: DL = 108; DH = 865.
Simulations were run to estimate the uncertainty of the DL and DH values. DL and DH
values were computed from 1000 intercept and slope pairs drawn from the ﬁtted T (L) and
T (H) models. The 95% conﬁdence interval for (DH   DL) did not include zero, rang-
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Figure 4-7: Deviation of L and H in the medial-accented group: (a) L deviation from AL,
(b) H deviation from AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor. The anchor was the
precise estimate of the anchor based on the AD model.
ing from 398 to 1696, which means that DL and DH are signiﬁcantly different. Because
there is only one D value in the proposed model, this suggests a problem in applying the
Alignment-Duration model to Japanese pitch accents as it is. We will diagnose the source
of the problem by model comparison in the next section, and propose a possible solution
in Section 4.1.7.
4.1.6 Model comparison
It turned out that the Alignment-Duration model has a problem in modeling the Japanese
accentual pitch rise. The problem was that the D values computed from the ﬁtted T (L) and
T (H) models did not converge. To diagnose the problem, the Alignment-Duration model
is compared with an alternative model. The simpler model is the model predicting the
timing of a tone by the segmental alignment only, without consideration of the location of
the other tone. The models in this section have been discussed in Section 3.2.5 in Chapter 3.
In the Alignment-Duration model, timing of a tone 'T' is determined by both the alignment
and duration targets, i.e. its anchor (AT ) and distance to the other end of the rise. On the
other hand, the alternative model that is compared with the AD model is shown in (10).
That is, the timing of a tone T (= T (T )) is determined by the location of its anchor, AT .
(10) T (T ) = aAT + b
Strictly speaking, (10) is not a model with segmental anchoring only. According to the
Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (Arvaniti et al., 1998; Ladd et al., 1999), the beginning
and end of a rise are strictly anchored to segmental landmarks. That means that under the
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SAH, a tone has to have a linear relation with the anchor with slope of 1 and intercept close
to 0. That is,
(11) T (T ) = AT
However, from our experimental results, we have seen that (11) cannot hold. Rather, the L
and H tones show a linear relation to their anchors of the form shown in (10), i.e. the slope
(a) is not 1, and the intercept (b) is not 0. T (T ) is a function of AT , but not equal to AT .
In fact, the model in (10) is a special case of the Alignment-Duration model where dura-
tion is deﬁned by a ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset to the tone, instead of the duration
between L and H tones. This needs more explanation. For the H tone, Cho (2007) found
that the timing of the initial H peak in the Seoul Korean Accentual Phrase is in a linear rela-
tion with AH , but with a slope less than 1 and a positive intercept. Thus, T (H) is expressed
as (12).
(12) T (H) = aAH + b, where 0 < a < 1 and b > 0
This model is also discussed in Section 3.2.5 in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, the AD model
supersedes this model motivated by the ﬁnding of dependency between T (H) and T (L).
According to (12), T (H) is a linear function of AH , with a ﬁxed intercept of b. The intercept
corresponds to the 'rise time' target (the time from the phrase onset to the timing of the H
peak), multiplied by the weight. In this model, the rise is assumed to start at the phrase
onset, so L is always at the phrase onset. (12) is interpreted as (13). The slope of the linear
regression is the weight of the alignment constraint (H = AH ), and the intercept includes
the target duration of rise (R) and its weight (wR). The expression suggests that the timing
of H is a weighted average of the alignment target (AH ) and the rise duration target (R)
where the duration is measured from the phrase onset, not from L.
(13) T (H) = wA AH + wR R
Therefore, the model in (10) contains a target duration term, where duration is deﬁned as
the ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset to a tone T, rather than the duration between L and
H. Since the model in (10) actually contains a target duration constraint, it is different from
the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis. Thus, when we compare the Alignment-Duration
model with the model in (10), we are not comparing the Alignment-Duration model with
the Alignment-only model, but the model with alignment target and a ﬁxed interval from
the phrase onset.
We now demonstrate the results of the model comparison between the Alignment-
Duration model and the model in (10), which is rewritten in (14). We refer to this model as
the Independent-Alignment ("IA") model because the tones are aligned with regard to the
anchor, independently of each other. In the IA model, the duration target is deﬁned from
the phrase onset, not with regard to the other tone.
(14) The Independent-Alignment model ("IA")
a. T (L) = a AL + b
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b. T (H) = c AH + d
In order to estimate precise anchoring points based on this model, AL and AH are divided
into (v1+ p mora1) and (v2+ p mora2) respectively, where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst
vowel, mora1 is the duration of the ﬁrst mora, v2 is the beginning of the second vowel,
mora2 is the duration of the second mora, and p is the proportion in the relevant mora.
(15) a. T (L) = a(v1 + p mora1) + b = a  v1 + a  p mora1 + b
b. T (H) = c(v2 + p mora2) + d = c  v2 + c  p mora2 + d
Mixed-effects models were ﬁtted for T (L) and T (H) respectively to ﬁnd the best estimates
of the anchors. For T (L), the dependent variable was T (L), ﬁxed effects were v1 andmora1,
and random effects were by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for mora1. By-speaker
random slopes for v1 were not signiﬁcant [2(3) = 1:44; p = 0:695]. The same procedure
was carried out for T (H). From the ﬁtted models, the p values in (15) were computed, and
thus AL and AH were obtained as in (16).
(16) a. AL = v1 + 1:22 mora1
b. AH = v2 + 0:51 mora2
According to the coefﬁcient and intercept estimates of the ﬁtted models, T (L) and T (H)
are expressed as in (17).
(17) a. T (L) = 0:39AL + 0:03
b. T (H) = 0:96AH + 57:63
The lower the deviance, the better the model. A summary of the deviance values is shown
in Table 4.3. For L, the deviance was lower in the IA model (4772) than in the AD model
(4858). For H, the deviance was lower in the AD model (4813) than in the IA model (4849).
This suggests that timing of H is signiﬁcantly affected by the distance from the preceding L,
rather than the distance from the phrase onset, since the AD model was better than IA for
H. On the other hand, for L, the IA model was better than the AD model. This suggests that
the L tone is timed with respect to the phrase onset, more signiﬁcantly than to the timing
of the H tone. However, the AD model was better than the IA model for the H tone. That
is, for L, (18-a) is a better model than (18-b). For H, the AD model (19-b) is still better than
the IA model (19-a).
Table 4.3: Summary of deviance
T(L) T(H)
The IA model 4772 4849
The AD model 4858 4813
(18) a. T (L) = aAL + b (better)
b. T (L) = aAL + b(T (H) D)
(19) a. T (H) = cAH + d
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b. T (H) = cAH + d(T (L) +D) (better)
In summary, the timing of H is affected by the timing of L, but the timing of L is determined
by the distance from the phrase onset, rather than distance to the following H. Predicting
the timing of H does require information about the timing of L, but not vice versa. This may
mean that speech planning is left to right, so the ﬁrst tone is placed optimally according to
its own preferences, but later tones are subsequently constrained by durations to preceding
tones. The AD model is still appropriate because the Duration constraint refers to both L
and H tones, but an additional constraint is necessary to explain why effects of the Duration
constraint on L are not observed.
4.1.7 The constraint 'DelayL'
The model comparison in Section 4.1.6 shows that the timing of the L tone is signiﬁcantly
affected by a duration target, a ﬁxed interval from a phrase onset, rather than by the timing
of the following H tone. In the model comparison, it turned out that the model in (20) was
a better model for L than the AD model.
(20) T (L) = aAL + b
As explained, (20) implies that T (L) is determined by the timing ofAL and a point at a ﬁxed
interval from the phrase onset. The ﬁxed interval is referred to as the variable k. That is, the
additional constraint requires L to occur at k, which is conﬂicting with Align(L) constraint.
This constraint is referred to as DelayL, in the sense that the constraint prevents L from
occurring at phrase onset, but requires it to be delayed into the ﬁrst syllable/mora. The
additional constraint DelayL explains why the Duration constraint has no detectable effect
on L; it is because the Duration constraint is outweighed by DelayL. In summary, the AD
model with the DelayL constraint is shown in (21).
(21) The Alignment-Duration model with DelayL
Constraint Cost of violation
Align(L) T (L) = AL wL(T (L) AL)2
Align(H) T (H) = AH wH(T (H) AH)2
Duration T (H)  T (L) = D wD(T (H)  T (L) D)2
DelayL T (L) = k wk(T (L)  k)2
where,
AL: anchor for L
AH : anchor for H
D: target duration, a positive constant
k: a ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset, a positive constant
wL; wH ; wD; wk: positive weights
The actual timing of L and H is determined as the values that minimize the cost of violation
of these constraints. The cost function is shown in (22).
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(22) cost = wL(T (L) AL)2+wH(T (H) AH)2+wD(T (H) T (L) D)2+wk(T (L) k)2
The minimum of this cost function is found where its derivative is zero. To ﬁnd the con-
straint weights, the cost function is differentiated with regard to L and H respectively. Set-
ting the partial derivatives equal to zero, the followings are obtained for T (L) and T (H)
respectively.
(23) a. T (L) = aAL + bH + c
where a =
wL
wL + wD + wk
; b =
wD
wL + wD + wk
; c =
wkk   wDD
wL + wD + wk
b. T (H) = m(AH   L) + T (L) + (1 m)D
where m =
wH
wH + wD
; n = (1 m)D
In addition, (24) holds.
(24) 1  (a+ b) = wk
wL + wD + wk
Plugging (24) into c in (23-a), we derive c = (1  a  b)  k   b D
From (23) and (24), the constraint weights can be computed. To obtain the estimates of
a, b, c, m, and n, mixed-effects models were ﬁtted to the data for T (L) and T (H) in (23)
separately. For T (L), a mixed model was ﬁtted with T (L) as a dependent variable, AL
and T (H) as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker random slopes
for T (H). The signiﬁcance of the random effects were tested and this model was the best
combination. From here, we obtained a = 0:176; b = 0:253; c =  21;m = 0:929; n = 61.
With these, the constraint weights were computed as (25).
(25) The constraint weights for the medial-accented group:
wL = 0:04; wk = 0:13; wH = 0:77; wD = 0:06
The weights suggest that the H peak is aligned to its segmental anchor more stably than the
L troughs (wL < wH ). However, the weight of Align(L) was very low, and lower (0.04) than
that of DelayL (0.13). This suggests that the timing of L is more signiﬁcantly affected by a
ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset than by the segmental anchoring point. In addition, wk
was greater than wD. This conﬁrms that timing of L is better explained in terms of a ﬁxed
target interval from the phrase onset rather than its relation to the H peak. Yet, timing of H
is related to the timing of L: the weight of wD was small but not zero. In the Segmental An-
choring Hypothesis literature, it has been claimed that L and H are independently aligned,
but given this result, we cannot say that L and H are completely independent, because L
was signiﬁcant in predicting timing of H.
Estimating k and D values from this model is less certain. In the previous Alignment-
Duration model for Seoul Korean (without the DelayL constraint), the D value was esti-
mated from the probability distributions of DL and DH . To review, we have referred to
the D value computed from the L model as DL, and the D value computed from the H
model as DH . In Seoul Korean, DL and DH values had large conﬁdence intervals because
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of the large variance in the data. Also, it is difﬁcult to estimate a value that has small ef-
fects due to the low constraint weight. The D value was approximated as the peak of the
combined PDF (probability density function) of the DL and DH distributions. However,
in the model developed in this section, DL cannot be computed because there is another
unknown variable k in the T (L) equation of the model. That is, c in (23-a) contains two
unknowns: k and D (= DL). Yet, DH can be computed from (23-b): since m = 0:93; n = 61,
D = 61/(1   0:93) = 871. However, this D estimate seems too large to be correct. The
conﬁdence interval for DH was also large: 503  2016. If we take the smallest DH (503),
we obtain the smallest estimate of k based on the H model alone, which is 186. However,
if we had known the PDF of DL, and D were estimated from the combined PDFs, the k
values would have been different, although the effects of DL would be small given the low
weight of wD. In any case, we cannot be certain about the D value and we also cannot be
certain about the value of k.
The uncertainty of the D value arises from the difﬁculty in observing the effects of a
constraint which has a very low weight (wD = 0:06). We may also try using the mean of
the (H  L) value, as a plausible estimate of the value of D. In the model, D is the duration
from L to H, so the (H  L) value is the value that is expected if the Duration target is fully
satisﬁed. Given that wD is low, it is not an accurate estimate, but we may have a sense of
what may be the likely value of D. The mean of (H   L) was 201. When this is D, k is 52.
Although the k value is uncertain due to the uncertainty of D and the low constraint
weight wk, we may consider the interpretation of the k value. From observation of the
data, the location of L minima can vary, scattered across the whole ﬁrst mora. Looking at
the F0 trajectories, the pitch during the ﬁrst mora is not always increasing, but it can vary:
increasing (Figure 4-8a), decreasing (Figure 4-8b), or level. The F0 minimum is thus found
at the phrase onset, at the end of the ﬁrst mora, or anywhere in between.
na ma mo no
L e1 me2 H
Time (s)
0 0.5382
180
220
260
300
F0
 (H
z)
0.1794 0.3588
(a) F0 minimum at the phrase onset
a ma do
L e1 m e2 H
Time (s)
0 0.41
200
233.3
266.7
300
F0
 (H
z)
0.1367 0.2734
(b) F0 minimum at the end of the ﬁrst mora
Figure 4-8: Variations of L location in Japanese: (a) [namamono] 'a living thing', (b) [amado]
'a rain-shutter' (Speaker: J4). Both words are second-mora accented. The location of L
minimum varies: L is at the phrase onset in (a), but at the end of the accented mora in (b).
Pitch contours can be perturbed due to segmental effects ('microintonation', 't Hart et al.
(1990); Lehiste and Peterson (1961)), which temporarily raises the F0 at the phrase onset if
the onset consonant is an obstruent. This creates a dip in the F0 contour in the following
vowel, which is measured as the F0 minimum. Thus, some of the variation may be due to
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segmental effects. However, the later F0 minima are not always/necessarily due to seg-
mental effects. Figure 4-8b shows a case where the F0 minimum is found at the end of the
ﬁrst mora, but it is not likely to be a segmental effect, because the word is vowel-initial.
Thus, the timing of L is less regulated than the timing of H; L involves more random-
ness. This explains the reason why the coefﬁcient of mora1 (duration of the ﬁrst mora) was
not signiﬁcant when estimating AL in terms of a proportion into the rime in the ﬁrst mora.
That is, AL cannot be meaningfully expressed in terms of the proportion into the ﬁrst rime
because L can appear at random anywhere in the ﬁrst rime.
The AD model with the addition of the DelayL constraint predicts that L should occur
at a particular point between AL and k. With k, the alignment target for L is determined
as the location between AL and k, that is, the middle of the range of random variation.
The random variation around this alignment point shows up as relatively high error in
predicting L. Thus, it is expected that k should be the other end of the possible range of
random variation. Given that L ranges from the phrase onset to the end of ﬁrst mora, and
thatAL is the beginning of the vowel (i.e. close to the phrase onset), k is expected to be close
to the end of the ﬁrst mora. Our best estimate of k's value was 52 (based on the (H   L))
or 186 (based on the T (H) model alone), although it is rather uncertain. Given that the
constraint weight is too small to obtain very precise estimates of the values of either D or
k, it can be said that the two k estimates are found somewhere targeting the end of the ﬁrst
mora (=94 ms). This may reﬂect the fact that F0 minimum can be delayed as far as the end
of the ﬁrst mora.
4.1.8 The ﬁnal-accented group
This section will show differences in alignment patterns that depend on phonological con-
text, based on an analysis of the experimental results of the ﬁnal-accented words. The
ﬁnal-accented group consists of bimoraic words, accent on the second mora, immediately
followed by a nominative particle '-ga'. The difference between medial accented and ﬁnal
accented is the phonological context of the accentual peak: word-medial (26-a) or word-
ﬁnal (26-b).
(26) a. am

ado-ga arimasu.
LHL-L
rain shutter-NOM exists.
b. in

u-ga arimau.
LH-L
dog-NOM exists.
As a ﬁrst approximation, several segmental landmarks were tested for the best correlation
with the L tone. The best correlation was found with the end of the second mora (R2 =
0:45). In Figure 4-9a, the normalized deviations of L tones from this anchor are plotted
against local speech rate. The dashed line is the end of the second mora. There was a small
negative trend between L deviation and speech rate, that is, the slower the rate the later the
L.
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Figure 4-9: Deviations of L and H in ﬁnal-accented words: (a) L deviation from the segmen-
tal landmark that has the highest correlation, (b) H deviation from the end of the second
mora.
For H, the segmental landmark that has the highest correlation was the middle of the
second rime (R2 = 0:962). In the normalized deviation plot, however, the end of the second
mora is used as the anchoring point. The correlation of this point was almost the same as
the middle of the second rime (R2 = 0:959), and it reveals an interesting generalization
that H peaks tend not to cross the end of the accented mora when that mora is at a word-
boundary. For this reason, Figure 4-9b shows the deviation of the H peak, with regard to
the end of the second mora. The dashed line corresponds to the end of the second mora.
The F0 peaks tend not to occur after the end of the accented mora when the mora is word-
ﬁnal. This is different from the word-medial context: in the word-medial context, peaks
show a gradual and systematic delay relative to the accented mora (cf. Figure 4-5b). On
the other hand, the accentual peaks in the word-ﬁnal context do not deviate as much as in
the word-medial context, in order to avoid crossing the upcoming word boundary.
This phenomenon is not equivalent to the well-known peak retraction in phrase-ﬁnal
position common in many languages (Kinyarwanda, Myers (2003); English, Silverman and
Pierrehumbert (1990); Spanish, Prieto et al. (1995)). In many languages, in phrase-ﬁnal
position, H peaks tend to retract because of pressure from the following boundary tone. In
the Japanese case, the H tone is adjacent to the upcoming word boundary, but not adjacent
to a boundary tone. One might think that the accentual peak in the ﬁnal-accented words
is still closer to the boundary tone, although not immediately adjacent, so the accentual
peak is retracted due to the proximity to the boundary tone. However, in the experimental
results in this dissertation so far, the affects of an adjacent tone seem to surface as gradual
deviations, rather than an abrupt break as seen in Figure 4-9b. For example, the phrase-
ﬁnal peak H2 in Seoul Korean shows gradual deviations from the anchor (Figure 2-31b in
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Chapter 2), due to the pressure from the following L tone. The usual phrase-ﬁnal peak
retraction would predict a retracted anchor, but not stricter alignment, thus we may expect
to see a similar pattern of deviation to that observed in the medial-accented group, i.e.
gradual deviations from a retracted anchor. On the other hand, the alignment pattern of
ﬁnal accented is stricter than that of medial accented, so we suggest that an additional
constraint is forcing the peak to stay within the word.
In Japanese, peaks are delayed to a greater degree if the accentual peak is word-medial
(cf. Figure 4-5b). That is, peak delay is allowed within words, but not across a word bound-
ary. In previous studies, peak delay is considered to be a natural consequence of physical
implementation of tones (Xu, 2001), but our results suggest that peak delay may not be
entirely due to automatic physiological effects, because speakers can choose not to delay.
That is, the H peaks in the word-ﬁnal position have a tighter alignment than in the word-
medial position. This shows that peak delay is a controllable linguistic factor. If alignment
is controllable, it is in principle subject to language-speciﬁc manipulation (Keating, 1985:
120). For example, alignment of the accentual peak in word-ﬁnal positions in Japanese is
more strict than the alignment of the phrasal peak in Korean. Also, Mandarin shows a strict
alignment pattern, as will be shown shortly in Section 4.2, which is different from Korean
phrasal peaks or Japanese word-medial accentual peaks. These ﬁndings suggest that tonal
alignment is a controllable linguistic factor, which gives rise to language-speciﬁc variation.
Model ﬁtting
It is assumed that the anchors for the ﬁnal-accented group are the same as those for medial
accented. That is, the anchor estimates for the medial-accented group (in (6-b) and (8))
were used for the ﬁnal-accented group, repeated in (27). Such a model implies that what
is changed according to the phonological context is the constraints or constraint weights,
rather than the location of the anchor.
(27) a. AL = v1
b. AH = v2 + 0:513 mora2
In Figure 4-10, the timing of L and H tones are plotted against these anchor estimates. From
the plot for L in Figure 4-10a, we can see that even when the anchor (v1) is at 0 (vowel-initial
words), L varies widely from 0 to about 140 ms. This means that the L may be somewhat
independent of the location of the anchor. This again supports the idea that there is a factor
determining the location of the L that makes the L tend to occur at a ﬁxed interval from the
phrase onset, along with other factors. On the other hand, the H tone stays close to the
anchor, as shown in Figure 4-10b.
Figure 4-11 shows the normalized deviation plots for L and H tones in the ﬁnal-accented
group, based on the anchor estimates in (27). Both L and H are close to their estimated
anchors. In particular, the degree to which H deviates is much smaller than the H tone
deviation in the medial-accented group.
The same constraints are assumed for both medial-accented and ﬁnal-accented groups,
which is the Alignment-Duration model with the DelayL constraint. The procedure is the
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Figure 4-10: Alignment of L and H in the ﬁnal-accented group: (a)L against AL, (b) H
against AH , the dashed line is y = x. Precise anchor estimates based on the Alignment-
Duration model.
same as before. To ﬁnd the corresponding coefﬁcients, mixed-effects models were ﬁtted
to the data for T (L) and T (H) respectively. Using the same model as in the case of the
medial-accented group, a =  0:189; b = 0:285; c =  16;m = 0:99; n = 0:67. Among these,
a was not signiﬁcantly different from zero [t(243) =  1:98; p = 0:048], so we use a = 0
instead of the negative value in order to avoid a negative weight. With these values, the
constraint weights were computed as in (28).
(28) The constraint weights for the ﬁnal-accented group:
wL = 0; wk = 0:03; wH = 0:96; wD = 0:01
The constraint weights indicate that the Align(H) constraint is so strong that the effects
of other constraints are almost negligible. The weight of Align(H) was almost 1, and the
weights of other constraints are almost 0. The weight wH is calculated from the slope (m)
of the H model. That is, m : (1  m) = wH : wD. The slope of the H model was 0.99, but
it was not signiﬁcantly different from 1 [t(243) =  0:05; p = 0:96]. If we take m = 1, the
constraint weights are effectively wH = 1 and all others 0. DH is not calculable, because
m is 1 or very close to 1, the intercept has to be divided by zero or a number close to zero
(because DH = n/(1 m)), resulting in inﬁnity (1).
Under the grammar we have assumed, the anchors are the same for both word-medial
and ﬁnal positions. The computed constraint weights are different: wH is higher in the
ﬁnal-accented group (0.96) than in the medial-accented group (0.77). However, there is
another alternative grammar model that can be suggested. That is, the difference between
the two groups is not the constraint weight, but the effect of the word boundary. The re-
sulting difference in the alignment is due to another constraint that reﬂects the effect of
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Figure 4-11: Deviation of L and H in the ﬁnal-accented group: (a) L deviation fromAL, (b) H
deviation from AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor. Precise anchor estimates.
phonological context. The constraint is referred to as "Boundary". The difference between
medial-accented and ﬁnal-accented groups is whether the peak is word-medial or word-
ﬁnal. From the pattern we observed, we may hypothesize that peak delay within a word
is tolerable, but delay across a word boundary incurs a greater cost of violation. This can
be formulated in terms of the weighted constraint model in (29).
(29)
Constraint Cost of violation
Align(L) T (L) = AL wL(T (L) AL)2
Align(H) T (H) = AH wH(T (H) AH)2
Duration T (H)  T (L) = D wD(T (H)  T (L) D)2
DelayL T (L) = k wk(T (L)  k)2
Boundary T (H) < B 0
T (H) > B wB(B   T (H))2
where,
AL: anchor for L
AH : anchor for H
D: target duration, a positive constant
k: a ﬁxed interval from the phrase onset, a positive constant
B: timing of a word boundary
wL; wH ; wD; wk; wB : positive weights
In (29), the Boundary constraint is added to the Alignment-Duration model with De-
layL. The cost of violation of the Boundary constraint is 0 when H is before the word bound-
ary (i.e. T (H) < B). Otherwise, any deviation from the boundary incurs a cost of violation.
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This constraint makes H peaks stay within the word demarcated by the word boundary. As
shown in Figure 4-9, H peaks tend not to cross over the end of an accented mora which is at
a word boundary. On the other hand, when the end of the accented mora is word-medial
(which is the case in the medial-accented group), H peaks may cross over it, as shown in
Figure 4-5b. The addition of the Boundary constraint models these observations, because
crossing the word boundary incurs a cost of violation whereas not crossing it costs nothing,
so it is less likely that the actual H peaks occur after the word boundary,
The weight of the Boundary constraint (wB) is calculated based on the constraint weights
computed for medial-accented and ﬁnal-accented groups separately. The weights of other
constraints were also adjusted relative to wB . The result is shown in Table 4.4. Because
wB is very high, other weights became very small due to the assumption that the weights
sum to 1, e.g. wH values, 0.77 and 0.96, became 0.18. However, the relative ratios between
weights are maintained approximately, e.g. the adjusted weights are about a fourth of
those for the medial-accented condition.
Table 4.4: Adjusted constraint weights for Japanese accented words
wL wk wH wD wB
Medial-accented 0.04 0.06 0.77 0.13
Final-accented 0 0.03 0.96 0.01
Adjusted weights 0.01 0.03 0.18 0.01 0.77
wB is so high that it can hardly be violated in phonetic realization. The next highest is
wH , and other constraint weights are very small after the adjustment. Conceptually, this
means that for the Japanese accentual peak, it is most important to stay within the word,
while an occurrence outside the accented mora is tolerable as long as the peak is still within
the word. The alignment of the H peaks at the anchoring point (i.e. about 51% into the rime
in the accented mora, (39-b)) is next most important.
4.1.9 unaccented words
This section discusses the alignment pattern of L and H tones in the phrase-initial rise in
Japanese unaccented words. Japanese words are categorized into accented and unaccented
words. Accented words have an accentual fall (HL) at the accented mora. Unaccented
words do not have accentual falls, but there is an obligatory rise in word-initial position.
Thus, the ﬁrst mora bears a L% tone, and the second mora bears a phrasal H tone. F0 falls
steadily after the second mora (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988). In this section, we will
show that phrasal peaks are less strictly aligned than accentual peaks.
For unaccented words, it is supposed that the anchor for the initial L is the same as in
accented words. Thus, the previous AL estimate in (6-b) is used, repeated in (30). This
means that we are hypothesizing that the initial L in accented and unaccented words has
the same phonological nature.
(30) AL = v1
However, the H tones in accented words and unaccented words are not guaranteed to be
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the same. The H tone is the peak of the lexical pitch accent in accented words, but it is a
peak of the phrase-initial pitch rise in unaccented words. Thus, the anchor for the two H
tones may well be different. Following the same procedure as before, AH for unaccented
words was obtained as in (31). The AH for unaccented words is a bit later than the AH for
accented words (8).
(31) AH = v2 + 0:702 mora2
Figure 4-12 illustrates the timing of L and H tones against their respective anchors. A no-
ticeable difference between unaccented and accented words can be seen in the alignment
of H in Figure 4-12b. The H peaks in unaccented words show a more scattered pattern than
the H peaks in accented words. Thus, the portion of the variance in H peaks explained (R2)
is much smaller in unaccented words (R2 = 0:662) than in accented words (For medial- ac-
cented, R2 = 0:832; for ﬁnal-accented, R2 = 0:924). On the other hand, the alignment
pattern of L does not seem very different from the L tone of the accented words.
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Figure 4-12: Alignment of L and H tones in unaccented words: (a)L against AL, (b) H
against AH , the dashed line is y = x. The anchors are the same as in the accented words,
estimated based on the AD model.
The deviations of the tone with regard to the anchor are illustrated in Figure 4-13. L
stays relatively close to the anchor across all speech rates. On the other hand, H deviates
to a greater degree than the H tones in accented words (cf. Figure 4-7b and Figure 4-11b).
Given this, we might expect that Align(H) will have a lower weight in unaccented words
than in accented words. At the same time, the weight of the Duration constraint will be
higher in unaccented words than in accented words.
Hypothesizing that the same constraints will be active in the unaccented words as in
the accented words, the Alignment-Duration model with the DelayL constraint, as in (32)
(repeated from (23)), is applied to the unaccented words.
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Figure 4-13: Deviation of unaccented words: (a) L deviation from AL, (b) H deviation from
AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor. The anchor is the precise estimate.
(32) a. T (L) = aAL + bH + c
where a =
wL
wL + wD + wk
; b =
wD
wL + wD + wk
; c =
wkk   wDD
wL + wD + wk
b. T (H) = m(AH   L) + T (L) + (1 m)D
where m =
wH
wH + wD
; n = (1 m)D
Mixed-models were ﬁtted to the data to ﬁnd the constraint weights. According to the ﬁt-
ted mixed models, a was -0.02, but because it was not signiﬁcantly different from zero
[t(173) =  0:216; p = 0:83], we use a = 0, in order to avoid negative weights. Other co-
efﬁcients were obtained as follows: b = 0:178; c =  1:54;m = 0:880; n = 91. From these,
the computed constraint weights are in (33). As expected, wH has a relatively lower weight
than in accented words.
(33) The constraint weights for unaccented words:
wL = 0; wk = 0:36; wH = 0:57; wD = 0:08
The D value, computed from the H model (32-b), was 761 ms, which seems too large to be
the target duration of a rise. As before, it is difﬁcult to observe the effects of a constraint that
has a very small weight. wD is still very small in unaccented words as well as in accented
words, thus it is difﬁcult to estimate D accurately. The mean duration between L and H
was 258 ms. The k value was computed from c in (32-a) using the two D values. From DH
(=761 ms), k = 162. From the mean of L to H (=258 ms), k was 54. If the real k value is
somewhere between these two estimates, the k value may explain how the L varies from
the phrase onset to the end of the ﬁrst mora. The mean of the end of the ﬁrst mora was 104
ms.
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4.1.10 Summary
Table 4.5 summarizes the constraint weights in the three categories of phrase-initial pitch
rises in Japanese. The weights for the accented words presented in this table are the values
before the adjustment with wB . After the adjustment, constraint weights other than wB
are so small that it is difﬁcult to compare the ratio between constraint weights, especially
when they are very small (such as wL and wD). The relative weights of the constraints
reﬂect differences in phonological status of the tones (accented or unaccented) and context
(word-medial, word-ﬁnal). The accentual peaks had a higherwH than the phrasal peaks. In
the same word-medial context, the weight of Align(H) was higher in accented words (0.77)
than in unaccented words (0.57). For accented words, word-ﬁnal peaks are more strictly
aligned than word-medial peaks to avoid crossing the word boundary. We speculate that
the weights are the same if phonological status is the same (i.e. medial accented and 2), but
the weight of 0.96 in the ﬁnal-accented group in fact includes the effects of the Boundary
constraint that requires H peaks to stay within the word.
Table 4.5: Summary of constraint weights in Japanese
Tone Context wL wk wH wD
medial-accented Lexical Word-medial 0.04 0.13 0.77 0.06
ﬁnal-accented Lexical Word-ﬁnal 0 0.03 0.96 0.01
unaccented Boundary 0 0.36 0.57 0.08
Table 4.6: wH for lexical and boundary tones
Tone wL wk wH (Lexical) wH (Bounday) wD wB
accented Lexical 0.01 0.03 0.18 0.01 0.77
unaccented Boundary 0 0.36 0.57 0.08
Table 4.6 summarizes constraint weights for accented and unaccented words, combin-
ing the medial and ﬁnal contexts of the accented words. The direct comparison between
accented and unaccented words is unavailable because unaccented words are all word-
medial, so wB is unknown. The table shows that the grammar must have two separate wH
values: one for lexical tones and one for boundary tones. That is, the phonetic grammar
needs to know which wH should be applied for a given tone, depending on the phonolog-
ical status of the tone (lexical or boundary). Our proposal is that the distinction between
lexical and boundary tones is made in phonological representations, which will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.
4.2 Lexical Tone: Mandarin Chinese
Mandarin Chinese is a lexical tone language. There are four tones in Mandarin: Tone 1
(High), Tone 2 (Rise), Tone 3 (Low fall-rise), and Tone 4 (High-fall). In this section, Tone
2 is also referred to as the Rising tone. Unstressed syllables are toneless, or said to bear a
'neutral tone' (Chao, 1968). Unstressed syllables in Mandarin occur in restricted positions:
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they are usually cliticized to the preceding stressed syllable. Neutral tones do not have
a pitch target; rather, their pitch varies depending on the tone in the preceding syllable
(Chao, 1968; Li, 2003:41).
In Mandarin, the alignment between the tone and its associated syllable is expected to
be stable for the following reasons. First, tones are contrastive: m

a 'mother', m

a 'hemp',
m

a 'horse', m

a 'scold'. We have shown that lexically-speciﬁed tones (such as lexical pitch
accents in Japanese) are more strictly aligned than phrasal boundary tones (such as tones in
the phrase-initial rise in Japanese unaccented words or Seoul Korean Accentual Phrases). In
Mandarin, tones are speciﬁed in the lexicon, so the alignment is expected to be more stable
than phrasal tones in Seoul Korean or Japanese unaccented words. Second, because most
syllables are speciﬁed for tone, misalignment would result in intrusion on the neighboring
tones. Previous studies support the stability of alignment in Mandarin. Xu (1998, 1999)
shows that regardless of syllable structure or speech rate, the onset of the Rising tone is
found near the center of the syllable, and the offset of the Rising tone is found near the
offset of the syllable. Xu thus claims that the domain of tone implementation in Mandarin
is the associated syllable. The fact the peak occurs a bit later than the syllable offset is
attributed to carryover coartiulation effects by Xu (1999).
At the same time, we also expect that Mandarin will have a high weight on shape con-
straints (i.e. the Duration constraint), because it has been shown that in Mandarin, rising
and falling tones have targets for their shape. The peak of Tone 1 (High) stays within the
syllable, whereas the peak of Tone 2 is found a bit later than the offset of the syllable (Xu,
1999; Li, 2003). Peak delay in Tone 2 can be explained if Tone 2 has an intrinsically dynamic
target so that it requires a minimal time to produce, whereas Tone 1 is static (Xu, 1999). Xu
(1998) suggests that rising and falling tones in Mandarin are implemented with dynamic
targets rather than static targets, because the slope of the Rising tone is not systematically
affected by speech rate or syllable structure. This evidence suggests that the Rising tone in
Mandarin has a shape target, so we can expect that the shape of the tone will stay relatively
stable, and so the Duration constraint will have a higher weight than in other languages
where tones have static targets.
We thus examine the alignment and duration of the Rising tone in Mandarin. In par-
ticular, we look at whether tendencies to both segmental anchoring and shape targets are
simultaneously observed in Mandarin as was the case in Seoul Korean and Japanese. De-
spite the widely-accepted stability of tonal alignment in Mandarin, if Mandarin also shows
systematic deviation from the anchor depending on speech rate, it means that Mandarin
can also be modeled with targets for both alignment and rise duration. Thus, we conducted
a comparable experiment to those with Seoul Korean and Tokyo Japanese. As in the previ-
ous experiments, the L and H tone in phrase-initial Rising tones will be analyzed.
The phonological context of the Rising tone is varied: the Rising tone is followed by
another Rising tone (a sequence of Tone 2- Tone 2), or a neutral tone (a sequence of Tone
2-Tone 0). Li (2003: 58-59) found that there is a signiﬁcant effect of the tonal context on peak
alignment of Tone 2. That is, the peak of the Rising tone is signiﬁcantly more delayed when
it is followed by a neutral tone than when it is followed by a lexical tone (Tone 3). Also, the
number of following neutral tones signiﬁcantly affects peak delay of Tone 2: the more the
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later the peak. When Tone 2 is followed by one neutral tone, the peak of Tone 2 is found in
the onset consonant of the following syllable. When there are two neutral tones after Tone
2, the peak is delayed into the middle of the following rime or even up to the end of the
following syllable. In the experiment in this section, we expect greater deviations of the H
peak from its anchor in the context of a neutral tone (Tone 2- Tone 0) than in the context of
Tone 2 (Tone 2- Tone 2).
4.2.1 Experiment
Hypotheses
The primary hypothesis tested with Mandarin is the same as in the previous languages.
That is, we test whether Mandarin also exhibits tendencies towards both segmental an-
choring and target duration of a rise. Secondly, we test whether tonal alignment is affected
by the phonological context. In particular, the tonal timing of the Rising tone is compared
in the context of another Rising tone and in the context of a neutral tone.
Methods and speech materials
There were four Mandarin speakers: two females (C1, C2) and two males (C3, C4). They
were born or lived in Beijing for most of their lives. One female speaker (C2) was in her
20's, one male speaker (C4) was in his 40's, and the two other speakers (one male (C3) and
one female (C1)) were in their 60's. The speech materials were presented on a sheet of
paper, and speakers read the speech materials at normal, fast, and slow speech rates. The
recordings were made in a sound-attenuated recording booth at the phonetics lab in the
MIT Linguistics department, all the other technical details were the same as in the previous
experiments.
The timing of L and H tones comprising the Rising tone in word-initial positions is ex-
amined. The speech materials consisted of 15 disyllabic words, where each syllable carries
the Rising tone. Thus, each word has a sequence of two Rising tones (Tone2-Tone2: the
Rising tone in the lexical-tone context). An example is shown in Figure 4-14a. In addition,
there were 5 disyllabic words, where the ﬁrst syllable carries the Rising tone, and the sec-
ond syllable is toneless (Tone 2-Tone 0: the Rising tone in the neutral-tone context), e.g.
[r

enmen] 'people' in Figure 4-14b. The examples show that as in Li (2003), the peak of the
Rising tone occurs later when the following tone is neutral tone. In 4-14a, the peak is at
the beginning of the consonant in the following syllable, in 4-14b, the peak is after the be-
ginning of the vowel in the following syllable. There were also 9 ﬁllers with longer words
(three or four syllables) with various tonal combinations, to prevent monotony.
F0 mimina, F0 maxima, and segmental boundaries were manually marked. The inﬂec-
tion points (lower and upper elbows) were located using the three-piece linear regression
described in Section 2.2.3. The shapes of rises are categorized based on the slopes of the
three regression lines. Maximum velocity points were located using the derivative of spline
smoothing curve ﬁtting. These procedures are the same as those employed before in Ko-
rean and Japanese.
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Figure 4-14: Word-initial Rising tone in Mandarin: (a)[m

ingn

ian] 'next year', (b) [r

enmen]
'people'
In Seoul Korean and Japanese, F0 minima and F0 maxima were used as the locations of
L and H tones. However, in Mandarin, F0 minima are not a reliable correlate of the L tone.
The shape of the Rising tone consists of two components, a shallow rise followed by a steep
rise, as shown in 4-14a. The slope of the portion between the F0 minimum and the start of
the steep rise varies from a plateau to a shallow rise. Xu (1998) also notes that F0 minima
cannot be used as the location of L in the Rising tone, because F0 minima are far from the
actual start of the rise and hard to reliably measure because there is often a long plateau.
Instead, Xu takes the point of rapid acceleration point as L, by taking the local maximum in
the second derivatives of the F0 curves. That is, the local acceleration maxima can be found
by taking the second derivatives of the function ﬁtted to the actual F0 curves. In ﬁtting the
F0 curve to ﬁnd the acceleration maximum, polynomial ﬁtting will not be appropriate: a
sigmoid rise can be considered to have two local extrema, for which third-order polyno-
mial ﬁtting may be appropriate. However, because the second derivative of the third-order
polynomial is a straight line, a maximum of the second derivative is zero. Instead, we tried
spline functions to ﬁt the F0 curves, but because the acceleration maximum found in this
way was too often sensitive to segmental perturbation.
Instead, we use elbow measures to locate L tones. As described in Section 2.2.3, a rise
can be categorized as sigmoid if the second line is the steepest, scoop if the third line is
the steepest, and dome if the ﬁrst line is the steepest. In Mandarin, we deﬁne the L tone
as the start of the steep rise. For sigmoid rises, the fastest line segment is the second, so L
is at the beginning of the second line, the lower elbow (Figure 4-15a). For scooped rises,
the third line is the fastest, so L is at the beginning of the third line, i.e. the upper elbow
(Figure 4-15b). For domed rises, the ﬁrst line is the fastest, so the F0 minimum would be
the L tone in principle (Figure 4-15c) . However, it turns out that in Mandarin, there were
no 'dome' shaped rises. In summary, the ﬁrst inﬂection point was L for sigmoid rises, the
second inﬂection point was L for scooped rises. There were no dome shaped Rising tones
in Mandarin.
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Figure 4-15: Locating L tones using elbows, depending on shape: (a) the lower elbow for a
sigmoid rise, (b) the upper elbow for a scooped rise, and (c) the F0 minimum for a domed
rise
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4.2.2 Overall shape
Table 4.7 summarizes the shapes of the Rising tone in Mandarin. Sigmoid and scooped
shapes accounted for most of the Rising tone shapes, with about the same proportions.
Yet, scooped shapes are found more in slow speech than in faster speech. This is similar to
the previous results with Korean and Japanese; the scooped shape requires a longer time
before the fast rise, thus it is less favored under time pressure. It is notable that domed
rises were not found in the experiment. Only sigmoid and scooped rises are allowed for
the Rising tone, suggesting that the Rising tone has a target for a speciﬁc shape. That is,
the Rising tone consists of a shallow rise followed by a fast rise, which is possible only in
sigmoid and scooped rises. The difference between sigmoid and scooped rises is that the
fast rise starts later in scooped rises than in sigmoid rises. Thus, there is a slight tendency for
sigmoid rises to be favored over scooped rises under time pressure, as we see in Table 4.7.
'none' is the label applied to shapes that do not belong to any of these categories, and N/A
applies to the data where F0 values cannot be measured. 'none' and N/A's were discarded
in the analysis.
Table 4.7: Shape of rises in each speech rate.
sigmoid dome scoop none N/A
All 214 (47%) 0 (0%) 215 (48%) 16 (4%) 7 (2%)
Fast 78 (52%) 0 (0%) 70 (46%) 2 (1%) 1 (1%)
Normal 74(48%) 0 (0%) 67 (44%) 9 (6%) 3(2%)
Slow 62(42%) 0 (0%) 78 (53%) 5(4%) 3 (2%)
Figure 4-16a shows the averaged pitch contours of the initial Rising tone in Tone2-Tone2
words, for all speakers together. The vertical lines correspond to the end of the ﬁrst syllable
in each speech rate. The peak is aligned close to the end of the ﬁrst syllable for all three
speech rates. The magnitude of the rise is reduced in faster speech. This can be interpreted
as the maintenance of a constant slope of the rise.
The mean of the maximum velocity, for both lexical and neutral tone conditions to-
gether, was 651: by speech rate, 620 (fast speech), 788 (normal speech), and 546 (slow
speech). Mixed-effects models were ﬁtted to the data to test whether the slope of the rise is
affected by categorical speech rate or not. Maximum velocity was used as a measure of the
slope of rises. Table 4.8 shows the compared models. The models (b) and (c) were signiﬁ-
cantly better than model (a). Because models (b) and (c) are not nested, the deviance values
were compared. Model (b) had a lower deviance (5668) than model (c) (5757). Adding cat-
egorical speech rate did not improve the ﬁt signiﬁcantly [(b) vs. (d)]. Thus, the best model
is (b). This shows that maximum velocity is not signiﬁcantly affected by speech rate cat-
egory, although there were speaker-dependent variations (by-speaker random slopes for
speech rate were signiﬁcant in (b)). This is a similar result as in Xu (1998): the slope of the
Rising tone did not vary systematically depending on speech rate.
Figure 4-16b shows the averaged pitch contours of the initial Rising tone in Tone2-Tone0
disyllabic words. The high peak occurs later relative to the end of the ﬁrst syllable in the
neutral-tone context than in the lexical-tone context. At the same time, the peak is not as
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(a) Lexical-tone context (Tone 2- Tone 2)
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(b) Neutral-tone context (Tone 2- Tone 0)
Figure 4-16: Averaged F0 contours in Mandarin: (a): The initial Rising tone in the lexical-
tone context. (b): The initial Rising tone in the neutral-tone context. Solid line: normal
speech rate, dashed line: fast rate, dot-dashed line: slow rate. The vertical lines correspond
to the end of the ﬁrst syllable.
Table 4.8: Model comparisons for the effect of speech rate on maximum velocity. The best
model is (b).
Dependent Fixed Random LRT
variable Intercepts Slopes
(a) max.velocity none speaker none
(b) max.velocity none speaker speech rate 2(5) = 183:93; p < 0:001 (with (a))
(c) max.velocity speech rate speaker none 2(2) = 95:41; p < 0:001 (with (a))
(d) max.velocity speech rate speaker speech rate 2(2) = 3:57; p = 0:16 (with (b))
pointy as the lexical-tone context; there is a shallow rise toward the absolute F0 minimum.
This is because the location of rise peaks may vary more in the neutral-tone context, which
will be discussed more in Section 4.2.6. The duration of the ﬁrst syllable is longer in the
neutral tone context (the location of the vertical lines is signiﬁcantly later in the neutral-tone
context than in the lexical-tone context, especially in normal and slow speech). So, there is
more time to produce the initial Rising tone in the neutral-tone context. Even so, rise peak
is delayed more in the neutral-tone context, than in the lexical-tone context.
4.2.3 Effects of segmental anchoring
For Tone 2- Tone 2 words, various segmental points were examined to ﬁnd the segmental
landmark that has the highest correlation with L tones and H tones respectively. For L,
'rm1', the middle of the rime in the ﬁrst syllable, has the best correlation with L (R2 = 0:901).
For H, 'v2', the beginning of the second vowel has the best correlation (R2 = 0:957) with H.
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Figure 4-17 shows the timing of L and H tones against their respective anchors. Compared
to previous languages, L and H tones in the Rising tone in Mandarin show the highest
correlations, suggesting strong effects of segmental anchoring.
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Figure 4-17: Alignment of L and H in Tone 2- Tone 2 words: (a) L against AL, (b) H against
AH , the dashed line is y = x
4.2.4 Effects of target duration
With the strong segmental anchoring effects, Mandarin also shows a tendency to maintain
a target duration. This again suggests that segmental anchoring and target duration are
not incompatible with each other, but both effects can co-exist, even when the effects of
segmental anchoring are very strong. Figure 4-18 shows the deviation of L and H tones
from their respective anchors (as identiﬁed in the previous section), normalized by local
speech rate (the inverse of the duration of the ﬁrst two syllables).
Systematic relations between relative deviation from the anchor and local speech rate
were observed. That is, L is found earlier than the anchoring point in fast speech, later in
slow speech (Figure 4-18a). H is found earlier with regard to the anchor in slow speech,
later in fast speech (Figure 4-18b). These results are in line with the results for the other
languages, Korean and Japanese. That is, as in other languages, the opposite directions of
deviation of L and H tones suggest that there is a target duration. Thus, a rise starts earlier
and terminates later under time pressure.
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Figure 4-18: (a): L deviation from AL, (b): H deviation from AH , the dashed line is the
position of the anchor.
4.2.5 The Alignment-Duration model for the lexical-tone context tones
Precise anchor estimate
According to the results in the previous two sections, Mandarin also exhibits tendencies to
both segmental anchoring and target duration. Thus, we can apply the weighted-constraint
model developed in Chapter 3, with the constraints Align(L), Align(H), and Duration.
Before ﬁnding the constraint weights, precise locations of AL and AH are estimated
based on the proposed model. Following the same procedure as in Japanese and Korean,
the anchors for L and H are estimated. Assuming that the anchor of L is within the ﬁrst
syllable, AL is divided into (v1+p rime), where v1 is the beginning of the vowel in the ﬁrst
syllable, rime is the duration of the ﬁrst rime, and p is the proportion into the ﬁrst rime.
A mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a dependent variable, (v1 H)
and rime as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts, and by-speaker random slopes
for rime. The coefﬁcient for (v1   H) was 0.457, the coefﬁcient for rime was 0.084, thus
a = 0:457; a  p = 0:084, so p = 0:084/0:457 = 0:183. Thus, AL is expressed as in (34).
(34) AL = v1 + 0:184  rime
The same procedure was applied to ﬁnd the precise estimate of the anchor for H, based on
the weighted-constraint model with alignment and duration constraints. It is assumed the
anchor for H is also in the ﬁrst syllable. AH is divided into (v1 + p  rime), where v1 is the
beginning of the vowel in the ﬁrst syllable, rime is the duration of the ﬁrst rime, and p is
the proportion into the ﬁrst rime.
A mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (H) as a dependent variable, (v1 L)
and rime as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts, and by-speaker random slopes
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Figure 4-19: Alignment of L and H in Tone 2-Tone 2 words: (a) L against AL, (b) H against
AH , the dashed line is y = x. Precise estimates of the anchors based on the AD model.
for rime. The coefﬁcient for (v1   L) was 0.493, the coefﬁcient for rime was 0.651, thus
c = 0:493; a  p = 0:651, so p = 0:651/0:493 = 1:318. Thus, AH is expressed as in (35).
(35) AH = v1 + 1:318  rime
In summary, AL is within the ﬁrst syllable, i.e. 18% into the ﬁrst rime. On the other hand,
AH is outside the ﬁrst syllable where the tone is phonologically associated. The mean of
the location of H is 356ms, and the mean of the ﬁrst syllable offset is 328ms, which is earlier
than the mean of H. Considering this, the actual H tones occur on average after the end of
the ﬁrst syllable, thus, it is not unreasonable that the computed anchor is found after the
end of the ﬁrst syllable. The results correspond to previous studies ﬁnding that the peak
of the Rising tone occurs a bit later than the offset of the associated syllable (Xu, 1998; Li,
2003)
Constraint weights
The weights are calculated based on the coefﬁcients of the mixed-effects models ﬁtted to the
data. For L, a mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a dependent variable,
(AL   H) as a ﬁxed effect, offset of T (H), by-speaker random intercepts and by-speaker
random slopes for (AL   H). For H, a mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with
T (H) as a dependent variable, (AH L) as a ﬁxed effect, offset of T (L), by-speaker random
intercepts and by-speaker random slopes for (AH   L). Following the same procedure as
in the previous languages, the constraint weights were computed as in (36). The weights
of the three constraints are very similar to one another, suggesting that in Mandarin, both
alignment and target duration are equally important.
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Figure 4-20: Deviation of L and H in the Tone2-Tone2 words: (a) L deviation from AL, (b)
H deviation from AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor. Precise estimates of the
anchors based on the AD model.
(36) The constraint weights in Mandarin (the lexical-tone context):
wL = 0:29; wH = 0:35; wD = 0:36
The D values were DL = 69; DH = 91. The uncertainty of the D values was estimated by
simulation through drawing 1000 possible pairs of slope and intercept. The 95% conﬁdence
interval was for DL, 39 to 100, for DH , 83 to 100. The 95% conﬁdence interval for the
difference between DL and DH was -10 to 53, which includes zero, so DL and DH may not
be signiﬁcantly different from each other. From the distributions of DL and DH values, the
D value is estimated, by multiplying the probability density functions (PDF) of DL and DH
values. The peak of the combined PDF is the most probable D value. The D value estimated
in this way was 91 ms.
Model comparison
The Independent-Alignment model was compared with the Alignment-Duration model.
To review, the IA model is expressed as in (37), as before. The model expresses the idea
that the timing of a tone is determined by its anchor and a target at a ﬁxed interval from
the phrase onset (indicated by non-zero intercepts).
(37) The Independent-Alignment model
a. T (L) = a AL + b
b. T (H) = c AH + d
The anchors were estimated based on the model in (37). In Mandarin, both L and H are
associated with the ﬁrst syllable. Thus, bothAL andAH are substituted with (v1+prime1),
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where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel, rime1 is the duration of the ﬁrst rime, and p is
the proportion into the ﬁrst rime. With this substitution, (37) is expressed as (38).
(38) a. T (L) = a(v1 + p  rime1) + b = a  v1 + a  p  rime1 + b
b. T (H) = c(v1 + p  rime1) + d = c  v1 + c  p  rime1 + d
To ﬁnd the p value in (38-a), a mixed-effects model was ﬁtted with T (L) as a dependent
variable, v1 and rime1 as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts for speakers and by-
speaker random slopes for rime1. The same procedure was applied to AH . The anchor
estimates based on the IA model is as in (39).
(39) a. AL = v1 + 0:63  rime1
b. AH = v1 + 0:91  rime1
According to the coefﬁcient and intercept estimates of the ﬁtted models, T (L) and T (H)
are expressed as in (40).
(40) a. T (L) = 0:62AL   19:39
b. T (H) = 1:04AH + 33:99
Table 4.9: Summary of deviances (the lexical-tone context)
T(L) T(H)
The IA model 3168 3308
The AD model 3068 3044
The deviance values are shown in Table 4.9. Deviance values are smaller in the AD
model than the IA model. Thus, the Alignment-Duration model is better than the IA model
in predicting the timing of the L and H tones in Mandarin Rising tone, so the duration
constraint is playing a signiﬁcant role.
4.2.6 The neutral-tone context
It is expected that the alignment patterns of the H peaks in the word-initial Rising tone will
be different in the Tone 2- Tone 0 words (neutral-tone context) and in the Tone 2- Tone 2
words (lexical tone context). In this section, we examine the hypothesis that the alignment
of Tone 2 will be less strict in the context of Tone 0 than in the context of another Tone 2.
In the previous experiment with Japanese, it was assumed that the anchor locations are
the same in the accented words in different phonological contexts (word-medial or word-
ﬁnal). Likewise, in Mandarin, the same anchors are assumed for different phonological
contexts: Tone 2 followed by a lexical tone (Tone 2) or a neutral tone (Tone 0).
Figure 4-21 shows the L and H tones against their respective anchors. Figure 4-22 shows
the deviation of the tones from their anchors, normalized by local speech rate (the inverse
of the duration of the two syllables). Compared to the deviation plots for the Tone 2-Tone 2
words (Figure 4-20b), the deviation plots for the Tone 2-Tone 0 words show more deviation
in the alignment of H tones (Figure 4-22b).
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Figure 4-21: Alignment of L and H in Tone2-Tone0: (a) L against AL, (b) H against AH , the
dashed line is y = x
The Alignment-Duration model was applied following the same procedure. According
to the model, the constraint weights were: wL = 0:32; wH = 0:25; wD = 0:43. The constraint
weight for the Alignment of the H tone is relatively lower than in the lexical tone context,
reﬂecting that the H peaks are less strictly anchored when the Rising tone is followed by a
neutral tone than by a lexical tone. However, the D values from the L model (58) and the
H model (125) did not converge. The 95% conﬁdence interval was 37 to 110.
Nevertheless, the AD model turns out to be better than the IA (Independent-Alignment)
model. Table 4.10 compares the deviance values from the IA model and the AD model
respectively. For both L and H, the Alignment-Duration model was better than the other
model.
Table 4.10: Summary of deviances (the neutral-tone context)
T(L) T(H)
The IA model 886 947
The AD model 863 856
It seems that the problem of diverging D values in the data of the neutral-tone context
arises from unreliable measurements of L locations due to F0 perturbation by initial con-
sonants (Lehiste and Peterson, 1961; van Santen and Hirschberg, 1994). Compared to the
lexical-tone context, most of the neutral-context words start with obstruent consonants: 3
out of 5 words started with /p/ or /z/. On the other hand, only one out of 15 the lexical-
tone context words started with an obstruent, the voiceless unaspirated stop /g/. Due to
the initial obstruents in the neutral-tone context words, L minima are found somewhere
in the vowel, because the initial raising of F0 due to segmental effects creates a dip in the
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Figure 4-22: Deviation of L and H in Tone2-Tone0: (a) L deviation from AL, (b) H deviation
from AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor
following vowel, as shown in 4-23. In the case of the lexical-tone context, F0 minima were
not reliable locations for the L tone, because F0 minima are often found on a plateau or
even before the beginning of the target word. On the other hand, in the case of the Tone 0
context, F0 minima are usually within the vowel. The elbow measures based on these F0
minima do not always correspond to the position where the fast rise intuitively begins: the
elbow is later than the actual start of the rise. Because the minimum is late due to segmental
effects, the three-piece linear regression is ﬁtted to an interval that starts late.
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Figure 4-23: Segmental effects delay L minima: [p

engyou] 'friend'
4.2.7 Summary
Previous studies have shown that both the alignment and shape of pitch movements are
stable in the Rising tone in Mandarin (Xu, 1998, 1999). Our results are broadly consistent
with previous results, but crucially, we argue that alignment and shape are not invariant,
although they may be fairly stable. Alignment and shape systematically vary depending
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on speech rate and segmental duration. Moreover, the results with the toneless syllables
suggest that the apparent strictness of H alignment is partly due to competition with adja-
cent lexical tones.
The constraint weights obtained from our model reﬂect these patterns. The weights
for the Alignment constraint (wL and wH ) and the Duration constraint (wD) are similar to
one another, as shown in Table 4.11. In Mandarin, the weight of the Duration constraint is
higher than in Korean or Japanese. This supports the idea that the Rising tone in Mandarin
has a target for the shape of pitch movement, represented by its duration in our model. In
addition, we have shown that the slope of the Rising tone (i.e. maximum velocity) is not
signiﬁcantly affected by categorical speech rate.
Table 4.11: Constraint weights in Mandarin
Condition wL wH wD
Tone2-Tone2 0.29 0.35 0.36
Tone2-Tone0 0.32 0.25 0.43
The weight of the Align(H) constraint is smaller in the Tone 2- Tone 0 words than in the
Tone 2- Tone 2 words. This means that the H peak of the Rising tone is less strictly aligned
when it is followed by a toneless syllable than when followed by a tone-carrying sylla-
ble. This result means that the relatively strict tonal alignment pattern that has been found
in Mandarin is due to the avoidance of temporal intrusion into the tone in the following
syllables.
4.3 Intonational Pitch Accent: English
F0 movements in English are characterized by boundary tones and pitch accents. Pitch
accents are realized on the stressed syllables in prominent words (Pierrehumbert, 1980).
It has been reported that English has a strong peak alignment pattern. Ladd et al. (1999)
studied the beginning and end points of prenuclear accentual rises in British English. They
found that the duration of a rise changes depending on speech rate: the faster the rate,
the shorter the rise. Speech rate (fast, normal, slow) had only a small and inconsistent
effect on the alignment of the beginning and end points of the rises. Based on these results,
Ladd et al. (1999) rejected the hypothesis that duration of a rise is constant, and argued that
pitch movements should be viewed as a sequence of pitch targets which are aligned with
respect to segments. However, in the previous sections, we have already found effects of
target duration even in languages that have been reported to have consistent alignment
patterns, such as Mandarin (Xu, 1998) and Japanese (Ishihara, 2006). In this section, we
examine whether English also exhibits the effects of target duration as well as the effects of
segmental anchoring, as in the other languages we previously examined.
4.3.1 Experiment
For the English experiment, there were 19 target phrases and 9 ﬁllers. The target phrases
consisted of two or more words, combinations of various parts of speech, e.g. am

enable
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meanings, mal

aria in Nigeria. We examine the pitch accent on the stressed second syllable in
the ﬁrst word in the phrase, for example, the rising pitch accent on the second syllable in
am

enable in am

enable meanings, shown in Figure 4-24. This stressed syllable is followed by
at least two unstressed syllables.
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Figure 4-24: Intonational pitch accent in English: 'amenable' [@mEn@bl] (Speaker: E3)
The phrases were embedded in a carrier phrase: "No, I meant ". Speakers were asked
to read the sentences as if they were correcting the ﬁrst word in the phrase, which is itali-
cized in the list presented to the speakers. This is because pilot tests showed that otherwise,
speakers usually put a pitch accent on the second word only. The target word in the ex-
periment thus had a corrective focus on it, and the following word was deaccented. The
goal was to consistently elicit a rise that was far from a boundary tone. The sentences were
randomized and rearranged so that not more than three target phrases can come in succes-
sion. The ﬁller phrases consisted of two monosyllabic words (e.g. tip toes), and they were
used to prevent monotony.
There were four native speakers of English, two females (E1, E2) and two males (E3,
E4), all from the MIT Linguistics Department. One female speaker (E2) was from Canada,
and the other speakers spoke American English. The speakers were naive to the purpose
of the experiment. The speakers were asked to read the speech materials at normal, fast,
and then slow speech rates. The recordings were made in a sound-attenuated recording
booth in the phonetics lab at the MIT Linguistics Department. Other technical details were
the same as in the previous experiments.
Measurements were carried out using the same methods as in the previous experiments,
as described in Section 2.2.3. That is, F0 minima, F0 maxima, and segmental boundaries
were manually marked using Praat. The inﬂection points (ﬁrst and second elbows) were
located using three-piece linear regression, and the maximum velocity points were located
by taking the ﬁrst derivatives of a smoothing spline ﬁtted to the F0 trajectory. F0 minima
and F0 maxima were used as the position of L and H tones at ﬁrst. Later, however, the
elbow measures replaced F0 minima as the location of the L tones in Section 4.3.6 because
this turns out to provide a better account of the English patterns.
4.3.2 Overall shape
The majority of English rising pitch accents have sigmoid shapes (55%) or scooped shapes
(35%), as Table 4.12 shows. To review, sigmoid shapes have the fastest pitch rise in the mid-
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Figure 4-25: Averaged F0 contours over the ﬁrst two syllables: Solid line: normal speech,
dashed line: fast speech, dotted line: slow speech. The vertical lines are the end of the
second (stressed) syllable
dle of the rising movement, and scooped shapes have the fastest pitch rise at the end of the
rising movement, by deﬁnition (Section 2.2.3). Sigmoid and scooped shapes account for
the majority in all speech rate categories. In fast and normal speech, sigmoids outnumber
scooped rises by about a two-to-one ratio. Domed shapes are very rare in general, account-
ing for only 1% of the whole data. As before, 'none' refers to shapes that are not classiﬁable,
usually as a result of segmental effects. N/A's are tokens whose pitch contours cannot be
measured because of segmental effects or glottalization.
Table 4.12: Shape of rises in each speech rate in English
sigmoid dome scoop none N/A
All 249 (55%) 5 (1%) 161 (35%) 19 (4%) 22 (5%)
Fast 90 (59%) 3 (2%) 53 (35%) 2 (1%) 4 (3%)
Normal 91 (60%) 2 (1%) 45 (30%) 7 (5%) 7 (5%)
Slow 68 (45%) 0 (0%) 63 (41%) 10 (7%) 11 (7%)
Although we intended to elicit bitonal L+H*, we cannot exclude the possibility that
there may have been a few H* pitch accents, probably the ones classiﬁed as domed shapes
(1%) in Table 4.12. However, the domed shapes are very few, and the average shapes are
closer to L+H*. Figure 4-25 shows the averaged F0 curves of the portion from the beginning
of the words up to the beginning of the vowel in the third syllable. Vertical lines show the
end of the stressed second syllable. The average shape shows that there is a plateau before a
fast rise; this means that the elicited pitch accent is L+H* rather than H*. For most speakers,
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the average peak of the rise is found at the end of the second syllable in all speech rates.
The peaks of the rises of speaker E2 occur later than the end of the second syllable, but
the location seems consistent across speech rates. Thus, segmental alignment of rise peaks
does not seem to be affected by speech rate to a great degree.
4.3.3 Effects of segmental anchoring
Several segmental landmarks were tested to ﬁnd the position that has the highest correla-
tion with L and H tones. Initially, F0 minima and F0 maxima were used as L and H tones.
Linear regression models were ﬁtted to the data with timing of a tone as the dependent
variable, and timing of segmental position, speaker and their interaction as predictor vari-
ables. The R2 values for each segmental position were compared. For L, the middle of the
second vowel ('vm2') had the highest correlation with L (R2 = 0:661). However, accord-
ing to mixed-effects modeling, the best position was 'rm2', the middle of the second rime.
Mixed-models were ﬁtted to the data with timing of L as the dependent variable, timing
of segmental position as a ﬁxed effect, and by-speaker random intercepts and slopes for
timing of a segmental position. The mixed model with the segmental position 'rm2' had
a lower deviance (G2 = 4354) than the one with 'vm2' (G2 = 4604). Given that mixed-
models are more appropriate when pooling data across speakers, and that the R2 value of
'rm2' (R2 = 0:657) was not much different from that of 'vm2', we consider 'rm2' to be the
best anchor for L.
For H, the middle of the second rime ('rm2') has the highest correlation (R2 = 0:925).
This point remains as the best (G2 = 4027) in mixed models with timing of H as a dependent
variable, timing of segmental position as a ﬁxed effect, by-speaker random intercepts, and
by-speaker random slopes for timing of the segmental position.
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Figure 4-26: Alignment of L and H: (a) L against AL, (b) H against AH , the dashed line is
y = x. First approximation of the anchor.
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Figure 4-26 shows the timing of L and H against their respective anchors. In English,
the anchor was the same for both L and H, the middle of the second rime. L occurs before
this anchor, and H occurs after the anchor. It is interesting that L and H tones are anchored
with regard to the same position. A possible hypothesis is that what is in fact going on is
to align some point between L and H to this anchor, and the locations of L and H tones
are determined relative to that point. Such a point could be the maximum velocity point,
because it is a property of F0 movements that may be signiﬁcant for speech perception.
4.3.4 Effects of target duration
Along with the effects of segmental anchoring, systematic deviations from the anchoring
point depending on local speech rate were observed. L is found earlier than the anchoring
point in fast speech, later in slow speech (Figure 4-27a). H is found earlier with regard
to the anchor in slow speech, later in fast speech (Figure 4-27b). That is, the rise starts
earlier and terminates later in fast speech than in slow speech. As in other languages,
these patterns can be interpreted as evidence for a target duration. Thus, we apply the
Alignment-Duration model in the next section.
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Figure 4-27: Deviation of L and H: (a) L deviation from AL, (b) H deviation from AH , the
dashed line is the position of the anchor. First approximation of the anchor.
4.3.5 Fitting the Alignment-Duration model
Anchor estimation
As in the other languages, tendencies to both segmental anchoring and target duration
are observed in English. Thus, we apply the Alignment-Duration model, developed in
Section 3.2 in Chapter 3. This model hypothesizes that the timing of L and H in English
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involves three constraints: Align(L), Align(H), Duration. That is, there are constraints that
require L and H tones to be segmentally aligned, and there is another constraint that re-
quires the duration between L and H to be consistent. The actual timing is determined by
minimizing the summed cost of violations of these conﬂicting constraints. The model for
T (L) and T (H) are in (41) (repeated from (13) in Chapter 3).
(41) a. T (L) = a(AL   T (H)) + b+ T (H)
b. T (H) = c(AH   T (L)) + d+ T (L)
The positions of anchors (AL and AH ) are estimated, based on (41). The procedure is the
same as in the previous languages. In Section 4.3.3, the anchor was estimated from the
correlation between a tone and a segmental position only. Given this model, the best an-
choring point for L was the middle of the second rime. This anchor estimate is based on
a different model from the one in (41), because (41) includes terms with the timing of the
tone at the other end of a rise in predicting timing of a given tone. For the precise anchor
estimate in this section, it is hypothesized that AL is somewhere within the second rime,
because the second syllable is stressed. AL is divided into v2 + p  rime2, where v2 is the
beginning of the second vowel, rime2 is the duration of the second rime, p is the proportion
into the rime. Then, (41-a) is expressed as (42), which is rearranged as in (43).
(42) T (L) = a(v2 + p  rime2  T (H)) + b+ T (H)
(43) T (L) = a(v2  T (H)) + a  p  rime2 + b+ T (H)
To ﬁnd the p value in (43), a mixed-effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a
dependent variable, (v2 T (H)) and rime2 as ﬁxed effects, by-speaker random intercepts,
and by-speaker random slopes for (v2  T (H)) and rime2. The coefﬁcient for (v2  T (H))
was 0.451, the coefﬁcient for rime2 was -0.381, so a = 0:451; a  p =  0:381. Thus, p =
 0:381/0:451 =  0:848. This means that the estimate of AL is AL = v2   0:848  rime2.
However, this means that AL is not in the second rime, but precedes it. Therefore, we
estimate AL again from the ﬁrst rime. That is, AL is now substituted with (v1 + p  rime1),
where v1 is the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel, rime1 is the duration of the ﬁrst rime, p is the
proportion into the ﬁrst rime. Then (41-a) is rearranged as (44).
(44) T (L) = a(v1  T (H)) + a  p  rime1 + b+ T (H)
Following the same procedure, p = 0:392 is obtained, so AL is estimated as in (45).
(45) AL = v1 + 0:392  rime1
The location of AL obtained in this way is closer to the actual timing of L than the previous
anchor estimate ('rm2') in Section 4.3.3. The mean of AL in (45) was 55 ms, the mean of
timing of L was 141 ms, and the mean of 'rm2' was 280 ms.
AH , the anchor for H, was estimated following the same procedure. It was assumed
that AH is in the second rime. In (41-b), AH is substituted with v2 + p  rime2, where v2 is
the beginning of the second vowel, rime2 is the duration of the second rime, and p is the
proportion into the second rime. Following the by now familiar procedure,AH is estimated
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as in (46).
(46) AH = v2 + 0:736  rime2
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Figure 4-28: Alignment of L and H with precise anchor estimates: (a) L against AL, (b)
H against AH , the dashed line is y = x. Precise estimates of the anchor based on the
Alignment-Duration model.
The precise estimates of the anchors based on the AD model move the anchors closer
to the actual occurrence of L and H tones. Figure 4-28 shows the timing of L and H against
their respective anchors, replotted based on the precise estimates of the anchor obtained in
this section. Figure 4-29 shows the deviation of the tones from these anchors. In Figure 4-
28a, the regression line and the y = x line never come very close to each other. This is also
true in Figure 4-28b, but the L tones were farther from the y = x line than the H tones. That
is, the estimate of AL is farther from the actual timing of L, than the estimate of AH is from
the actual timing of H. This means that in the deviation plots in Figure 4-29, the regression
line for L deviations does not cross the location ofAL (the dashed vertical line), whereas the
regression line for H tone deviations almost meets the location of AH (the dashed vertical
line).
Constraint weights
With the anchor estimates in (45) and (46), the weights of Align(L), Align(H), and Dura-
tion were computed, following the same procedure as in the other languages. To ﬁnd the
coefﬁcients in the expressions in (41), mixed- effects models were ﬁtted. For (41-a), a mixed-
effects model was ﬁtted to the data with T (L) as a dependent variable, (AL H) as a ﬁxed
effect, by-speaker random intercepts, by-speaker random slopes for (AL H), and offset of
T (H). A similar mixed model was ﬁtted for T (H). From the ﬁtted mixed models, the con-
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Figure 4-29: Deviation of L and H with precise anchor estimates: (a) L deviation from AL,
(b) H deviation from AH , the dashed line is the position of the anchor. Precise estimates of
the anchor based on the Alignment-Duration model.
straint weights were computed: wL = 0:16; wH = 0:72; wD = 0:12. The constraint weights
reﬂect the observation that alignment of H peaks is relatively stable in English.
The target duration D values were DL = 116; DH = 562. The signiﬁcance of the differ-
ence between DL and DH was tested by simulation of generating probable intercept and
slope pairs based on the ﬁtted models, as in other languages (following the same procedure
in Section 3.2.4 in Chapter 3). The 95% conﬁdence interval of the DL value was 32 to 324.
The 95% conﬁdence interval of DH was 415 to 792. The conﬁdence intervals of the DL and
DH values did not overlap. The difference (DH DL) was signiﬁcantly different from zero,
because the 95% conﬁdence interval of the difference did not include 0 (205 to 682). The
difference indicates a problem, so a solution will be discussed in the next section.
4.3.6 Elbows as L tones
The signiﬁcant difference between DL and DH in the previous section indicates a problem
somewhere in the model or in the procedure, since the AD model posits a singly value for
D. To address this issue, we examine another F0 event that may be more relevant for the
English pitch accent rises: the inﬂection point (elbow). In the previous section, F0 minima
and maxima were taken to correspond to L and H. However, the average contours shown
in Figure 4-25 suggest that F0 minima may not be reliable locations of L tones, because there
is a plateau or a shallow rise before the start of the fast rise, similar to the case of Mandarin.
As in Mandarin, the inﬂection points may be more accurate measures for L tones in English.
Thus, the inﬂection points replaced F0 minima for L. The inﬂection points are used to locate
the start of the fast portion of the rise. By deﬁnition (as explained in Section 2.2.3 in Chapter
2), a sigmoid rise is characterized by having the steepest regression line second, thus the
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intersection between the ﬁrst and second regression lines is the start of the fast rise, which
corresponds to the ﬁrst inﬂection point. For scooped rises, the fastest line is the third, so
the intersection between the second and the third regression lines is the start of the fast
rise, which is the second inﬂection point. Thus, a new vector representing L was created as
follows: for sigmoid rises, L was the ﬁrst elbow; for scooped rises, L was the second elbow;
for domed rises, L was the F0 minimum. This is the same procedure used in Mandarin
(Section 4.2.1). F0 maxima were still representing H tones. For simplicity, the beginning of
the fast rise will be referred to as the "elbows", and the L tone represented by the elbows as
"elbow L", from now on.
With this modiﬁcation, the same model was ﬁtted following the same procedure as
before. The anchoring points were re-estimated: AL = v1+0:19rime1 andAH = v2+0:93
rime2. The Alignment-Duration model was ﬁtted to the data. The computed constraint
weights werewL = 0:15; wH = 0:49; wD = 0:36, and the D values wereDL = 55; DH = 176.
Simulation yielded 78 to 166 for the 95% conﬁdence interval for the difference between
DL and DH . This means that DL and DH are still signiﬁcantly different. Thus, taking L
to correspond to the lower elbow did not ﬁx the problem. Yet, the deviance values were
much lower when elbows were used as L than when F0 minima were used as L, as shown
in Table 4.13. Thus, we will use elbows as the correlates of the L tones from now on.
Table 4.13: Deviance
T(L) T(H)
L = F0 minima 4564 3885
L = elbows 3714 3409
Table 4.14: Deviance
T(L) T(H)
The IA model 4295 3729
The AD model 3714 3409
In addition, the Alignment-Duration model turns out to be better than the Independent-
Alignment model. The deviance values for the two models are shown in Table 4.14. In
both cases, the elbows are used as L tones. Under the AD model, the timing of L and H
tones is determined by a compromise between their anchors and the duration from L to
H. On the other hand, under the IA model, L and H tones are independent of each other.
That is, timing of a tone is determined by a compromise between its segmental anchor
and a target duration from the phrase onset, independently of the other tones (as already
explained in Section 4.1.6). Thus, the results in Table 4.14 means that the L and H tones are
not independent of each other.
4.3.7 The L-offset model
In the previous section, we have shown that the model with elbows as L was better than
the model with F0 minima as L in terms of the deviance. However, the D values did not
converge in the better model, either. Looking at the data, it seems that the problem lies
in the timing of the elbows relative to the anchor. Figure 4-30 shows the alignment and
deviation plots of elbow L's. In Figure 4-30a, L is plotted against AL. In Figure 4-30b,
normalized deviations of L are plotted against speech rate. AL is the anchor estimate based
on the AD model, which was in the previous section (i.e. AL = v1+0:19rime1). The timing
of AL is far from the actual occurrence of the elbow L's. The mean of AL was 36 ms, the
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mean of the elbow L was 229 ms, and the mean of the difference between AL and actual L
was 194 ms.
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Figure 4-30: Alignment and deviation of the elbow L: (a) L against AL. The dashed line is
the y = x line. (b) L deviation from AL. The dashed line is the location of the anchor.
This may mean that the anchor of L is actually some offset from the estimated AL. If so,
a more accurate anchor AL0 can be expressed as AL0 = AL + k, where AL is the previously
estimated anchor, and k is an offset from AL. Conceptually, this approach models the idea
that the F0 contour shape of the English rising pitch accent consists of a plateau followed
by a fast rise. The F0 minima are measured somewhere along the plateau, so the location of
F0 minima is subject to random ﬂuctuations or segmental perturbations imposed on what
is really intended to be a plateau. On the other hand, the elbows are more systematically
aligned, so the model with elbow L's had a lower deviance than the model with F0 min-
ima L's. The anchor of the elbow L is estimated as a point much earlier than the actual
occurrence of the L. The anchor is found on the plateau. Thus, the L offset model implies
that the elbows are aligned with regard to some point during the plateau, but it is delayed
by k from that point, producing a plateau before the fast rise. The duration of the plateau
varies depending on the speech rate. The faster the speech rate, the shorter the plateau.
The difference between AL and L in Figure 4-30a indicates the duration of the plateau: AL
is a point early in the plateau, and L (elbow) is the beginning of the fast rise.
For this reason, we expect that the adjustment of AL by an offset k will improve the AD
model. In the L model in the usual AD model (47-a), the alignment target AL is replaced by
AL + k, as in (47-b). The ﬁtted models are the same except that now the intercept of the L
model has a different interpretation. The intercept of the L model (b) is now D(a 1)+a k,
instead of D(a  1).
(47) a. T (L) = a(AL  H) +H +D(a  1)
b. T (L) = a(AL + k  H) +H +D(a  1) = a(AL  H) +H +D(a  1) + a  k
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The slope and intercept of the L and H models of the AD model are the same as in the mixed-
effects models ﬁtted in the previous section. According to the model, a = 0:293; b =  39.
The slope (c) and intercept (d) of the H model are c = 0:574; d = 75. The weights are
the same as before: wL = 0:15; wH = 0:49; wD = 0:36. The D value from the H model is
DH = d/(1   c) = 176ms. The D value from the L model cannot be computed directly
because there is another unknown, k, in the intercept of the L model. To test whether the
proposed model yields a reasonable value for k, DH is plugged into the intercept of the L
model as the D value, b = D(a  1) + a  k. From this, k = 292. The conﬁdence interval of
k is 181 ms to 418 ms.
The resulting k value seems reasonable. k is the offset value of the actual L target from
AL, i.e. it should be close to the difference between AL and L. The mean of (AL   L) in the
data is 194ms. By speech rate, the means are 136 ms in fast speech, 195 ms in normal speech,
and 264 ms in slow speech. Because wL is low and the alignment of L is not very strict, the
k value cannot be estimated accurately. Considering this difﬁculty with the estimation, the
obtained k value is fairly close to the expected value.
4.4 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter, we examined three languages with tones of varying phonological statuses of
tones: Tokyo Japanese (lexical pitch accent), Mandarin Chinese (lexical tone), and English
(Intonational pitch accent). Tones in these languages are different from boundary tones in
Seoul Korean in that the tones are contrastive or prominence-lending. The common hy-
pothesis we tested across languages was that contrastive or prominence-lending tones will
show a stricter alignment pattern than boundary tones. Contrastive or prominence-lending
tones include the tones in Japanese pitch accents, Mandarin Rising tone, English intona-
tional pitch accents. Boundary tones include the tones in Seoul Korean Accentual Phrases
and unaccented words in Tokyo Japanese were boundary tones. Another hypothesis was
that alignment patterns will vary depending on phonological context: word-medial vs.
word-ﬁnal context of Japanese accentual peaks, lexical tone vs. neutral tone context of the
Mandarin Rising tone.
In all three languages we examined in this chapter, both tendencies to maintain segmen-
tal anchoring and shape target (duration) were observed, as in the case of Seoul Korean in
Chapter 2. They all showed a systematic relation between speech rate and deviation of
tones. At a fast speech rate, peaks tend to occur later; at a slow rate, peaks tend to occur
earlier. This tendency is reversed for L tones: at a fast rate, F0 minima tend to occur earlier;
later at a slow rate (in most languages, except for Japanese medial-accented words: Fig-
ure 4-7). Based on these ﬁndings, we attempted to explain the differences in the alignment
patterns in quantitatively precise terms, using the Alignment-Duration model framework
proposed in Chapter 3. That is, it was hypothesized that the timing of L/H tones in these
languages is determined by the interaction of alignment and duration constraints: Align(L),
Align(H), and Duration.
However, some adjustments had to be made when the model was applied to different
languages. The adjustments involved adding constraints or selecting different measure-
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ment points. In Japanese, an additional constraint was needed to model the asymmetry
between L and H tones. The IA model was better than the AD model for the timing of L,
while the AD model was better for the timing of H. This means that the timing of L is not
signiﬁcantly affected by the timing of H, but the timing of H is dependent on the timing
of L. Thus, the Delay L constraint, which requires L to occur at a ﬁxed distance from the
phrase onset, was added. DelayL inﬂuences the timing of L independently of the timing
of H. DelayL allows better modeling of the variability by putting the effective L target near
the middle of the range between the anchor of L (the beginning of the ﬁrst vowel) and the
DelayL target (the end of the ﬁrst mora).
The interval where the Duration constraint is applied is deﬁned differently in different
languages. Initially, we started with the assumption that L and H tones correspond to F0
minima and F0 maxima. This assumption yielded meaningful results for Seoul Korean
and Tokyo Japanese: the Duration constraint holds from F0 minimum to F0 maximum.
Different measures had to be used in Mandarin and English. In Mandarin and English,
elbows were better estimates for the L tones (the beginning of the fast rise), instead of F0
minima. F0 maxima were still the best reﬂection of the H tones. Thus, in these languages,
the AD model holds between the elbow L and the H peak, rather than between the F0
minimum and the F0 maximum.
Although direct statistical tests of the differences between languages are not available
because of these language-speciﬁc differences, the weights computed for each language
can inform us about the cross-linguistic differences. Table 4.15 summarizes the constraint
weights computed in each language. The weights for the Japanese accented words are
before the adjustment with wB , to make it easier to compare the proportions between low-
weighted constraints.
Table 4.15: Constraint weights by language and phonological conditions
Language Status Condition wL wH wD wk
Korean Boundary 0.54 0.35 0.11 0
Japanese Lexical medial-accented 0.04 0.77 0.06 0.13
Lexical ﬁnal-accented 0 0.96 0.01 0.03
Boundary unaccented 0 0.57 0.08 0.36
Mandarin Lexical lexical-tone context 0.29 0.35 0.36 0
Lexical neutral-tone context 0.32 0.25 0.43 0
English Lexical 0.15 0.49 0.36 0
Our hypothesis was that lexical tones will be aligned more strictly than boundary tones,
i.e. lexical tones will have a higher wH than boundary tones. This is observed in Japanese
accented vs. unaccented words: wH is higher in accented words (0.77, 0.96) than in unac-
cented words (0.57).
However, it is not straightforward to interpret differences in the absolute wH values
across languages, due to a complication caused by wD values. The complication is that
in languages where contour tones are contrastive, wD values are higher than languages
without such contrasts. In Mandarin and English, contour tones are contrastive: the Rising
tone and the High tone are contrastive in Mandarin, and L+H* and H* are contrastive in
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English ("contour tone languages"). On the other hand, in Japanese and Korean, contour
tones are not contrastive ("level tone languages"). We may expect that if contour tones are
contrastive, the shape of the pitch movement will be relatively stable. Duration of pitch ris-
ing movements is one of the F0 shape properties, so the weight of the Duration constraint
wD is expected to be higher in the contour tone languages than in the level tone languages.
This is what is observed, as shown in Table 4.15. When wD is high, wH becomes relatively
low because the weights are relative and sum to 1. Consequently, due to high wD values,
these languages have wH values equal or lower (because the constraint weights are rela-
tive) than those in the level tone languages, e.g. wH is 0.35 both Korean and Mandarin
(lexical tone context). However, it is unclear whether peak alignment is equally important
in Korean and Mandarin. Furthermore, the correlates of L tones are different in Korean
and Mandarin: F0 minima in Korean and elbows in Mandarin.
Due to these factors that depend on the phonological status of contour tones in lan-
guages, wH values cannot be directly compared across languages. wH can be meaningfully
compared only when other conditions are equal. That is, within Japanese, wH is higher for
lexical tones than boundary tones, which means that peaks are more strictly aligned if the
tone is lexical. Within Mandarin, wH is higher in the lexical tone context than in the neutral
tone context.
Contour tones vs. level tones
As mentioned, the weight of the Duration constraint wD is relatively higher in Mandarin
and English (contour tone languages) compared to Korean and Japanese (level tone lan-
guages). This means that in Mandarin and English, the duration of a rise remains rela-
tively stable under the changes in segmental duration, more than in Korean and Japanese.
This is a reasonable distinction given that contour tones are contrastive in Mandarin and
English. The plots in Figure 4-31 directly show another difference between the two types
of languages. In each language, the ﬁrst panels (Figure 4-31a, 4-31d,4-31g,4-31j) show a
plot of the duration between L and H, (H   L) against the duration between the anchors
(AH AL). The solid lines are regression lines, and the dashed lines are the y = x lines. In all
languages, the duration (H L) does not change as much as the duration between anchors
(AH  AL) changes (the slope of the regression line is less than 1). This means that there is
a tendency to maintain a certain duration of a rise, rather than tones strictly following the
positions of the anchors. However, there is a clear difference between Korean/Japanese
and Mandarin/English. (H   L) is much more resistant to change in Mandarin and En-
glish than in Korean and Japanese. The weight wD of the Duration constraint reﬂects these
differences. The higher wD in Mandarin and English shows that the Duration constraint is
important, so rise duration is relatively stable under changes in segmental duration.
The panels in the second column (Figures 4-31b, 4-31e, 4-31h, 4-31k) show (H   L)
against (H AL). In all languages, (H L) is more consistent than (H AL) (i.e. the slope
of the regression line is less than 1). This is due to L deviation from AL. The third panels
(Figure 4-31c, 4-31f,4-31i, 4-31l) show (H L) against (AH  L). (H L) is more consistent
than (AH   L). This is due to H deviation from AH . In all plots, (H   L) is more resistant
to change in Mandarin and English than in Korean and Japanese.
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Although (H   L) is resistant to change in Mandarin and English, it is not invariant,
i.e. the slope of the regression line is signiﬁcantly different from zero. Mandarin has been
described with dynamic targets (Xu, 1998, 2005), but if the language has dynamic targets
only (rise, fall) and without static targets (L, H), (H  L) should be near invariant, but this
is not what is observed. The same applies to English. This means that a better model of
tonal timing is one with both dynamic and static targets rather than one with static targets
or dynamic targets alone. That is, dynamic and static targets both exist in languages and
are realized according to their relative importance. Which targets are more important is
reﬂected in the relative weights of the relevant constraints in a given language. Considering
the relative constraint weights and the stability of (H L), static targets are more important
than dynamic targets in Japanese and Seoul Korean, whereas dynamic targets are of equal
or greater importance than static targets in Mandarin and English.
Further evidence for the distinction between contour tone languages and level tone lan-
guages is that the former languages show stepwise movements in extremely slow speech
rates, as shown in Figure 4-32. This kind of movement is found in slow speech in Korean
and Japanese. That is, each syllable is realized with a long plateau F0 target with a rapid
transition made at the syllable boundary (typically during the consonant). This pattern
is found in all of the female speakers. In Seoul Korean, two male speakers (B1, B4) show
a similar pattern, but instead of plateaux, they have small rises in every syllable. Other
male speakers were very monotonous in slow speech, so in many cases it is hard to see
any meaningful differences between the pitch levels of the ﬁrst syllable and the second syl-
lable. A similar stepwise pattern is reported in Buli, a Gur language that contrasts high,
mid, and low tones (Akanlig-Pare and Kenstowicz, 2003). In Buli, the syllable is the tone-
bearing unit. Each syllable is designated with a pitch target, and this pitch stretches over
the entire rime resulting in a plateau. Transitions between pitch targets are made rapidly
during the consonant portion at the syllable boundary. Likewise, in Korean and Japanese,
syllables or morae are tone-bearing units, so in slow speech, speakers extend each syllable
and maintain the same pitch throughout a syllable, producing a plateau for each syllable.
Stepwise F0 movements are never found in English or Mandarin. This may mean that
slope targets are more important in languages such as English and Mandarin. That is, the
slope of the rise remains relatively stable across speech rate in these languages. On the other
hand, in Korean and Japanese, the slope target is less important, so it is affected by changes
in segmental duration. Thus, in slow speech, the slope would have been too shallow if
alignment is to be maintained (because the duration between the anchors are too great).
After a certain threshold, the slope cannot get shallower anymore, and instead a stepwise
movement is produced. On the other hand, in Mandarin and English, the pitch transition
itself remains relatively stable across speech rates.
In this dissertation, the only aspects of F0 shape that we have analyzed are duration
targets, but the stepwise pattern shows that the shape target may be generalized to include
the slope of the rise. That is, there is a tendency to maintain not just the duration, but
also the slope of a rise. The tendency to maintain a target slope is more important in the
languages that do not show a stepwise pattern (Mandarin, English) than in the languages
that show a stepwise pattern when segmental duration increases (Korean, Japanese). In
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the languages where a target slope is relatively important, it is important to produce an
audible pitch transition. Previous experimental studies have claimed that Mandarin tones
are associated with ideal pitch targets which can be static [high], [low] or dynamic [rise]
[fall] Xu (1998, 2005). Our results also point to the possibility that English rising pitch
movements have dynamic targets. On the other hand, audible pitch transitions do not
seem to be crucial in Japanese and Korean. In the tones in Japanese and Korean, pitch
transition (slope) is a low-weighted target in terms of our model.
Another piece of evidence pointing to the fact that in Korean and Japanese, static tar-
gets are more important than dynamic targets, while dynamic targets are more important
in Mandarin and English is found in the shape of the rises. In Korean and Japanese, it
seems that the shape of rises is not regulated much, thus the shape can vary among sig-
moid, scooped, and domed, depending on time pressure. In Korean and Japanese, domed
shapes are found (mostly in fast speech), whereas domed shapes are absent in Mandarin,
and very rare (1%) in English, even in fast speech. Thus, in Mandarin and English, pitch
transition from L to H is speciﬁed for shape, whereas in Korean and Japanese, pitch transi-
tions are not speciﬁed for shape, but have a sigmoid shape by default (considering that this
shape was the most common). In this sense, pitch transitions in these languages are move-
ments from one level target to the next, although the durations between the level targets
are regulated. On the other hand, in Mandarin and English, domed shapes are strongly
disfavored. It would be interesting to conduct a perceptual experiment to see whether
speakers of Mandarin and English would ﬁnd that domed rises sound strange, but Korean
or Japanese speakers would not.
In summary, the timing of L and H tones in the three languages examined in this chap-
ter are determined by both segmental anchoring and duration constraints, although de-
tails vary in different languages. The alignment patterns of the tones differ depending
on phonological status (lexical, phrasal) and phonological context. Lexical tones are more
strictly aligned than phrasal tones; tonal alignment is stricter when it is followed by a
word boundary or another lexical tone. In addition, the dynamic targets are more im-
portant in languages where contour tones are contrastive (Mandarin, English) than in lan-
guages where they are not (Korean, Japanese). These differences are reﬂected in the relative
weights of the weighted-constraint model of F0 movements.
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Figure 4-31: H-L plotted against  AH-AL,  H-AL,  AH-L in Korean (a),(b),(c); Japanese
(d),(e),(f); Chinese (g),(h),(i); English (j),(k),(l)
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Figure 4-32: Stepwise movements in the Seoul Korean LHLH AP. Speaker A4, slow speech
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The main research question investigated in this dissertation was how underlying tonal rep-
resentations are phonetically implemented, depending on the phonological nature of tones.
The proposed model resolves two conﬂicting previous views on tonal timing: the Segmen-
tal Anchoring Hypothesis and the Constant Duration Hypothesis. Under the segmental
anchoring hypothesis, the beginning and end of a rising pitch movement are aligned with
respect to segments. Under this approach, tones are independent of each other, and shape
properties such as duration and slope are derivable from the locations of level targets. This
approach is at odds with constant shape approaches, e.g. the IPO model of Dutch intona-
tion which describes F0 movements in terms of ﬁxed shapes, e.g. 'Type 1 Rise' has a ﬁxed
duration of 120 ms.
Recently, a number of studies have supported the Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis
(Arvaniti et al., 1998; Ladd et al., 1999) in a number of languages. Experimental studies have
shown that the duration of rises changes depending on speech rate. That is, the duration
of a rise between two tones (L and H) decreases when segmental duration is shorter, so
it cannot be constant (Ladd et al., 1999; Dilley et al., 2005). On the other hand, segmental
locations of tones seemed to remain relatively stable. Based on these ﬁndings, the SAH
literature has claimed that L and H tones are aligned to segmental anchors, independently
of each other. Because the duration of rises change, models that assume a ﬁxed duration
of rise have been rejected (such as the IPO model of Dutch intonation, 't Hart and Cohen
(1973); 't Hart and Collier (1975); 't Hart et al. (1990)). It has been believed that one of them
is universally correct, and the other should be rejected (Dilley et al., 2005).
Against this backdrop, one of the main contributions of this dissertation is to have
shown that tendencies to both segmental anchoring and target duration are simultane-
ously observed. Furthermore, these experimental ﬁndings are modeled in a constraint-
based framework, which provides a compromise solution to reconcile the two conﬂicting
views. The effects of both views can co-exist if the conﬂicting hypotheses are interpreted
as violable constraints, rather than inviolable principles.
The constraint-based approach provides us with a framework to compare cross-linguistic
patterns in tonal alignment, because it allows parametric variation with common con-
straints. Thus, in the previous chapters, we have examined the alignment patterns of tones
in languages with varying phonological status. Most of the languages studied in the Seg-
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mental Anchoring literature showed strong segmental anchoring effects, but most of the
tones are lexically-contrastive or prominence-lending. So, strong segmental anchoring is
somewhat expected. The present research started with the question whether segmental
anchoring will be different if tones with different phonological status are examined. The
phrase-initial rise in the Seoul dialect of Korean was appropriate for testing this hypoth-
esis, because the tones in Seoul Korean are not lexically contrastive, but they only mark
the beginning and end of the Accentual Phrase. Thus, in Chapter 2, we thoroughly exam-
ined the timing and scaling of the four tones in the Seoul Korean LHLH Accentual Phrase.
The experimental results showed that tonal alignment cannot be explained by segmental
anchoring alone. There was a systematic deviation of the H peaks from the anchor, de-
pending on speech rate: the faster the rate, the later the peak. At the same time, the L tones
also deviate, but in the opposite direction of H deviation: the faster the rate, the earlier the
L. That is, when speaking fast, the rise starts relatively earlier and terminates later with
regard to the target alignment points. This was taken as evidence for a tendency to main-
tain a target duration. Based on this, the Alignment-Duration model was developed in
Chapter 3. The model consists of constraints for segmental alignment and target duration.
The weights reﬂect the alignment pattern: for example, L in Seoul Korean shows stricter
alignment than H, thus the weight of L alignment is higher than the weight of H alignment.
Given these results, in Chapter 4, three other languages with varying phonological sta-
tus of tones were examined: Tokyo Japanese (lexical pitch accent), Mandarin Chinese (lex-
ical tone), English (intonational pitch accent). The experiments aimed to test the two hy-
potheses: ﬁrst, that the constraints for alignment and target duration exist in languages
with various tonal phonologies, including languages which have been reported to exhibit
segmental anchoring, and second, the relative weights of the constraints reﬂect differences
in the phonetic realization of tones with different phonological status (lexical or boundary)
and phonological context (word-medial/ﬁnal in Japanese or lexical/neutral tone in Man-
darin). In Tokyo Japanese, pitch accents are contrastive, so they are speciﬁed in the lexicon.
In Mandarin, most syllables are speciﬁed for contrastive tones, thus misalignment would
result in the intrusion into the tones of neighboring syllables. In English, pitch accents are
realized on the prominent syllable in a word. In addition, in both Mandarin and English,
rises contrast with high tones: Tone 1 vs. Tone 2 in Mandarin, H* vs. L+H* in English,
whereas there is no such distinction in Japanese and Korean. Thus, one might expect the
former languages place more weight on shape properties such as the slope or duration of
the rise which are likely to differentiate high and rising tones.
The experimental results conﬁrmed the hypothesis that languages have constraints for
both alignment and target duration. In each language examined, tendencies toward both
segmental anchoring and target duration were observed, despite the varying nature of the
tones in these languages. At the same time, the degree to which theses constraints are satis-
ﬁed/violated is different in different languages. For example, in Mandarin, the alignment
and duration constraints have similar weights, conﬁrming the previous observations that
both alignment and tonal shape are relatively stable in Mandarin. In the Mandarin Rising
tone, aligning both L and H tones is important, and maintaining a target duration is also
as important as keeping alignment.
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The constraint weights reﬂected differences in tonal alignment that depend on phono-
logical status and context of tones. Tones that are lexically contrastive (lexical pitch accents
in Japanese, lexical tones in Mandarin) or prominence-lending (intonational pitch accents
in English) were timed close to their anchors which are near or in the tone-bearing units
that the tones are phonologically associated with. The alignment was stricter in lexically-
speciﬁed tones than in tones that are phrasal (phrase-initial L and H in the Seoul Korean
Accentual Phrase and in Japanese unaccented words). Phonological context was also a
signiﬁcant factor: tones were more strictly aligned in the context of another lexical tone
(Mandarin) or a word boundary (Japanese).
Our experimental results argue against the basic assumption of the Segmental Anchor-
ing Hypothesis that tones are independent of each other. We found that the relation be-
tween L and H tones of a rising pitch movement is as signiﬁcant as the relation between
tones and segments. In the proposed model, the relations between tones and segments are
regulated by the Alignment constraints, and the relations between tones are regulated by
the Duration constraints. The actual timing of a tone is determined by both the segmental
and tonal relations of the tone; the relative importance of these relations are reﬂected in
the constraint weights. The actual timing is the weighted average between the alignment
target and and the point that would satisfy the rise duration target.
In summary, the major contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
ﬁrst, it showed that tendencies to both segmental anchoring and target duration co-exist;
second, it showed that tones that comprise a pitch movement are not independent of each
other. The model with dependencies between tones (the Alignment-Duration model) was
better than the model with independent tones (the Independent-Alignment model) in al-
most all cases; third, the conﬂicting hypotheses were translated into violable constraints;
fourth, the proposed framework explicates cross-linguistic differences through relative weights
of constraints. Two relevant issues will be discussed before closing this chapter.
Analyzing the rise shape
The Segmental Anchoring approach decomposes a rising F0 movement into L and H tones,
arguing that the beginning (L) and ending (H) points of a rise are segmentally aligned.
However, deﬁning L and H tones is not straightforward: the acoustic correlates for L and
H tones differ across languages. We described an F0 rising movement in terms of a few
more sub-components: F0 extrema (minima,maxima), inﬂection points (lower and upper
elbows), and maximum velocity points. Rising movements were decomposed into three
regression lines, by ﬁtting three-piece linear regression. From the F0 minimum to the lower
elbow is the ﬁrst line, from the ﬁrst elbow to the second elbow is the second line, and from
the second elbow to F0 maximum is the third line. Depending on the slopes of these lines,
the shape of a rise is categorized: dome if the ﬁrst line is the steepest, sigmoid if the second
line is the steepest, and scoop if the third line is the steepest. The two intersections of the
regression lines are the elbows. The inﬂection points were used to locate the beginning of
the fast rise. That is, the beginning of the fast rise is the F0 minimum if the shape is domed,
the ﬁrst elbow if the shape is sigmoid, and the second elbow if the shape is scooped.
We have shown that different languages have different patterns of alignment of these
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sub-parts of F0 rises. In Seoul Korean, the Duration constraint holds between F0 minima
and F0 maxima. In Japanese, our modeling results show that F0 maxima are related to
F0 minima. On the other hand, the inﬂection points at the beginning of the fast rise, are
closely related to F0 maxima. However, which point is the beginning of a rising movement
is language-speciﬁc: F0 minimum or elbow. In Mandarin and English, F0 minima are often
found in a long plateau before the actual start of the fast rise; this can vary depending
on factors such as language and speech rate. Thus, in Mandarin and English, elbows were
used to indicate the location of the L tone. Xu (1998) also used a similar point, the maximum
acceleration point, to indicate the location of L tone in the Mandarin Rising tone, and the
absolute F0 minima were considered irrelevant for the Rising tone. Thus, whether the L
and H tones are independent or dependent depends on which F0 events are considered as
the reﬂexes of L and H tones. The level-target literature argues that a Rising tone can be
decomposed into L and H tones, but the acoustic correlates of L and H tones seem to vary
across languages, so they have to be deﬁned language-speciﬁcally.
Using the three-piece regression, we were also able to classify the shapes of rises in
a quantitative rather than impressionistic fashion. The shape of a rise is classiﬁed into
sigmoid, dome, and scoop categories. In Seoul Korean and Japanese, the shapes are almost
free variants. The majority of the rises are sigmoid, domed rises are found more in fast
speech, and scooped rises are found more in slow speech. In these languages, free variation
among the three shapes is allowed. This is different from Mandarin and English. Domed
shapes do not exist among Mandarin Rising tone. The Mandarin Rising tone was either
sigmoid or scooped rising tones. English was similar (only less than 1% were domes).
Thus, the shape of rises is more restricted in English and Mandarin than in Japanese and
Korean. This shows up partly in wD, but additional shape parameters are required for a
full analysis.
Phonological representations
Although we do not make a strong claim about phonological representations, we can dis-
cuss what phonological representations are compatible with our model. In Chapter 4, we
have shown that phonetic realization of tones depends on the phonological status of the
tones: whether they are lexically-contrastive/prominence-lending or phrasal boundary-
marking. That is, lexically contrastive (Japanese accented words, Mandarin) or prominence
lending tones (English) show stricter alignment patterns than boundary tones (Japanese
unaccented words, Seoul Korean). In Japanese, for example, word-medial accented and
unaccented words have different wH values (0.77, 0.57 respectively). Thus, phonological
representations that are compatible with the proposed model should be able to distinguish
lexically-contrastive or prominence-lending tones from boundary tones, so that the pho-
netic implementation grammar can see which wH is applicable for a given tone.
We propose that the difference in the phonological status of the tones is indicated by
where the tones are associated. That is, lexically contrastive or prominence lending tones
are directly associated with the relevant syllables/morae, but the boundary tones are asso-
ciated with phrasal boundaries. We illustrate such examples with Japanese accented and
unaccented words, as shown in Figure 5-1.
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LH     H
|         |
[  μ   μ   μ  -   ga]
(a) Accented words
LH    
|       
[   μ   μ   μ  -   ga]
(b) Unaccented words
Figure 5-1: Suggested phonological representations: (a) a lexically-contrastive tone (b) a
boundary tone
In 5-1a, the lexical pitch accent H is associated with the second mora, and the initial rise
LH is associated at the phrase- initial position. On the other hand, in the unaccented word
in 5-1b, there is only a boundary LH. This approach is similar to what has been proposed for
tonal representations for Japanese in Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988). In Pierrehumbert
and Beckman (1988), L and H tones at the beginning of a phrase are associated with the
higher phrase nodes, but contrastive HL tones are associated with the accented morae only,
not with the phrasal nodes. Thus, in their system, differences between boundary tones
and contrastive tones are represented by different phonological association. Differences in
phonological nature are differences in the association.
For phonetic implementation of the tones in Figure 5-1, a constraint requires the bound-
ary LH to be realized on the ﬁrst and second morae respectively (L on the ﬁrst mora, H on
the second mora), for both accented and unaccented words. In the unaccented case in Fig-
ure 5-1b, wH of the unaccented words is applied (0.57). In the accented case in Figure 5-1a,
the second mora has both boundary and lexical H's, but realization of the lexical H tone
takes precedence over realization of the boundary H tone. So, wH of the accented words is
applied (0.77).
In the phonological representations using association lines, peak delay presents a prob-
lem. This is a phenomenon where F0 peak that realizes a H tone appears after the sylla-
ble/mora with which it is phonologically associated (English, Silverman and Pierrehum-
bert (1990); Spanish, Prieto et al. (1995); Mandarin, Xu (2001); Tokyo Japanese, Ishihara
(2006)). To address this issue, the Autosegmental Phonology literature has suggested sec-
ondary association in order to indicate precise locations of L and H tones. e.g. L is sec-
ondarily associated at the left edge of the syllable, and H is secondarily associated with
the following vowel (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988; Gussenhoven, 2000; Grice et al.,
2000).
However, Ladd (2004) disagrees with this approach on the grounds that using sec-
ondary association brings "proliferation of phonological representations for subtly differ-
ent phonetic details between languages or between language varieties". Instead, he argues
that "the ﬁne phonetic detail of segmental anchoring is not a matter of secondary association
after all, but of quantitative language-speciﬁc phonetic detail in the realization of phono-
logical categories" (Ladd, 2004). In the same vein, although we suggested the phonological
representation in Figure 5-1 as one possible modiﬁcation to the existing representation, they
have limitations in representing ﬁne-grained phonetic details. We have shown, through-
out this dissertation, that the subtle phonetic details vary systematically depending on the
phonological nature and context of the tones. We thus believe that differences in tonal
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alignment are best described in terms of a quantitative phonetic realization grammar, such
as the weighted-constraint model developed in this dissertation. The phonetic realization
grammar provides precise language-speciﬁc details, and phonological representations do
not have to be more complicated than the ones suggested in Figure 5-1.
Language-speciﬁc phonetic grammar
This dissertation has demonstrated that phonetic details of tonal timing vary cross-linguistically.
In fact, the question of whether phonetic details are supplied by language-speciﬁc or uni-
versal rules originates from the very beginning of generative linguistic research. Chomsky
and Halle (1968: 259) argue that detailed phonetic properties of speech signals are supplied
by universal rules, so it is not necessary to include them in discrete phonological represen-
tations. Such properties include various aspects of phonetic realization (e.g. fronting of a
back vowel after a coronal onset). Even if it is possible to transcribe all the properties of
speech signal, the speaker-hearer's interpretation of the signal is more linguistically mean-
ingful than directly observable physical properties of it (Chomsky and Halle, 1968: 294).
Thus, phonological representations are discrete and "coarse-grained" (Flemming, 2001),
leaving details of phonetic realization as the task of universal rules. For example, in the Au-
tosegmental literature, representations of tones are L and H for low and high tones, which
are assumed to be associated with syllables. The L and H representations do not tell us the
precise location or pitch levels of H peaks. However, universal rules cannot explain the
experimental ﬁndings in this dissertation, because tonal timing patterns are signiﬁcantly
different from language to language.
Studies have suggested that peak delays are due to physiological factors that arise when
implementing a rising pitch movement, such as inertia (Xu, 1998, 2005). This approach in-
corporates an automatic phonetic realization component that reﬂects physiological imple-
mentation of tones into the grammar of segmental anchoring. However, we have seen that
peak delay is in fact a controllable factor, which depends on the phonological status and
context of the tones. In Japanese, the H peaks gradually deviate into the post-accentual
mora if the accented mora is not word-ﬁnal, but the H peaks stay within the mora if the
accented mora is word-ﬁnal, resulting in a stricter alignment pattern. Speakers are able
to control alignment more tightly in that context. In Mandarin, the peak of the Rising
tone shows a similar strict alignment pattern. If peak delay is just due to physiological
limitations on pitch change, we should observe similar patterns across languages. How-
ever, we have shown that alignment patterns can vary depending on phonological con-
texts (Japanese word-medial/ﬁnal) and languages (although strictly speaking, this should
assume that the accelerations involved are similar across the languages which could differ
as well as timing). Controllable factors are in principle subject to language-speciﬁc manip-
ulations (Keating, 1985). The variations in alignment patterns across phonological contexts
and languages conﬁrm that peak alignment is a controllable linguistic factor.
An analogous example comes from vowel shortening before voiceless consonants. Lan-
guages show vowel shortening in this context (Chen, 1970), but the differences between the
vowel and consonant durations vary depending on languages (Keating, 1985). For exam-
ple, the difference is exaggerated in English, but Czech or Polish do not vary vowel dura-
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tion according to the following consonant (Keating, 1979). This shows that vowel shorten-
ing in English is not physiologically determined, although physical factors inﬂuence vowel
duration. Therefore, the vowel shortening rule cannot be part of a universal phonetic com-
ponent, but language-speciﬁc phonetic grammars are necessary. Likewise, delayed peaks
cannot be explained by imposing physical limitation rules on the Segmental Anchoring Hy-
pothesis. Peak alignment is a controllable property, so it is a part of a phonetic realization
grammar. Whether peaks are delayed or anticipated is not due to physiological constraints
but due to grammar.
The weighted-constraint model of F0 movements developed in this dissertation pro-
vides a framework for the grammar of phonetic realization by allowing constraints com-
mon to many languages while at the same time parametrizing language-speciﬁc differ-
ences by relative weights of the constraints. Language speciﬁc phonetic details need to
be described quantitatively, not symbolically (Ladd, 2004: 6). Atterer and Ladd (2004)
pointed out that alignment patterns are subject to language-speciﬁc variation; they found
that German speakers align rises later than in other languages previously studied, such
as Greek, English, and Dutch. The variation is also found between dialects of the same
language: Southern German shows later alignment than Northern German. Moreover,
these native patterns of alignment are carried over to the German speakers' pronuncia-
tion of English. They claimed that such ﬁndings argue against interpreting cross-language
alignment differences in terms of distinct patterns of phonological association, and in fa-
vor of describing them in terms of quantitative phonetic realization rules. The model with
weighted-constraints for scalar representations (Flemming, 2001) is appropriate for this
purpose, because it provides a quantitatively precise framework that uses scalar represen-
tations. The relative weights of alignment and duration constraints reﬂect differences in
language-speciﬁc ﬁne-grained phonetic details.
As a further development of the proposed model, it is worth investigating perceptual
effects of the F0 features in order to relate the constraint weights to perceptual importance.
The hypothesis is that the weights of pitch features reﬂect their perceptual effects. That
is, highly-weighted features characterize crucial properties of a pitch movement and thus
are perceptually more signiﬁcant. Thus, violation of the highly-weighted targets should be
avoided, at the expense of low-weighted targets. Such research may reveal a close connec-
tion between production and perception of speech, which can be modeled in a quantitative
framework via the weighted constraints proposed in this dissertation.
In conclusion, the main contribution of this dissertation is that the proposed model
interprets F0 features in terms of targets, rather than invariant properties. Insistence on
identifying invariant properties has been the source of the long-running controversy on
which is invariant of F0 movements, alignment or shape. Our answer to this question is
that there is no invariant: everything is subject to change, but some features are more resis-
tant to change than others, depending on their relative importance. The interaction of the
targets are modeled in a cross-linguistically applicable, constraint-based framework. The
proposed model makes quantitatively precise predictions by using weighted constraints
for scalar representations, rather than discrete phonological representations. This disser-
tation also showed that the detailed phonetic implementation of tones is determined by
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phonological status/context of the tones. This supports the view that phonetic details in
tonal implementation are provided by language-speciﬁc phonetic realization grammars,
rather than automatically determined by universal phonetic rules. This suggests the possi-
bility of a difference in surface phonological representation that the phonetic implementa-
tion grammar can refer to. It is a task for future research to determine how this information
is encoded so that the phonetic grammar can make use of it.
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Appendix A
Speech materials
A.1 Seoul Korean
There were 36 target APs and 25 ﬁllers of various lengths (13 5-syl APs, 6 6-syl APs, 6 3-syl
APs). Fillers are not presented here.
target phrase carrier
1 marinen1n mor1neyo 'Mary's family doesn't know' 마리네는 모르네요.
2 narinen1n nollaneyo 'Nary's family is surprised' 나리네는 놀라네요.
3 mamurin1n miruneyo 'Finishing is postponed' 마무리는 미루네요.
4 manuran1n mallineyo 'A wife stops it' 마누라는 말리네요.
5 monamin1n mor1neyo 'don't know Monami' 모나미는 모르네요.
6 memorin1n mor1neyo 'don't know memory' 메모리는 모르네요.
7 meronan1n mor1neyo 'don't know Merona' 메로나는 모르네요.
8 nonaran1n mallineyo 'No-dynasty stops it' 노나라는 말리네요.
9 remonan1n mor1neyo 'don't know Lemona' 레모나는 모르네요.
10 miri nen1n mor1neyo 'don't know milkyway' 미리내는 모르네요.
11 miminen1n miruneyo 'Mimi's family postpones' 미미네는 미루네요.
12 minarin1n mallineyo 'Dropwort is dried' 미나리는 말리네요.
13 minanen1n nollineyo 'Mina's family is surprised' 미나네는 놀리네요.
14 nunanen1n nollaneyo 'Sister's family is surprised' 누나네는 놀라네요.
15 manillan1n mor1neyo 'don't know Manila' 마닐라는 모르네요.
16 mar1mmon1n millineyo 'A lozenge is pushed' 마름모는 밀리네요.
17 norinnen1n mor1neyo 'don't know stench' 노린내는 모르네요.
18 amepan1n mor1neyo 'don't know ameba' 아메바는 모르네요.
19 inajəŋ1n miruneyo 'Lee Na-Young postpones' 이나영은 미루네요.
20 əmənin1n mallineyo 'Mother stops it' 어머니는 말리네요.
21 orencin1n mallineyo 'Orange is dried' 오렌지는 말리네요.
22 untoŋcaŋ1n mor1neyo 'don't know playground' 운동장은 모르네요.
23 tor1ren1n millineyo 'Pulley is pushed' 도르래는 밀리네요.
24 cumənin1n mar1neyo 'Pocket is dried' 주머니는 마르네요.
25 tenamun1n mar1neyo 'Bamboo is dried' 대나무는 마르네요.
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26 tallanan1n mor1neyo 'don't know the moon world' 달나라는 모르네요.
27 cənmunten1n millineyo 'Junior college is pushed' 전문대는 밀리네요.
28 kamnamun1n mallineyo 'Persimon trees is dried ' 감나무는 말리네요.
29 jəŋminen1n millineyo 'Youngmi's family is pushed' 영미네는 밀리네요.
30 nallarin1n nollaneyo 'Punk is surprised' 날라리는 놀라네요.
31 min t1llen1n mallineyo 'Dandelion is dried' 민들레는 말리네요.
32 uranjumman mor1neyo 'don't know only uranium' 우라늄만 모르네요.
33 allatinman miruneyo 'Only Aladin postpones' 알라딘만 미루네요.
34 tetoŋkaŋman mor1neyo 'don't know only Taetong River' 대동강만 모르네요.
35 mel laninman mor1neyo 'don't know only melanin' 멜라닌만 모르네요.
36 ciŋg1lpelman mor1neyo 'don't know only Jingle Bells' 징글벨만 모르네요.
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A.2 Tokyo Japanese
There were 32 target phrases and no ﬁllers.
target word carrier
Accent(2) 1. amado ga arimasu 'There is a rain shutter' あまどがあります。
2. imoya ga arimasu 'There is a potato store' 芋屋があります。
3. muroran ni arimasu 'is in Muroran' 室蘭にあります。
4. amamori ga simasu 'There is water leak' 雨漏りがします。
5. namamono ga arimasu 'There is a living thing' 生ものがあります。
6. oniyuri ga arimasu 'There is a tiger lily' 鬼百合があります。
7. aniyome ga imasu 'There is a sister-in-law' 兄嫁がいます。
8. yonemura ga imasu 'There is Yonemura' 米村がいます。
9. ninomiya ga imasu 'There is Ninomiya' 二ノ宮がいます。
10. erimaki ga arimasu 'There is a scarf' えりまきがあります。
11. iranzin ga arimasu 'There is an Iranian' イラン人がいます。
12. mariina ga arimasu 'There is a marimba' マリーナがあります。
13. yamamba ga imasu 'There is a witch' 山姥がいます。
14. marimba ga arimasu 'There is a marina' マリンバがあります。
15. orenzi ga arimasu 'There is an orange' オレンジがあります。
2syl 16. inu ga arimasu 'There is a dog' いぬがあります。
17. mimi ga arimasu 'has ears' みみがあります。
18. yama ga arimasu 'There is a mountain' やまがあります。
19. mura ga arimasu 'There is a village' むらがあります。
20. ami ga arimasu 'There is a net' あみがあります。
21. mune ga arimasu 'has a chest' 胸があります。
22. iro ga iidesu 'Color is good' 色がいいです。
Unaccent 23. nemuri ga asaidesu 'Sleep is light' 眠りがあさいです。
24. yamaimo ga arimasu 'There is a yam' 山芋があります。
25. momoiro ga iidesu 'Peach color is good' 桃色がいいです。
26. nininmae ga arimasu 'There are two portions' 二人前があります。
27. udonya ga arimasu 'There is a noodle shop' うどんやがあります。
Accent(3) 28. munemawari ga arimasu 'has a bulky chest' 胸回りがあります。
29. monomorai ga arimasu 'has a sty' モノモライがあります。
30. reonarudo ga imasu 'There is Leonardo' レオナルドがいます。
31. iromoyoo ga iidesu 'Color and shape are good' いろもよおがいいです。
32. yamanobori ga iidesu 'Hiking is good' やまのぼりがいいです。
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A.3 Mandarin Chinese
There were 20 target words and 9 ﬁllers (three to four syllable words). Fillers are not pre-
sented here.
Carrier phrase: qǐngnínbă zàishuōyíbiàn.
"Please say again.''
请您把 再说一遍。
Tone 2 + Tone 2 1 míngnián `next year' 明年
2 míngrén 'celebrity' 名人
3 línglíng 'cool' 泠泠
4 míngmíng 'clearly' 明明
5 niánlíng 'age' 年龄
6 guómín 'people' 国民
7 nóngmín 'farmer' 农民
8 rénmín 'people' 人民
9 ménlíng 'doorbell' 门铃
10 léiléi 'hang in clusters' 累累
11 nánnán 'murmuring' 喃喃
12 lángláng 'clear and ringing' 琅琅
13 mángrén 'blind person' 盲人
14 láilín 'arrive' 来临
15 láinián 'next year' 来年
Tone 2 + Tone 0 16 míngzi 'name' 名字
17 piányi 'cheap' 便宜
18 rénmen 'people' 人们
19 péngyou 'friend' 朋友
20 zánmen 'we' 咱们
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A.4 English
There were 19 target phrases and 9 ﬁllers of various lengths. Fillers are not presented here.
Carrier phrase: "No, I meant .''
1 Amelia Raymond
2 amenable meaning
3 eliminate Mariners
4 illuminated mirrors
5 analogous analysis
6 anonymous writings
7 anomalous meaning
8 immoral ambition
9 Norwegian marinas (for E1, E2)/ remaining minutes (for E3, E4)
10 Orwellian nightmare
11 immunity reaction
12 unmanageable employee
13 unruly employee (for E1, E2)/ Armani employees (for E3, E4)
14 linoleum knives
15 Millennium Resort
16 maligned by the media
17 remunerate a lawyer
18 malaria in Nigeria
19 aluminum mini blinds
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